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CONTRACT SUPPORT COSTS WITHIN THE IN-
DIAN HEALTH SERVICE AND THE BUREAU
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS (PART II)

TUESDAY, AUGUST 3, 1999

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON RESOURCES,

Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to call, at 11:09 a.m. in Room

1324, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Don Young [chair-
man of the Committee] presiding.

The CHAIRMAN. The meeting will come to order.

STATEMENT OF HON. DON YOUNG, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ALASKA

The Committee is meeting today to hear testimony on contract
support costs within the Indian Health Service and Bureau of In-
dian Affairs.

Under rule 4(b) of the Committee rules, any oral opening state-
ments at hearings are limited to the Chairman and the Ranking
Minority Member. This will allow us to hear from witnesses sooner
and help members keep up with their schedules. If other members
have statements, they can be included in the hearing record, under
unanimous consent.

I would especially like to extend my welcome to all of my Alas-
kan constituents.

I would especially like to thank everyone for their help and sup-
port during the debate on the Interior appropriations bill on the
House floor three weeks ago. With your help, we were able to strike
out the pro-rata language in the Interior appropriations bill for fis-
cal year 2000.

We held our first hearing on contract support costs on February
24, 1999, accepting testimony from the tribes and the administra-
tion. This Committee sent additional questions to the administra-
tion and directed the tribes to meet with the administration and
to come up with permanent solutions for contract support costs.

Additionally, the Interior Appropriations Subcommittee re-
quested a report from the General Accounting Office regarding con-
tract support costs to provide Congress alternatives to existing
problems.

Today, we will hear the administration's recommendations with
regard to contract support costs. We will also hear from NCAI and
their work with the National Policy Work Group on Contract Sup-
port Costs and their recommendation. Lastly, we will hear from the



GAO and their final report to Congress and what alternatives they.
recommend with regardto contract support shortfalls.

Once we have reviewed the recommendations, the Committee
will make a final decision on how to proceed with the permanent
solution with shortfalls and contract support costs.

I would offer my many thanks to the tribes for all of their input
and patience in this important manner.

I would also like to suggest one thing. The argument that we
have had with the Appropriations Committee, no one has ever ad-
dressed the concept of health care. It has always been what to do
with the money. I believe that our goal should be to provide the
fine health care that has been done in the past and hopefully in
the present and will be in the future.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Young follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON. DON YOUNG, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE
OF ALASKA

I would like to extend my welcome to all-particularly my Alaskan constituents.
I would especially like to thank everyone for their help and support during the de-
bate of the Interior Appropriations bill on the House floor three weeks ago. With
your help we were able to strike out the pro-rata language in the Interior Appro-
priations bill for FY 2000.

We held our first hearing on contract support costs on February 24, 1999 accept-
ing testimony from tribes and the Administration. This Committee sent additional
questions to the Administration and directed the tribes to meet with the Adminis-
tration to come up with a permanent solution for contract support costs.

Additionally, the Interior Appropriations Subcommittee requested a report from
the General Accounting Office regarding contract support costs and to provide Con-
gress with alternatives to the existing problem.

Today, we will hear the Administrations' recommendations regarding contract
sup port costs. We will also hear from the NCAI and their work with the National
Policy Work Group on contract sitpport costs and their recommendations. Lastly, we
will hear from the GAO on their final report to Congress and what alternatives that
they recommend with regard to contract support costs shortfalls.

Once we have reviewed the recommendations, the Committee will make a final
decision on how to proceed with a permanent solution to the problem of shortfalls
with contract support cost.

My many thanks to the tribes for all their input and patience on this important
issue.
Contract Support Costs Hearing
Briefing Paper
August 3, 1999

Under Section 106(a)(2) of Public Law 93-638, the Indian Self Determination Act,
American Indian and Alaska Native tribes are authorized to enter into contracts or
compacts with the Indian Health Service(IHS) and the Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA) to directly administer health care and Bureau of Indian Affairs programs pre-
viously administered byr the two agencies. Congress strongly advocated this change
to allow tribes to provide direct and improved services to their members. Contract
support costs is directly associated with administering of these programs and is
based on three cost categories: start up costs, indirect costs and direct costs.

Start-up Costs: One-time costs incurred in planning and assuming management
of the programs. Examples include buying computers and training staff. .
Indirect Costs: On going overhead expenses, which are often divided into three
groups--management and administration, facilities and equipment, and general
services and expenses. Management and administration includes financial and
personnel management, procurement, property and records management, data
processing, and office services. Facility and equipment includes building, utili-
ties, housekeeping, repair and maintenance, and equipment. General services
include insurance and legal services, audit, general expenses, interest and de-
preciation.
Direct costs: This category covers such costs as unemployment taxes and work-
ers compensation insurance for direct program salaries.



However, the consistent failure of Federal agencies (IHS and BIA) to fully fund
- contract support costs has resulted in financial management problems for tribes as

they stru gle to pay for federally mandated annual single-agency audits, liability in-
surance, financial management systems, personnel sal aries, property management
and other administrative costs. Congress must remember that tribes are operating
Federal programs and are carrying out Federal responsibilities when they operate
self-determination contracts. Tribes, in some instances, have had to resort to using
their own financial resources to subsidize contract support costs. It is the Commit-
tees' belief, and the House and Senate Interior Appropriations Committees' belief
that tribes should not be forced to use their own financial resources to subsidize
Federal contract support costs.

At the request of the House and Senate Interior Appropriations Committees' and
Committee on Resources, the Indian Health Service increased their contract support
costs for FY 2000 by $35 million. This will bring the funding level of all tribes to
70 percent of negotiated contract support costs. The Congress must remember that
in the FY 1999 Interior Appropriations bill, Congress directed the IHS and BIA to
F ut a one year moratorium on new contracts or compacts. This increase of $35 mil-
ion reflects the existing, compacts/contracts plus $15 million for new and expanded

contract supports costs projected in FY 2000 at a 70 percent level.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs pro-rates their indirect costs, however, the funding

for contract support costs does not include direct costs to tribes. For instance, in FY
1999, the BIA plans to continue not paying any direct contract support costs associ-
ated with programs transferred to tribal operation. These direct costs are primarily
composed of personnel associated costs including retirement, ESC and Workmen's
Compensation etc. Tribes believe that the direct costs paid by the IHS were in fact
legitimate and should also be paid by the BIA as well. It is also the belief of the
appropriations committees that the BIA and IHS should remain consistent and uti-
lize similar if not, identical systems to pay contract support costs.

Secondly, the progress toward Congressional intent has not been met by the Ad-
ministration. More than twenty years ago when Congress enacted the Indian Self-
Determination Act the express intent was that as tribes and tribal groups con-
tracted for Indian Health Service and Bureau of Indian Affairs programs, there
would be a parallel reduction in the Federal bureaucracy and more tribal determina-
tion of services options based on local needs and priorities. Tribal administration of
these programs has often resulted in substantial additions to available health care
services and for more efficient operation of programs. But the parallel reduction in
Federal bureaucracy does not appear to have been achieved.

The General Accounting Office (GAO) was asked to submit a report to Congress
on the shortfalls of Contract Support Costs needs to be addressed. The GAO recently
completed its report to Congress and made the following recommendations (1) The
Secretaries of Interior and Health and Humans Services should work together to (a)
develop a standard policy on funding contract support costs; and (b) ensure that the
BIA and IHS correctl adjust funding when tribes use provisional-final rates.

Additionally, the GAO provided four alternatives for Congress to consider (1)
Fully fund contract support costs each year; (2) Amend the Act to eliminate the pro-
vision requiring that contract support costs be fully funded at 100 percent of the
allowable costs identified by BIA and IHS (3) Amend the Act to limit indirect costs
by imposing either a flat rate or a capped rate; and (4) Amend the Act to eliminate
the provision for funding contract support costs over and above the program base
and provide a consolidated contract amount. A representative from the GAO will
provide testimony at the hearing and answer Members questions.

Lastly, the National Congress of American Indians National Policy Work Group
on Contract Supports Cost is also submitting its report ane recommendations to
Congress. The Committee directed the tribal leadership to work. with the Adminis-
tration to submit recommendations to resolve the shortfalls in contract support
costs.

The Committee conducted its first hearing on February 24 1999 to accept testi-
mony from the Administration and tribes and plan to provide proposed resolution
to the problems associated with contract support costs to the House and Senate In-
terior Appropriations committees.

Staff contact: Cynthia A. Ahwinona

The CHAIRMAN. With that, I would like to bring up the first
panel: The Honorable Kevin Gover, Assistant Secretary of Indian
affairs, U.S. Department of Interior, Washington, DC; Mr. Richard
G. Sullivan, Senior Negotiator, Division of Cost Allocation, U.S. De-
partment of Health and Human Services, Washington, DC; Dr. Mi-



chael H. Trujillo, Director, Indian Health Service, Rockville, Mary-
land, accompanied by Mr. Michael Lincoln, Mr. Carl Fitzpatrick,
Mr. Douglas Black, and Mr. Ron Demaray.

Would you please take your chairs?
Without objection, I would submit for the record Mr. Miller, the

Ranking Minority Member, his opening comments. Without objec-
tion, so ordered.

[The prepared statement of Mr. George Miller follows:]
STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE MILLER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. Chairman. This is tho second hearing we have held this year on the issue
of contract support cost under funding. While the hearing in February focused on
the breadth of the problem, today's hearing will focus on solutions.

In 1975 I supported enactment of the Indian Self-Determination and Education
Assistance Act which authorized, for the first time, Indian tribes to contract with
the Secretaries of Interior and Health and Human Services to administer programs
and services previously administered by those Departments. I have strongly sup-
ported each expansion of that first Act and expect to have my bilh H.R. 1167-the
so called 'Title V" bill-which would make compacting under the IHS a permanent
program, passed by the full House in September. Last year my legislation was bot-
tled up in the Senate based in most part to the issue of how to pay for additional
contract support costs. Chairman Young and I have promised that this Committee
would look into various solutions and this series of hearings is part of that process.

The current situation where many tribes are only partially funded or not funded
at all for these costs is intolerable. The costs do not disappear if funding is not pro-
vided but instead tribes are forced to take funds directly from programs and services
to their members. The simplest solution is to have Congress appropriate sufficient
funding each year to cover all direct and indirect costs related to tribal management
of services. Both the House and Senate Appropriations committees, however, have
made it clear that they will not appropriate full funding and indeed, have foisted
unfair moratorium against new contracts and tried to write legislative language to
force the IHS to immediately distribute funding on the pro-rata basis.

I believe the most. workable solutions will come from Indian Country as those
most directly affected by the shortfalls. I commend the National Congress of Amer-
ican Indians for its work group on contract support costs and look forward to hear-
ing from its president, Ron Allen, as to their findings and recommendations. The
NCAI report addresses a multitude of related issues and suggests numerous
changes to alter the existing programs. Additionally, the GAO will testify and offer
alternatives to the current situation it released through a report in June.

I also want to welcome the rest of the witnesses and especially my old friend Gov-
ernor Mary Thomas of Gila River. Thank you all for coming today and I look for-
ward to hearing your testimony.

The CHAIRMAN. I believe all of you recognize what that is. I do
apologize. This is the most frustrating thing, to try to conduct a
hearing. I will go back and return as rapidly as possible. If Mr.
J.D. comes back, you have him take it over.

[Recess.]
Mr. HAYWORTH. [presiding.] The Committee will now come to

order, pending a unanimous consent request from my good friend
from Washington State.

The chair would recognize my friend from Washington State.
Mr. INSLEE. In the spirit of great comity for which this Com-

mittee is renowned, I am going to ask for unanimous consent that
Congressman Hayworth be permitted to sit on the dais and partici-
pate in the hearing and to chair the hearing.

Mr. HAYWORTH. Is there objection?
Hearing none, we will continue.



I would thank my friend from Washington State and would point
out for the record he is spelling C-O-M-I-T-Y rather than C-O-M-
E-D-Y, as we are often accused of here in the Nation's capitol.

We have a very serious topic this morning.' Our purpose this
morning is to conduct this hearing on contract support costs within
the Indian Health Service and the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Again,
I thank my colleagues, my good friend from Washington State, and
the fine gentleman from New Jersey who joins us here this morn-
inde- have with us Panel I, which includes the Honorable Kevin

Gover, the Assistant Secretary of Indian affairs, U.S. Department
of the Interior; Mr. Richard Sullivan, the Senior Negotiator, Divi-
sion of Cost Allocation of the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services in Washington, DC; and we are pleased to wel-
come Dr. Michael Trujillo, the Director of the Indian Health Serv-
ice in Rockville, Maryland. He is accompanied by Messrs. Lincoln,
Fitzpatrick, Black, and Demaray.

I would like to remind the witnesses that, under our Committee
rules, they must limit their oral statements to 5 minutes, but their
entire statement will appear in the record. We will also allow the
entire panel to testify before questioning the witnesses.

Before we move to this juncture, let me just simply check with
my colleagues and see if anyone here has an opening statement
that they would like to make. If there are statements at a later
time, we will have them introduced into the record.

At this point I would ask Mr. Kevin Gover to offer his testimony.
Good morning and welcome to the Committee.

STATEMENT OF HON. KEVIN GOVER, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. GOVER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good morning.
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be here today to discuss this

issue again.
Since the hearing in February, GAO, BIA, our BIA Tribal Work

Group on Contract Support Costs, and the national Congress of
American Indians have all published recommendations concerning
this issue. While GAO offers four alternatives for consideration, it
does not recommend one of the approaches over the other. The BIA
Tribal Work Group and NCAI both recommend increased appro-
priations to fully fund contract support requirements and both ad-
vocate additional studies or benchmarking of tribal needs for con-
tract support.

In the meantime, the Federal Government is a defendant in a
half-dozen lawsuits over contract support; and as part of the fiscal
ear 2000 budget, the Appropriations Committees have continued
oth the funding cap on contract support and, in the case of the

Senate, the moratorium on additional self-determination con-
tracting.

Notwithstanding the appropriations limitations, we have various
decisions from courts and administrative appeals boards indicating
that the language in the appropriations Act does not repeal the
mandate in the Indian self-determination Act for full payment of
support costs. Additionally, some courts and the administrative ap-
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peals boards have found the United States liable for breach of con-
tract, requiring payment of 100 percent of contract support costs,
notwithstanding any limitations in our appropriations Act.

Finally, the constitutionality of some of the appropriation lan-
guage has been called into question. Now, recent appropriations re-
port language for the fiscal year 2000 budget indicate that the
Rouse and Senate Appropriations Committees are not supportive of
this commission. Finally, the positions appear to be hardening to
the extent that some tribal attorneys have seriously proposed that
I be prohibited from speaking with some tribes about contract sup-
port problems in the past or any proposals for the future. So it is
not an exaggeration to say that the status quo is intolerable.

Mr. Chairman, we have tried to identify some basic objectives for
resolution of this issue.

The first is quite important to us. It is that the Interior Depart-
ment should not be responsible for funding indirect costs associated
with grants made by other Federal agencies.

Second, the current and future costs of contract support should
be accurately estimated.

Third, the BIA should fully fund contract support for our self-de-
termination awards.

Fourth, we should put to rest questions tried to be raised about
the commitment of both the Congress and the administration to
self-determination contracting.

And, fifth, perhaps the most important, is the Appropriations
Committees have to consider the solution reasonable.

One of the primary problems in this entire issue is there is no
consistency. The administration has not put forward a consistent
position among all of its agencies. And I am not talking about the

A and IHS but about the dozen or so other departments that do
a substantial amount of business with the tribes. Congress seems
to find no agreement between the appropriators and the author-
izing committees on what the government's commitment ought to
be, and that puts it in a very difficult position.

Let me just highlight a proposal that we have under consider-
ation and that we have put out for tribal comment.

First, we would recommend, and I should emphasize, Mr. Chair-
man, that I am speaking for myself and not necessarily for the en-
tire administration. It seems obvious that we have got to require
the other departments and agencies who do business with the
tribes to pay their indirect costs associated with those ventures. It
doesn't make any sense for the BIA or the IHS to be held respon-
sible by law for paying the indirect costs associated with grants ad-
ministered by thro Departments of Justice Department, Housing
and Urban Development, Labor or any of the others; yet that seems
to be the current state of the law.

Second, within the BIA we are proposing to separate grant as-
sistance from contracts. The intent of the Indian Self-Determina-
tion Act was to encourage tribes to take over the programs that
were administered by the BIA. That is proceeding, and we should
pay the indirect costs associated with that because we always re-
ceived funds for the associated costs. When it comes to grants,
though, we had no extra money. Those programs would not have
taken place if the tribe chose not to operate them or contract them,



so there were no BIA costs associated with those. However, in
order to avoid reducing commitments that we have already made
to try to receive grants, we would also propose that they be allowed
to retain what now is contract support on these grant payments.

Mr. Chairman, we have some technical recommendations associ-
ated with-that, but the bottom line is that we have got to do some-
thing. The self-determination moratorium is unacceptable. It flies
in the face of 25 years of congressional and administration policy.
It is no solution to the contract support dilemma to simply say
make no more contracts.

Mr. Chairman, my time is up. I appreciate the opportunity to
testify.

The CHAIRMAN. I thank you, Mr. Over.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gover follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON. KEVIN OVER, ASSISTANT SECRETARY-INDIAN AFFAIRS,
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am pleased to appear before you
today to continue our discussion of the issues surrounding the payment of contract
support to Indian tribes and tribal organizations.
Update

Since the Committee's hearing of last February, the General Accounting Office
has submitted its report on contract support;1 the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)/
Tribal Work Group on Contract Support Costs completed its review; 2 and the Na-
tional Congress of American Indians published its recommendations.3 GAO offers
four alternatives for Congressional consideration, but does not recommend one ap-
proach over the others. The Work Group and NCAI recommend increased appropria-
tions to fully fund contract support requirements and both advocate additional stud-
ies or "bench marking" of tribal needs for contract support.

In the meantime, the Federal Government is a defendant in a half-a-dozen law
suits over contract support, and as part of the FY 2000 budget, the Senate Appro-
priations Committee would continue the moratorium on additional Self-Determina-
tion contracting. Based on broad interpretation of the Indian Self-Determination
Act, a court found the United States liable for breach of contract, and required the
Department to pay indirect costs for Interior and other Federal agencies contracting
under the Act.

Mr. Chairman, while I recognize the reluctance of the Committee to amend the
Indian Self-Determination Act, I have come to the conclusion that the authorizing
committees, appropriations committees and the Administration must jointly seek a
resolution of the contract support dilemma.

Objectives in Resolving Contract Support Funding
My objective is to reach agreement in the following areas:

* We need to develop a reliable mechanism to ensure funding for indirect costs
associated with grants made by other Federal agencies*
* The current and future costs of contract support should be accurately esti-
mated-
* The IA should fully fund contract support for our self-determination awards
within existing resources- and
* We should put to rest tlhe questions Tribes are raising about the commitment
of both Congress and the Administration to self-determination contracting.

BIA's Option
Mr. Chairman, with these goals in mind, and considering court decisions as well

as the recommendations contained in the other reports and studies on contract sup-
port, we are developing an option that could be implemented to resolve the contract
support problems thathave bedeviled us for two decades.

1 "Indian Self-Determination Act: Shortfalls in Indian Contract Support Costs Need to be Ad-
dressed," (GAO/RCED-99-150), June 1999.

2 "A Study of Contract Support Costs in the Bureau of Indian Affairs and Recommendations
for Reform, June 1999.

8 "Final Report of the National Policy Work Group on Contract Support Costs," July 1999.



I will briefly summarize the key elements of the option proposed:
* A mechanism must be devised to ensure fair compensation for the indirect
costs incurred by Indian Tribes in administering grants awarded by Federalagencies.
* Within the BIA, separately identify "grant assistance" from Self-Determination
awards. The goa o the Self-Determination Act was to turn federally operated
programs over to Tribes. There are a number of programs that the BIA funds
that were never operated by BIA employees and would not be operated by BIA
employees if a Tribe declined an award. In our implementation of Self-Deter-
mination, however, we have acted as if every award were a Self-Determination
contract, and thus eligible for contract support payments.
* For those programs identified as grants, grandfather into the programs the
amount of contract support currently obligated for those programs.
*For the remaining activities that are actual or potential Self-Determination
contracts or Self-Governance compacts, estimate the total cost of contract sup-
port if all tribes contracted for all programs and use this information to struc-
ture budget requests.
* Evaluate tribal requests for payment of certain direct costs.

Conclusion
Mr. Chairman, working together, I believe that we can fashion a contract support

proposal that keeps faith with Tribes so that they are not penalized for assuming
program operations that would otherwise be run by BIA employees, while recog-
nizing that not all funds that flow through the BIA should be accorded the special
status of Self-Determination awards.

I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have.

The CHAIRMAN. [presiding.] Mr. Sullivan, you are up next to tes-
tify. We ask questions after everybody is done.

I apologize. I just got back in the room. Has anybody else testi-
fied?

Mr. Sullivan, you are next. Pull that mike up to you.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD G. SULLIVAN, SENIOR NEGOTIATOR,
DISION OF COST ALLOCATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. SULLIVAN. Good morning Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to
come before the House Resources Committee this morning to rep-
resent the Division of Cost Allocation, Program Support Center of
the Department of Health and Human Resources.

My name is Richard Sullivan. I am a branch chief o? the DCA
Washington field office and am here to represent Mr. Charles J.
Seed, Director of the Division of Cost Allocation.

The CHAIRMAN. Move the mike a little closer, please. I can hardly
hear you.

Mr. SULLIVAN. The DCA is part of the Program Support Center,
an operating division of HHS, which was established in 1995 to
provide centralized support services for HHS and other government
agencies.

The DCA is responsible for negotiating indirect costs between the
Federal Government and approximately 3,000 organizations. The
negotiations involve more than $12 billion a year in Federal pro-
gram charges from State and local governments, universities and
colleges, hospitals, and other nonprofit organizations. Many nego-
tiations include reviews of complex specialized service facilities
such as computer facilities, libraries, pension funds and labs.

The DCA is also responsible for resolving audit findings on cost
allocation plans and indirect cost rates; providing advice on ac-
counting matters affecting grant programs; and assisting in activi-
ties related to improving grantee accounting systems and devel-



oping government-wide and department-wide accounting policies,
procedures, and regulations. The indirect cost rates HHS and other
Federal agencies issue are accumulated centrally and distributed to
about 35 Federal government activities.

DCA operates through four field offices in New York, Wash-
ington, Dallas and San Francisco. Our offices have established
rates with 14 Indian entities. Seven of these entities are subject to
OMB Cost Principles for State and local governments. They include
the Kenaitze Indian Tribe, Mount Sanford Tribal Consortium,
Ninilchik Village Tribal Council, Seldovia Village Tribe, Tanana
IRA Native Council, Native Village of the Eyak Tribal Council, the
Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians in Minnesota.

There are also seven organizations that are subject to OMB Cost
Principles for nonprofit organizations. These include the Eastern
Allution Tribes, Valdez Native Tribe, Eight Northern Pueblos
Council, Five Sandoval Indian Pueblos, the Inter-Tribal Council,
American Indian Community House, and North American Indian
Center of Boston.

A recent GAO reports states that there are 382 tribes and re-
lated tribal organizations with negotiated rates. Nearly all rate set-
ting is performed by the Department of the Interior. DCA currently
establishes rates for only 14 of these tribal entities and therefore
plays only a minor role in this area.

I wouldbe pleased to respond to any questions that the members
may have.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Sullivan.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sullivan follows:]

STATEMENT OF RICHARD G. SULLIVAN, BRANCH CHIEF, COST ALLOCATION DIVISION,
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Good morning Mr. Chairman:
It is a pleasure to come before the House Resources Committee this morning to

represent the Division of Cost Allocation (DCA), Program Support Center, Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services.

My name is Richard Sullivan. I am a branch chief in the DCA Washington Field
office and am iLe to represent Mr. Charles J. Seed, Director of the Cost Allocation
Division.

The DCA is part of the Program Support Center, an operating division of HHS,
which was established in 1995 to provide centralized support services for HHS and
other government agencies.

The DCA is responsible for negotiating indirect costs between the Federal Govern-
ment and approximately 3,000 organizations. The negotiations involve more than
$12 billion a year in Federal program charges from State/local governments, univer-
sities and colleges, hospitals, and other nonprofit organizations. Many negotiations
include reviews of complex specialized services such as computer facilities, libraries,
pension funds, and labs. The DCA also is responsible for resolving audit findings
on cost allocation plans and indirect cost rates; providing advice on accounting mat-
ters affecting grant programs; and assisting in activities related to improving grant-
ee accounting systems and developing Government-wide and Department-wide ac-
counting policies, procedures, and regulations. The indirect cost rates HHS and
other Federal agencies issue are accumulated centrally and distributed to 35 Fed-
eral government activities.

DCA operates through 4 field offices in New York, Washington, Dallas, and San
Francisco. Our offices have established rates with fourteen Indian entities. Seven
of these entities are subject to OMB Cost Principles for State and local governments.
They include the:

* Kenaitze Indian Tribe
* Mount Sanford Tribal Consortium
* Ninilchik Village Tribal Council
e Seldovia Village Tribe



* Tanana IRA Native Council
*Native Village of Eyak Tribal Council
* Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians (Minnesota)

There also are seven organizations that are subject to OMB Cost Principles for
nonprofit organizations. These include the:

* Eastern Allution Tribes, Inc.
*Valdez Native Tribe
: Eight Northern Pueblos Council
* Five Sandoval Indian Pueblos, Inc.
* Inter-Tribal Council, Inc.
*American Indian Community House
* North American Indian Center of Boston

A recent GAO report states that there are 382 tribes and related tribal organiza-
tions with negotiated rates. Nearly all rate setting is performed by the Department
of the Interior. DCA currently establishes rates or only 14 of these tribal entities
and therefore plays only a minor role in this area.

I would be pleased to respond to any questions the members may have.
The CHATSiiN. Mr. Trujillo.

STATEMIJJNT OF MICHAEL H. TRUJILLO, DIRECTOR, INDIAN
HEALT.I SERVICE, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND; ACCOMPANIED
BY MICHAEL E. LINCOLN, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, IHS; CARL
FITZPATRICK, DISION OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT;
DOUGLAS BLACK, OFFICE OF TRIBAL PROGRAMS; AND RON
DEMARAY, DIRECTOR, SELF DETERMINATION SERVICES
Dr. TRUJILLO. Yes, good morning, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure

to be here before this Committee.
We do have a written statement for the record which was sub-mitt.d, and these are my opening comments.
Over 40 percent of the Indian Health Service's budget, or $1 bil-

lion, is allocated to tribal operated programs under the authority
of the Indian Self-Determination Act. Approximately 20 percent of
this amount, or $240 million, represents contract support costs. I
believe the contract support costs are critical to the promotion of
strong, stable tribal governments and critical to the provision of
quality health care.

Contract support costs have been certainly the subject of much
discussion and debate over this last year. In the 1999 appropria-
tions, the Congress appropriated an increase of $35 million for a
contract support cost to the Indian Health Service. The Congress
directed that the increases be allocated in a manner to reduce the
inequity in the distribution of the contract support cost in the In-
dian Health Service and instructed the Indian Health Service to
continue to work with the tribes to develop a long-term solution to
this inequity.

We, the tribes and the Indian Health Service have continued to
a spend considerable amount of time and effort to cany out and
strengthen the congressional instructions. Consultation with tribes
have resulted in the agency adopting the distribution methodology
agreed to by tribes, and that has raised the average of the contract
support cost funding level in the agency to 80 percent. No tribe is
funded below 70 percent of its contract support cost need.

We are presently working with the tribes in Alaska to determine
an appropriate amount of contract support cost associated with the
tribal takeover of the Alaskan Native Medical Center, the largest
single assumption of an Indian Health Service program to date. We
anticipate an allocation to Alaska and the distribution of the entire



$35- million by the end of this month. I believe we have the appro-
riately responded to the direction of Congress, but the allocation
as certainly not been without difficulty.
Shortly after our consultation with the tribes was complete, we

were advised by legal counsel, that is the Office of General Counsel
and the Department of Justice, that a new vision in our congres-
sional appropriation Act prohibited the agency from using 1999 ap-
propriations to pay non-recurring costs incurred prior to 1999, con-
trar to what the agency and I had intended to do. I have exam-
ine and continue to examine every possible way to pay these costs,
including continuing discussion with tribal leadership, which
amounts to approximately $1.8 million, but it appears that I may
be prohibited by law-that is congressional language-from doing
so. I will make a decision on this this coming week.

As a result of the numerous consultation sessions with tribal
leaders and representatives of the Indian Health Service, they have
adopted a revised policy to allocate the contract support costs into
fiscal year 20O. The policy distributes contract support cost in-
creases by a pro-rata system designed to further reduce the con-
tract support cost funding disparities among tribes within the In-
dian Health Service system. A key element to this joint tribal In-
dian Health Service policy, the tribe's support cost funding will not
be reduced when that tribe is already underfunded in the first
place. We also feel our efforts in this regard respond to the wishes
of Congress.

Finally, I would like to commend both NCAI and the GAO on
their recently completed studies of the contract support costs. We
believe these studies accurately describe the importance of contract
support costs to tribal governments and this country's policy of In-
dian self-determination. These studies have drawn many of the
same conclusions that we in the Indian Health Service ave ar-
rived at. -

In summary, I would to like to emphasize that the Indian Health
Service and I am committed to uphold, promote, and strengthen
the principles of Jndian self-determination, the empowerment of
tribal governments, and the government to government relation-
ship that exists between Indian nations and this country. We con-
tinue to be committed to work closely and collaboratively with In-
dian tribal governments, national Indian organizations, and the
Congress with regard to contract support cost issues and to advo-
cate and to assure more appropriate and adequate funding to all
tribes who contract or compact health care services from the Indian
Health Service.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I thank you, Doctor, for your testimony.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Trujillo follows:]

STATEMENT OF DR. MICHtAEL TRUJILLO, DIRECTOR, INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee
Good morning. I am Dr. Michael Trujillo, the Director of the Indian Health Serv-

ice (IHS). Today, I am accompanied by Mr. Michel E. Lincoln, Deputy Director, In-
dian Health Service; Mr. Douglas Black, Director, Office of Tribal Programs; Mr.
Ron Demaray, Director, Self Determination Services; and Mr. Carl Fitzpatrick, Di-
rector, Division of Financial Management. We again welcome the opportunity to tes-
tify on the issue of contract support costs in the Indian Health Service. As we indi-
cated in our testimony presented to the Committee on February 24, we believe that



contract support cost funding is critical to the provision of quality health care by
Indian tribal governments and other tribal organizations contracting and com-
pacting under the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act, Public
Law 93-638 (ISDEA, P.L. 93-638). Since the February 24, 1999 testimony on con-
tract support cost, we have continued to work with the authorizing and appropria-
tions committees and Tribes to address the ever-gr-wing contract support cost fund-
ing challenge, discussed later in this testimony. In addressing this challenge, we
will collectively ensure that funding for contract support cost will not adversely af-
fect funding for other IHS programs, including critical services delivered to non-con-
tracting and non-compacting Tribes.

Congress appropriated an increase of $35 million for contract support costs in the
Fiscal Year 1999 Interior Appropriations with accompanying committee report lan-
guage instructing the IHS that e increase should be "used to address the inequity
in the distribution of contract support cost funding in fiscal year 1999." Further, the
Congress directed the IHS, in cooperation with the tribes, to develop a solution to
the contract support cost distribution inequity without the large infusion of addi-
tional funding for contract support costs. We believe we are close to accomplishing
both objectives.
Allocation of $35 million

Based on the Congressional guidance and results of extensive agency consultation
with Indian tribal goveritients, the Indian Health Service has adopted an allocation
methodology for the current distribution of the $35 million in the most equitable
manner given the total amount of the final negotiated CSC requests and availability
of new funds. For example, the new allocation method addresses all those CSC re-
quests submitted by tribes that have entered into Pubic Law 93-638 contract or
compacts despite not receiving any contract support cost funding for those assump-
tions. Under the new method, those tribes that have the greatest overall contract
support cost need for all programs administered through self-determination con-
tracts and compacts will receive the greatest proportion of new CSC finding. We
believe that this allocation methodology is responsive to concerns expressed by the
Congress that the Agency address the inequity in contract support funding levels
of tribes in the IHS system. To date, we have allocated over half of the $35 million
increase and we are able to fund, on average, 80 percent of the total contract sup-
port cost need associated with IHS contracts and compacts. No tribe is being funded
at less than 70 percent of their overall contract support cost need.

At present, the IHS is engaged in negotiations with representatives of the Alaska
Tribal Consortium and the Southcentral Foundation over the amount of contract
support costs that will be allocated to these two organizations for their assumption
of the Alaska Native Medical Center (ANMC), which is the largest single takeover
of an IHS program in history. Any additional funding from the $35 million increase
not allocated for the assumption of the ANMC will be distributed in a manner that
further reduces the disparity in contract support costs funding levels.
Revision of IHS Contract Support Cost Policy

Since 1992 the IHS has had aii established, written contract support cost (CSC)
policy that was developed and implemented, in consultation with tribes and tribal
organizations. This policy addresses many of the issues surrounding the determina-
tion of CSC needs authorized under the ISDEA and the allocation of CSC funds ap-
propriated by the Congress. The first policy adopted in 1992 was subsequently re-
vised in response to the 1994 amendments to the ISDEA.

As a part of the 1999 appropriations process the Congress expressed their con-
cerns over the inequity caused by existing IHS CSC distribution methodologies and
directed the Agency to propose a permanent acceptable solution to the CSC distribu-
tion inequity as a part of the FY 2000 budget process. Within days of receiving this
instruction from the Congress, the IHS began the process to develop solutions to
these CSC challenges. The fact that the tribes, Congress and other stakeholders
have differing views as to what constitutes "equity" was immediately apparent at
the start of our work. Consequently, the tribal and Agency representatives devoted
significant time, energy, and resources toward addressing the fundamental issues
of equity and developing solutions within the context of the different perspectives
of all the key stakeholders. With a strong commitment to be as responsive as pos-
sible to the concerns expressed by tribes, the courts, and the Congress, the IHS in-
corporated the results of the tribal-Federal work into a major third revision of the
current CSC policy. As an example, the new allocation method being utilized to dis-
tribute the new FY 1999 CSC funds is reflected in the Agency's proposed new draft
CSC policy.



The IHS continues to consult and work closely with tribes, tribal organizations,
and their representatives in the further refinement of the proposed revised CSC pol-
icy. This is consistent with the Administration and Congressional policy-to support
Indian self determination through active consultation to ensure that all major poli-
cies, like the IHS CSC policy, are based on the corner stone of the Indian Self-Deter-
mination Act. The IHS and the Department are both firmly committed to providing
meaningful consultation on this issue. For example, we have made strides with
Tribes to include authorizing language in the Tribal Self Determination Amend-
ments to the Indian Self Determination and Education Assistance Act (P.L. 93-638)
to explicitly state that contract support funding is subject to appropriations and that
funds are not to be reduced to other IHS programs and activities.

The IHS has now nearly completed the development of a revised CSC policy that
we believe addresses the expectation of Congress as stated in the fiscal year 1999
appropriation committee report. The proposed policy abandons the historic approach
to the Indian Self-Determination (ISD) Fund and the maintenance of a queue sys-
tem in favor of a pro-rata system whereby each eligible tribe with an ISD request
receives a share of any additional CSC funding proportionate to its overall CSC
needs. Those with the greatest unfunded CSC needs will receive largest share of any
increase in available CSC funding. Basic to this policy however is the premise that
a tribe's CSC funding will not be reduced when that tribe is already receiving less
than its identified CSC need. This is consistent with the statutory provisions of Sec-
tion 106 (b) of the ISDEA. We are also committed to address contract support cost
administratively, through the revision of out agency CSC policy, which includes a
provision to better reflect and reduce duplications in contract support cost and tribal
shares.

The new policy is much more comprehensive in addressing many of the more sub-
tle facets of CSC than prior policy issuances. This can be seen in our approach to
improved projections of CSC needs, a specific concern of the Congress; the tracking
of CSC shortfalls; and the integration of this information into the IHS budget for-
mulation process. We firmly believe that the proposed CSCpolicy takes advantage
of all of the tools available under the ISDEA to manage CSC in a responsible man-
ner. The policy has been drafted in such a way as to avoid any future litigation over
CSC but this cannot be guaranteed. This policy has not been adopted and codified
as a Departmental regulation in the Federal Register because both the IHS and BIA
currently may not issue new CSC regulations. However, Tribes have from time to
time raised the possibility of developing joint BIA/IHS regulations for CSC. The
Agency needs to give serious consideration to whether it is time to pursue congres-
sional authorization of a negotiated rulemaking process to adopt a final rule con-
cerning CSC. The IHS would welcome the opportunity to join with tribes, the BIA,
and the OIG in such a process, if authorized by the Congress.

Other Contract Support Cost Efforts.
Recently, the General Accounting Office (GAO) and the National Congress of

American Indians (NCAI) each completed an extensive study of CSC that have been
forwarded to the Congress. The IHS cooperated fully in the completion of both of
these studies which we believe accurately describe the importance of CSC to tribal
governments. These independent studies have drawn many of the same conclusions
-that have been reached by the IHS in the course of implementing the ISDEA provi-
sions governing CSC. We believe that both of these studies provide thoughtful in-
sight into CSCissues. In our view, the revised IHS CSC policy is consistent with
most of the findings and recommendations contained in these reports and we wel-
come the opportunity to work with tribes, the BIA, and the Congress in reaching
greater agreement amongst all of the varied concerns and views.

Thank you once again for the opportunity to discuss contract support costs in the
IHS. We are now pleased to answer any questions that you may have.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand that Mr. Fitzpatrick, Mr. Black and
Mr. Demaray are accompanying you to help answer any questions
that we may ask?

Dr. TRUJILLO. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. I am a little bit concerned. I listened to all three

of you, and in my opening statement I made the comment that thi.
seems to be a battle about financing and not about health care. Fi-
nancing doesn't guarantee health care.

I have a unique problem in Alaska, as you are wl1 aware, Doc-
tor, that we have-because of your great BIA--declared about 227



tribes in the State of Alaska. If 227 tribes were to apply for a pro-
rata funding for health care, what type of health care do you think
there would be for my Alaskan aid people in Alaska?

Dr. TRUJILLO. In regards to the numbers of tribes, you also have
to take into consideration the remote geographic pr'.blems in re-
gard to the villages and the programs that are there; and the cost
of that health care and access to health care is extremely difficult
as well as increasing day by day, as you well know. The costs and
the population certainly increases. I had hoped that as the tribes
and the consortiums worked together with the corporations that we
would. be able to have increasing access to health care with the
tribes and the corporations.

The CHIRMAN. Again, with SEARHC in southeast and, of
course, with the Bethel Corporation, they are providing excellent
health care now. If their base was diluted, what would be the re-
sult for the health care for the people?

Dr. TRUJILLO. If funding were to be decreased to any particular
program, not only tc Alaska but those in the lower 48, there would
be difficulty to access.

The CHAIRMAN. So if we had the funding as it is today for those
two larger-with the hospital in Anchorage, SEARHC in southeast
and the Bethel hospital, if that retained its present status of fund-
ing, then it would mean that we need to have more money if other
tribes would apply for the health care capability. Is that correct?

Dr. TRUJILLO. The areas for Indian Health Service has always
been a difficulty of insufficient allocation of fiscal resources. I be-
lieve the tribes who have managed to administer and contract for
their programs and now administer direct and preventive programs
have done an excellent quality job. The difficulty has come with in-
sufficient funding not only for the program aspects but also for the
direct and indirect costs which would enable them to do a better
job than they are doing right now. That is one of the aspects that
I hope that we can come to some sort of conclusion or direction as
to how we will cover this increasingly important area of cost for
those tribes who wish to undertake the management-

The CHIRMAN. In your testimony, you say IHS has made strides
with tribes-it sort of rhymes-to implicitly state the contract sup-
port funding was subject to appropriations. But isn't it true, Doctor,
that tribes do not agree with that position, that they view full con-
tract support funding as a legal obligation and that the courts have
consistently agreed with the tribes?

Dr. TRUJILLO. It is my understanding that we would certainly-
I certainly agree that contract support costs should and other costs
should be fully funded at 100 percent. The difficulty has been now
that those costs can be covered by appropriate resources that are
dedicated for those particular areas. Taking program funds from
other tribes to pay contract support costs from other tribes only di-
lutes and compounds the problems for all American Indians, Alas-
kan natives throughout the Nation, including Alaska.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gover, the one thing in your testimony, you
state there are a number of programs that BIA funds with contract
support costs that are, in effect, not self-determination contract
programs which are, therefore, ineligible for such costs. You then
ask the Committee to amend the Indian Self-Determination Act to



discontinue this practice. If the Bureau wishes to discontinue pay-
ing contract support costs beyond the requirements of the statute,
why doesn't the Bureau simply take the appropriate action after
thoroughly reviewing the matter of the Indian country?

Mr. GOVER. That is a good question, Mr. Chairman. We well may
do that. I think that we would prefer to proceed with some congres-
sional sanction of the approach, but if I have the authority to do
that, then I certainly will consider that, doingthat unilaterally.

The CHAIRMAN. My concern is, very frankly, to reopen this In-
dian Self-Determination Act today would not be a very, I believe,
healthy thing to do, especially with outside forces concentrating on
the success of certain activities of Indian tribes. I think it would
probably open them up for some very strict scrutiny which would
not necessarily be goodfor the tribes and probably be wrong.I I can't control all of that. I am very reluctant as chairman of this
Committee to open that Self-Determination Act. So I think maybe
you and I ought to talk to see what we can do without having to
open that Act.

I have other questions I would like to ask, but my time is up.
The gentleman from-Mr. Udall.

Mr. UDALL OF NEW MEXICO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I guess this question is for Assistant Secretary Gover, but others

if they have comments on it. Much has been said about the incon-
sistency of agencies to pay contract support costs. Who is respon-
sible for coordinating agency policy within the administration?

Mr. GOVER. Ideally, Congressman Udall, that would be the Office
of Management and Budget that coordinates the executive branch
policy on these issues. To this point, however, we have received no
guidance from OMB that would tell us, again, not only how to re-
solve the differences on how BIA and IHS administer these costs
but, equally importantly, how all of the other Federal agencies and
departments who do business with the tribes pay those costs. The
fact is, most of them don't pay the costs right now, and they
should.

These lawsuits look to the BIA and the IHS to pay the costs in
times when, as the chairman points out, IHS doesn't have the
money to do what we ought to be doing in health care, and BIA
certainly doesn't have the money to do the many things that it is
being charged to do.

Mr. UDALL OF NEW MEXICO. So OMB hasn't really done anything
in terms of trying to ensure that all agencies pay contract support
costs?

Mr. GOVER. Well, they reviewed our testimony.
Mr. TOM UDALL. I am sure they did.
Mr. GOVER. They have not yet taken any aggressive steps in that

regard.
I will say that I spoke with Elgie Holstein just last week about

this issue, and he has offered to coordinate a meeting among all
of the agencies. That meeting is going to go like this. BIA says, you
agencies ought to pay your own indirect costs; and they are going
to say, no, we don't want to; and that will be the meeting. Some-
body has got to make a decision, and I am afraid that happens
above my pay grade.

Mr. UDALL OF NEW MEXICO. Thank you.



Let me also just thank you, Assistant Secretary Gover, for your
service.

Mr. Chairman, you should know he is a New Mexican, and he
gave up a good-paying job to come back here and serve the public,
and I think he is doing a very good job at it.

Dr. Trujillo, when can the Committee expect to see your new IHS
proposed contract support cost policy that you referred to in your
testimony?

Dr. TRUJILLO. Yes. In regards to the policy that has been put in
the Federal Register, we are awaiting final comments from the
public and tribes and even leadership on the policy. We will then

ave another concluding meeting with tribes and tribal leadership
on those recommendations and statements that have come from the
public. We hope to publish the tribal and Indian Health Service
work on policy by the beginning of the fiscal year 2000.

Mr. UDALL oF NEW MEXICO. Thank you.
I yield back, Mr. Chairman.
The CAi-RMAN. I thank the gentleman.
The gentleman from Arizona, the biggest western union Con-

gressman we have.
Mr. HAYWORTH. Well, I thank you. From the chairman of this

Committee and the Congressman for all Alaska, that is high praise
indeed. It is good to see my neighbor from New Mexico here and
my other neighbor from New Mexico, who has come back to help
us with the BIA.

I would like to thank all of the witnesses, but let me turn to Dr.
Trujillo.

Dr. Trujillo, we are especially pleased that you could join us
today. It is my understanding that you made a policy decision this
year not to pay any start-up costs incurred by tribes in prior years,
costs that were incurred with the full knowledge and approval of
the IHS in which tribes were assured they would be placed on the
IHS priority list and would be paid. The question is fairly obvious.
Why are you violating the ISDA, the tribal contract commitments,
in your own internal circulars by now refusing to use the fiscal
year 1999 funds appropriated by Congress for this purpose?

Dr. TRUJILLO. That is an excellent question.
In my opening statement I refer to that dilemma that we have

come across in regards to what I had intended to do and looked at.
Also, the agency, in its discussions with tribes and tribal leader-
ship, said that we were intending to pay prior years' start-up costs.
However, we were advised at the last minute prior to our allocating
the money within the agency to tribes by the Office of General
Counsel, the Department of Justice, that this decision was prohib-
ited by, congressional language and that we could -not pay non-
recurring start-up costs that had occurred prior to 1999.

We have continued our discussion with tribal leadership, General
Counsel, the Department of Justice, staffers from the Appropria-
tions Committee who had written that language; and they all ad-
vised us that that was not the intent of the language, to pay prior
start-up costs. So now I am caught up in the dilemma of wishing
to have done this, but the interpretation of the Office of General
Counsel and the Department of Justice and the staff from the Ap-
propriations Committee was not to do that.



The CHAIRMAN. If the gentleman would yield, I am concerned.
What the hell does the staff of the Appropriations Committee have
to do with this? You are operating in authorization language.

Now, I would suggest-I have had this fight with the Appropria-
tions Committee before. I heard Mr. Gover say it, too. I want the
names of those people that instigated this, and we will have what
we will call a come to Jesus meeting with the appropriations com-
mittee. They are not running this damn Congress. So I want those
names. If they instigated this-because we did appropriate the
money. They are going beyond the role of any one committee-they
are not authorizers. So you will give me those names, will you not?

Dr. TRUJILLO. We will forwardour discussions with also the in-
terpretation from the Office of General Counsel and Department of
Justice.

The CHAIMAN. I want the whole transcript of how they arrived
at this decision. I am not beating you on the head. I am beating
them on the head.

Mr. HAYWORTH. I thank the chairman.
I would reiterate, Dr. Trujillo, we would appreciate your coopera-

tion. If you don't have the information today, again just to state for
the record, it is very important to this Committee that those an-
swers be supplied in writing as quickly as possible because, is the
chairman outlines, we have some very serious policy questions con-
fronting not only this Congress but the several Indian tribes. And
so we would appreciate that.

Dr. TRUJILLO. Before concluding, what we had intended to do in
our discussion with tribal leadership and also the interpretation
from General Counsel and the Department of Justice-

Mr. HAYWORTH. How quickly can we expect that response from
you, Dr. Trujillo?

Dr. TRUJILLO. I would imagine by the end of this week.
Mr. HAYWORTH. So we can expect this on Friday? Would that be

fine with the chairman?
Dr. TRUJILLO. I am sure there will be other questions, but in this

particular issue we can get that to you.
Mr. HAYWORTH. Whomever's interpretation of section 314 of last

year's appropriations Act, you have gone through that. Again, for
the record, let me ask you your interpretation. Isn't it true that
section 314 simply instructs the agency on what it can and cannot
do with its older appropriations accounts?

Dr. TRUJILLO. The reading when we had first reviewed the lan-
guage was simply that, and it also would have allowed us to pos-
sibly pay those prior start-up costs. That was our intent, certainly
my intent. Further interpretations and discussions and we were
then informed of that information, as I had related to you earlier,
that we were prohibited for not paying prior start-up costs.

Mr. HAYWORTH. Isn't that what the Interior Board of Contract
Appeals in the Federal court in Oregon just determined in separate
rulings this past month?

Dr. TRUJILLO. Those are some particular issues surrounding
some of the contract support cost issues. In this particular-of
course, 314 were not part of that discussion.

Mr. HAYWORTH. Dr. Trujillo, isn't it true that by not reimbursing
any start-up costs you will be severely damaging three tribes in



particular, notably the Gila River, Fort McDowell and Potawatomi
tribes?

Dr. TRUJILLO. Their amounts for these particular start-up costs
are significant. We had entered into discussions with them and also
continued discussions with Gila River as to some other alternatives
if this particular issue was not resolved.

Mr. HAYWORTH. Doctor, I thank you.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman. I see the red light.
The CHAIRMAN. We can always come back.
The gentlelady, do you have questions?
Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am sorry I was late. I didn't get to hear your introduction. But

I am going to be a little concerned about the 1995 suit to IHS and
the Court ruling that the Secretary should try to allocate as much
funding as possible from lump sum appropriations each year and
found that the legislative history show the intent to' go up pro rata
reduction in contract funding. How is that working out? This is
1995. Have you instituted that pro rata funding?

Dr. TRUJILLO. As I had mentioned earlier in my statement and
the Congressman from New Mexico was talking about, the new pol-
icy that has been developed along with the tribes and tribal leader-
ship that will be getting final comment on and hopefully publishing
at the beginning of this coming fiscal year involves the allocation
of contract support costs on a pro rata basis on new or incoming
funding so that no tribes would have be having a detrimental im-
pact upon their programs.

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. So, in Other words, there will be less for the
funds that are applying but nobody will be left out?

Dr. TRUJILLO. Correct. We will bring up, hopefully, all of the
tribes who do need the money more in the particular policy level.

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Okay. I am not quite sure what the answer
is. Can you maybe elaborate on whether it is the funding that has
not been there, the decrease in the funding? What is going to help
reach the levels of adequate service?

Dr. TRUJILLO. You put a statement in your answer that I would
like to just concur with. One is the insufficient funding in this par-
ticular category on direct and indirect costs. The other is the insuf-
ficient funding for program costs which we manage and administer
ongoing programs, not only with the Indian Health Service but also
the tribes, in urban programs. The tribes and urban leadership pre-
sented to the Department of Health and Human Services about two
and a half months ago a needs-based budget of $15 billion. At the
present time, the Indian Health Service is requesting in its prelimi-
nary discussions with the Department and, of course, within the
administration $3.2 billion for its annual appropriations for the
year 2001. The gap between $3.2 and $15 billion are indeed tre-
mendous. In this overall cost also comes the cost within the direct
and indirect cost to administer and manage programs.

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Why the difference? Why the disparity?
Dr. TRUJILLO. Great disparity in funding and health care.
Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Have you asked why the disparity?
Dr. TRUJILLO. It has been funding over a period of time in re-

gards to Indian programs.
Mrs. NAPOLITANO. You mean reduction of funding?



Dr. TRUJILLO. There has been reduction of funding, but there has
been insufficient funding in some of the mandatory areas such as
pay costs, inflation, population growth, that affect all of our pro-
grams nationwide, tribes and Indian Health Service.

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. But, legally, aren't those required?
Dr. TRUJILLO. They are not. This is a discretionary funding pro-

gram.
Mrs. NAPOLITANO. What would your suggestion be then? I am

sorry, I stopped you in the middle of your telling-
Dr. TRUJILLO. I hope that we would be able to-those of us, your-

self included, this Committee and certainly appropriations in the
Senate could fully discuss the appropriate needs across Indian
country, not only in health care but economic development, housing
and other areas that are in critical need in Indian country, Alaska
included and the lower 48.

Mrs. NAPOLITANO. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHIRMAN. Before I recognize the gentleman from Nevada,

one of the things that I have listened to here, Mr. Gover and Dr.
Trujillo have insufficient funds, but what were the amounts asked
by the administration in this most recent budget?

Dr. TRUJILLO. In regards to the Indian Health Service, we were
hoping for an increase of around about $170 million over last year's
appropriations. So far, with both the Senate and the House, we are
seeing lesser amounts.

The CHAiRMAN. Lesser amounts. How much did that-that $170
million, how much is that short of accomplishing your goals?

Dr. TRUJILLO. We had hoped that we would probably get at least
to close to $200 million.

The CHAIRMAN. You should ask for $300 million. I know how this
game is played.

Mr. Gover, how about the BIA?
Mr. GOVER. Basically the same story. We asked for an increase

of about $140 million, including the Office of the Special Trustee.
The committees, each of them have offered less. In order to actually
meet our programmatic objectives, according to both the study of
tribal priority allocations that we just completed with the tribal
work group and according to the National Academy of Public Ad-
ministrators, we would need to triple our budget in order to actu-
ally meet the programmatic objectives that have been established
for us by the Congress.

The CH~mMAN. That is interesting to me because I am always
a little concerned. We take the hit, you take the hit. But sometimes
I think that you ought to come down with the numbers that you
really need and forget what everybody else says and then let's fig-
ure it out. Because if you come down with a figure, you know they
are saying you asked for too much. I think there is some real
strong evidence here of what the needs are. I think that ought to
be brought out so the public can talk about it.

Mr. Gibbons.
Mr. GIBBONS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I iust wanted to direct perhaps a production request to Mr. Sul-

livali, if I could. I have looked at your testimony here, and I have
noticed some glaring absences, and I am reminded by the chairman



that much of your testimony fails to recognize-either that or you
are unaware that your division, your own agency negotiates either
direct-I mean, indirect rates for some of the largest tribal organi--
zations, including my colleague from Alaska's Yukon-Kuskokwim-
however he says it-Health Corporation, the Aleutian Pribilof Is-
lands, Southeast Alaska Regional Health Corporation, and Tanana
Chiefs Conference in Alaska, just to name a few. Would you be
willing and would you make a commitment to this Committee
today to provide a list of all tribal organizations and nonprofit or-
ganizations for whom you negotiate indirect rates by the end of the
week?

Mr. SULLIVAN. I was under the impression that the listing that
I furnished today, the seven nonprofits and the seven organizations
subject to A-87 of the State and local Cost Principles, was the list-
ing of the organizations that the DCA does set rates with.

Mr. GIBBONS. Would you go back to your agency and go back
through the records and then provide for us a complete listing, as
I have requested, of all of the tribal organizations and nonprofits
organizations for whom you negotiate indirect rates and provide
that list for us by the end of the week?

Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Fitzpatrick, you are sitting there quietly. Per-

haps I should direct a question to you. It would be only fair.
inthis setting, when a tribe proposes a certain amount of con-

tractual support costs and the parties ultimately end up negoti-
ating and eventually the IHS, Indian Health Service, will make a
decision on that cost, I would think that IHS would actually make
a decision in writing and explain how or why it disagreed with the
tribe and came up with a different number. I should think that
IHS would provide also an appeal process in that regard. In fact,
I thought this was also required by the Act.

So my question to you, Mr. Fitzpatrick, is if you agree that that
would be a fair and right and legally required process, why has the
IHS this year not furnished tribes with these simple pieces of infor-
mation? Tribes have repeatedly said they have no idea why or
where they stand and if they request, their requests have been
knocked down and, if so, on what basis. What they have is nothing
from which they ca' make an appeal, obviously.

So I would like you to address that issue and whether or not you
feel that there is an obligation to a tribe to be straightforward, hav-
ing a letter in writing or something, saying that why or what you
paid to them and why you paid to them was fair, why it wasn't fair
or why you paid them nothing. So you if you could address those
issues and talk about the fairness aspect, I would appreciate that.

Mr. FITZPATRICK. Yes, sir. I think I can address-well, I will ad-
dress.

First, we went through 225 applications. We went through them.
We actually wrote down item by item what we approved or dis-
proved, sent them to the area offices, from which they actually
came from the 12 area offices. We sent it back to them for them
to actually take it down to the tribes to tell them what happened.
So, yes, a document did go from my offices to the area directors ex-
plaining what was accepted, what wasn't accepted, what was need-
ed, provided they weren't in agreement.



Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Fitzpatrick,- isn't it true that many of the
tribes never received -even the limited summary information that
you provided them to the Office of Tribal Programs that was sent
to area offices explaining your first round of payments from that
$35 million account because the areas were not instructed to advise
the tribes or all of the tribes?

Mr. FITZPATRICK. No. I did not instruct them not to advise them.
I passed it down hoping they would advise them. It gave them a
detailed, itemized

Mr. GIBBONS. But you didn't give them any direct instructions to
advise all of the tribes on the rationale of your decision?

Mr. FITZPATRICK. I can't remember how the letter actually went,
but I could submit the letter for the record that went to each area
office.

Now, there is an appeal process in the 9604 that the tribes
should be-if they appeal, there is a process for them to appeal.

Mr. GIBBONS. On page 11, subparagraph 4 of the IHS circular
9604, it states that, at the end of the second paragraph, once a
tribe and its local area complete their contract support negotia-
tions, only items remaining, quote, in dispute, end quote, go to your
office for resolution.

Why this year has your office violated this policy by rejecting
items that had been agreed at the area and tribal level and requir-
ing tribes to renegotiate agreed contract support requirements?

Mr. FITZPATRICK. In reviews those ISD requests, many of them
came in that showed actual duplication of costs, unallowable costs,
so they went back to them to be explained why.

Mr. GIBBONS. Why has the Office of Financial Management been
discriminatory against programs on IHSQ by applying them to a
different rule regarding direct contract support costs than has been
applied to all other programs?

Mr. FITZPATRICK. We just-we have actually followed 9604 and
made sure that all tribes were treated equally in our reviews.

Mr. GIBBONS. Well, 9604 remains in place and it hasn't changed,
has it?

Mr. FITZPATRICK. It is in place, yes, sir.
-Mr. GIBBONS. So it should be applied as, according to that cir-

cular, consistently to all contracted programs, is that not true?
Mr. FITZPATRICK. Yes, sir.
Mr. GIBBONS. Mr. Chairman, I will wait for a second round.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Arizona, do you have any

other questions?
I am going to-we have another hearing coming up in this room,

and I do apologize, and I want to be able to listen to the next two
panels. But we are going to forward to the administration addi-
tional questions with a deadline set for compliance. I say this be-
cause last time the Committee submitted questions to the adminis-
tration they were 2 months late. And since this is our first hearing,
I will allow. that additional time. Should the administration not
submit your answers in time, I will take formal action to ensure
that you comply with our thme limit.

We need to forward the contract support costs. We need to move
forward on this. And this Congress, very frankly, I, especially, do
not appreciate delays that results in the administration not re-



sponding to the questions that we will submit, because we do plan
on solving this problem. The deadline for answering the questions
I will submit to you is on September 3 of 1999, which gives you
approximately one month. So I do appreciate that, if you would do
SO.

I thank the panel, and my door is open. My phone is available.
I would suggest to Mr. Gover, especially to Mr. Trujillo, that if

there is a problem that we can't solve, let me know and I am going
to communicate and see if we can't solve it. If I find that you are
not adding to the solution to the problems, then I am going to be
not too happy.

I do appreciate your work and support. My ultimate goal is to
make sure that all American Indians have good health care. This
is not about money. It is not about the administration. It is about
health care.

I do believe that we are doing a good job in Alaska. We can do
better if it's not meddled with, I believe. So I do thank this panel.

Mr. Gibbons, do you have any other questions?
I do thank this panel, and you are excused.
And I do call up the second panel.
The second panel is Mr. W. Ron Allen, President, National Con-

gress of American Indians, Washington, DC; the Honorable Mary
V. Thomas, Governor of the Gila River Indian Community in
Sacaton, Arizona; Mr. Orie Williams, Executive Vice President,.
Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation, Bethel, Alaska, an out-
standing Alaskan constituent. They actually made me chief when
we were in Bethel, so I am very lenient towards Mr.-Williams. He
will be accompanied by Mr. Paul Manumik, Chairman of the
YKHC, and Mr. Lloyd Benton Miller, Attorney.

We always have to have these attorneys available. I realize that.
We will have Mr. Ron Allen be the first one up. Ron.

STATEMENT OF W. RON ALLEN, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. ALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is always a pleasure
to be able to come and testify before this Committee and address
issues that affect the Indian nations across America.

Contract support, as you well know, is an issue that we have
been wrestling with for the past 20 years. It is not a new issue,
not a new struggle. This is an old matter that we have been trying
to correct and cause the Congress and the administration to get on
the same page with regard to what to do.

The Indian Self-Determination Act in 1975 had a very simple ob-
jective. That objective was-with regard to Federal programs that
administers Indian programs-was to reduce those programs and
transfer those functions out to the Indian people. It was intended
to put Indian programs in the hands of Indian people. It also, inter-
estingly enough, 20 years ago was about devolution. It was about
empowerment of tribal governments and to cause them to be able
to have greater capacity to serve their communities.

The National Congress of American Indians has been working
with the tribal leadership across the United States in a contract
support costs task force that we put together a little over a year
ago. Over the last 13 months we had 11 national meetings and



countless smaller work sessions and gathered what we believe is
the experts of the experts with regard to a subject matter that
most people don't like. It is not a simple subject matter. It is not
easy to understand. But its concept is very straightforward, in our
opinion. It is a concept that is well accepted by the Federal Govern-
ment. It is accepted by State governments. It is accepted by the
private sector.

Contract support administrative overhead costs is something that
is very common with regard to how you administer programs and
services for a particular purpose. We have put a lot of hard work
into correcting a whole lot of myths and misunderstandings that
we believe has been advanced with regard to contract support.

One of the questions is, does the Congress and the administra-
tion want to pay for the implementation of the goals set out in an
Act that was intended in 1975? Did they know what they were try-
ing to achieve? And now that the price tag has come in, and to
achieve that, to raise the welfare of our communities up to the
same level of mainstream America, are they willing to make that
payment?

-We tried to work with everybody. We have brought in Interior,
the Indian Health Service. We have tried to get the DHHS, the Di-
vision of Cost Allocation, but they refused to come into our sessions
to work with us. We tried to get OMB. They did not participate a
great deal with us. So, interestingly enough, quite a few of the
folks in the Federal administration system worked with us, but
many did not which was a little bit on the disappointing side.

In the findings of our report that we are submitting to you and
the other Members of the Congress and to the administration with
regard to our observations and findings and recommendations, we
have come up with a number of them. One is the notion of contract
support rate is out of control. It is not the rate. Rate has nothing
to do with the issue that we are dealing with right now. The aver-
age rate that both IHS and BIA in their analysis and our analysis'
is averaging around 25 percent. That is half of what the Federal
agencies charge each other with regard to the same kinds of costs.
It is half of what a university pays. Universities used to be up in
the 100 percent range.

It really is not the rate, and we have shown over the years that
the rate nationally is very stable. That is not the problem whatso-
ever in that the system of negotiating the rate is very flexible and
is consistent with the uniquenesses of the tribes.

Tribes across America, from Alaska to Florida, are not the same.
The fact is, you do get some adjustment relative to their size and
conditions and so forth. We believe that it has been very effective
and very efficient in advancing that agenda.

We also believe that the actual cost that we are asking Congress
to bear is not an overwhelming cost. You asked questions of the
previous panel about what is it that is actually needed. Right now,
on the IHS- side, -we think that we are about 100 to 110 million
short in the filling of the full needs for providing full contract sup-
port for all of the contracts that are out there right now, whether
they are in 638 contracts or the self-governance compact. On the
BIA side, it is only about 65 million.



When Indian country listens to all of the stuff that goes on in
the Congress, dealing with the veterans and dealing with airport
needs and dealing with the current issue with the farmers, the

roblems that they have, and they see literally billions of dollars
being pumped out of here and we hear the debate over the surplus

moneys and so forth, we look at the numbers that we are asking
for, and we say, where does the priority of Indians fit against that
priority of the resources that America has, the most impoverished
communities in America? And is there willingness by the Congress
to make a committment to our communities?

We believe that it is very reasonable. We think when we get
down to our recommendations that-let me back up. We also be-
lieve that once we fully fund it, it becomes fairly stable. We have
made our own projections about what the actual cost would be an-
nually as you continue to transfer these functions and services out
to Indian country from BIA and IHS. It is fairly stable, it is very
consistent, and it is not an overwhelming number that baffles any-
one or should be a big problem for the Appropriations Committees.

We believe that when we get right down to it there is only three
choices. We have the first choice where Congress can fully fund it.
Second, if the Congress doesn't fully fund it, you can underfund us,
and we would be left to go to the courts and try to get the Courts
to instruct the Congress to fully fund it based on the law, the legal
right that we have. Three, the third option is an arraignment case.
This is an entitlement, that Congress owes the tribes for these
funds, and they shouldn't be subsidizing the Federal Government
for these functions or it shouldn't be undermining existing pro-
grams.

So the issue is, should it be part of an entitlement? Should the
whole contract support with all of these contracts and compacts be
moved over to an entitlement section? It is not an overwhelming
number relative to those functions that are in the entitlement sec-
tion. We urge you to take a serious look at that.

We also suggest that you look at instructing OMB to establish
a separate circular dealing with tribes. If you look at the circular
as OMB establishes, they regularly try to make the governments
all the same, State governments, local governments and tribal gov-
ernments. We argue that we are all governments, but we can tell
you that the resources of the State and local governments are not
the same as tribal government. The resources available for tribal
governments are very limited. It is as a general option. There are
only a few anomalies sitting out there, and we believe that an
OMB circular should recognize that uniqueness of the tribal gov-
ernments.

Third, we believe that there should be some more work with re-
gard to benchmarking to create some consistencies with regard to

ow you are going to negotiate these rates with regard to the indi-
rect cost rates, the direct contract support costs, and the start-up
costs. There is some consistency. There is a little bit of inconsist-
ency that some people create as problematic, and we believe that
can be addressed.

Four, we believe that there is a whole lot of stability in the tribes
right now. Over the last 5 or 10 years a great deal of stability has
been moving forward. We have been advancing the concept that



you can take these resources and move them into the base budgets
of tribes and tribes will move forward with that if they are fully
funded and leave it to their ingenuity and creativity to become
more efficient with those resources, a concept that we believe has
a .eat deal of merit.

Five, we believe that BIA should be instructed to deal with direct
contract support, just like IHS does, and recognize those two costs
so there a consistency.

The sixth issue is similar to the previous one in that there needs
to be consistency on the policies and principles of contract support
with regard to BIA and IHS.

And, finally, we add into the other Federal agencies that was dis-
cussed in the earlier panel. We point out that there are some seri-
ous problems, but we believe that they can be addressed. We be-
lieve that if we enter into the next millennium we can solve this
problem if we work together in this matter. We do have answers,
and it really is not that great a price tag.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Allen. I want to suggest that I

am pleased with what you are saying and the recommendations
that you have because we are going to try, in conjunction with the
Senators and other Congressmen, try to solve some of these prob-
lems through legislation, so we welcome your suggestions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Allen follows:]

STATEMENT OF W. RON ALLEN, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN
INDIANS

Good morning Chairman Young and distinguished members of the House Re-
sources Committee. My name is W. Ron Allen. I am President of the National Con-
gress of American Indians (NCAI) and Chairman of the Jamestown S'KlallamTribe
located in Washington State. On behalf of NCAI, the oldest, largest and most rep-
resentative Indian organization in the nation, I would like to thank you for the op-
portunity to testify this morning on contract support costs. NCAI was organized in
1944 in response to termination and assimilation policies and legislation promul-
gated by the Federal Government which proved to be devastating to Indian Nations
and Indian people throughout the country. NCAI remains dedicated to the exercise
of tribal sovereignty and the continued viability of tribal governments. NCAI also
remains committed to advocating aggressively on behalf of the interests of our 250
member tribes on a myriad of issues including the development of contract support
costs solutions and funding options in the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian
Health Service.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act (ISDEAA) author-

izes tribes to contract to operate Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and Indian Health
Services (IHS) government programs serving the Indian recipients of those pro-
grams. The point, as you well know, is multi-faceted: (1) to reduce the Federal bu-
reaucracy; (2) to place Indian programs in the hands of the Indian people being
served; and (3) to enhance and empower local tribal governments and institutions.

However, the shortfall in contract support costs due under the Act has impeded
the achievement of those goals, and has, in fact, penalized our tribal people-the
real and ultimate victims of the shortfall. Given the severity of those shortfalls, the
impact on the programs themselves, and the growing drumbeat of litigation, last
year NCAI took the initiative to form a National Policy Workgroup on Contract Sup-
port Costs.

II. NCAI NATIONAL WORKGROUP ON CONTRACT SUPPORT COSTS
FINAL REPORT

The purpose of our workgroup was to come to a thorough understanding of the
contract support cost system as it has evolved over the years, to identify the prob-
lems that have developed and to explore solutions. After thirteen months of work,
eleven national meetings, countless smaller working sessions and thousands of



hours of volunteered time, we are proud to present to you our Workgroup's Final
Report. It is important to underscore the fact that our Report and recommendations
is the result of a great deal of hard work and diligence on the part of Tribal leaders,
and technical and legal representatives who are experts in this specialized topic.

In preparing this Final Report, it was our intent and desire to be as inclusilas
possible. All relevant agencies were invited to participate, including the BIA, IHS,
the Office of inspector General of the Department of the Interior, the Department
of Health and Human Services Division of Cost Allocation, and the Office of Man-
agement and Budget. Indeed, we even had hopes early on that our report would be
a joint tribal-Federal report, although eventually that was not possible. While Fed-
eral representatives actively participated in our Workgroup meetings and discus-
sions, this effort and final report was initiated by the tribes.

Our work went forward both energetically and productively, though not without
disappointment. For instance, early on the DHHS Division of Cost Allocation simply
refused to show up, and they refused to share their historic data either directly or
through IHS. Then, one month ago, the BIA released a separate contract support
cost policy which was developed without our knowledge or involvement. Despite
these problems and disappointments, our work went forward, resulting in 31 key
findings, 8 guiding principles and 16 major recommendations, some of which I will
mention here.

HI. NCAI FINAL REPORT-FINDINGS
In the findings section, our work confirmed the integrity of the indirect cost nego-

tiation system as carried out by the Department of the Interior Office of Inspector
General. We found it to be free of collusion, over-reaching or abuse, a finding echoed
in the General Accounting Office report.

Second, we found that this indirect cost negotiation system has proven te be ap-
propriately flexible to differing tribal conditions. Tribes, like states, counties and cit-
ies, are all different. They not only use different accounting systems, practices and
materials, but they face vastly different circumstances. Workers' compensation sys-
tems may in one part of Indian Country cost many times what the cost is some-
where else. Salaries vary-just as do utilities, rent and the like. Climate alone can
play a large role, as can the extent of isolation, and we found the indirect-cost sys-
tem to be uniquely sensitive to all these factors.

Many in the Administration and Congress have been led by the perception that
indirect cost rates have been out of control leading to radically escalating contract
support costs. Interestingly, just like the BIA and IHS, we found that indirect rates
had in the aggregate remained surprisingly stable-even flat-at under twenty-five
percrt. This finding directly answered the concern by some that indirect costs were
out of control and abused by tribes who saw the sky as the limit on indirect costs.
That myth is now firmly dispelled.

Our report reveals that the increase in contract support costs is directly related
to the success of the implementation of the ISDEAA. Tribal contracting and com-
pacting activities accelerated to their peal; in the mid-1990s in response to the 1994
ISDEAA Amendments and extension of the self-governance initiative to IHS. The
trend in the transfer of Federal Indian programs to tribal operation under the
ISDEAA has leveled off from the peak exr'rienced in the mid-1990s, and with a few
notable exceptions should remain constant in the years ahead.

We also found that this static, aggregate, twenty-five-percent rate was less than
one-half the indirect rate of DHHS itself, as well as various other Federal agencies,
universities, state agency service providers and most private foundations.

oWe found that the contract support cost shortfall is projected to be relatively
small in fiscal year 2000 compared to the overall agency budgets and the magnitude
of tribal contracting and compacting. At IHS, it is about $100 million, including a
small inflation factor (estimated at 3.5 percent). At BIA, it is approximately $65 mil-
lion, including adjustment for inflation and factors related to the Ramah case (esti-
mated at $21 million). These numbers are actually smaller than what we expected
to find.

Finally, we found that contract support costs are for the most part expected to
rise slowly in the years ahead. For the BIA, whose total estimated contract support
costs requirements are roughly $180 million (which includes adjustment related to
the Ramah case), the expected annual increase is less than $12 million a year, or
about 7 i:rcent. For the IHS, whose total estimated contract support cost require-
ments are roughly $310 million, the expected long-range increase is $10 million a
year, or about 3 percent. These are modest increases indeed.
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IV. NCAI FINAL REPORT-RECOMMENDATIONS
In light of these and other findings, we made several recommendations, including

the following: I
First, we concluded that contract support costs can and must be fully funded.

They are an obligation of the Federal Government, both legally and contractually.
This payment is also morally right--consistent with the devolution movement and
local empowerment, tribal governments should not be required to permanently re-
duce funding for their programs and services. Although not specifically addressed
in our report, there are really only three choices to address contract support cost
funding issues:

*The appropriations committees can appropriate the full amount required-
which under today's caps is difficult, at best;
oThe appropriations committees can appropriate less, and leave tribes to sue
to recover the rest; or
: Appropriate measures can be enacted to make contract support costs a true
entitlement in terms of its funding mechanism in Congress.

Given the genuine pressures facing the appropriators, I suggest this Committee
Five this third option very serious consideration. Cost-wise, the impact is infinites-
inal relative to the non-discretionary Federal budget. In terms of American Indian
and Alaska Native governmental, social and health care programs, however, the im-
pact would be clear, immediate and substantial.

Second, we recommend that the OMB issue a new cost circular specifically de-
voted to tribes and the unique laws that affect tribes. OMB continues to aggregate
tribes in circulars with state and local governments, although Congress regularly
recognizes that tribal governments do not have the same available resources to ac-
commodate such circular conditions. Such a proposal was included in the 1994
amendments to the ISDEAA, but was deleted at the last moment at OMB's request.
Particularly since Congess, in the ISDEAA has enacted special cost accounting
principles applicable only to tribes, an OMB circular specific to tribes will eliminate
the current confusion that exists between those statutory provisions and the exist-
ingeneral circular.

hird, we recommend that Congress authorize one to two years for the develop-
ment and field testing of a potential "bench-marking" idea that would help bring
greater consistency among similarly situated tribes. The idea here is to develop
ways of bench-marking particular contract support cost components, so that tribes
and government negotiators would have signposts to guide their negotiations, with-
out actually dictating the outcome. If successful, such a proposal could help even
out the highs and lows among tribes, thus achieving greater eqitity between all. Un-
fortunately, coming up with the precise benchmarks is a fairly technical under-
taking that was beyond what we could do in the first year of our work.

Fourth, we believe IHS and BIA should be encouraged to work jointly together
in the development of a contract support cost "base budget" approach such as is al-
ready under development, and as also described in alternative four to the General
Accounting Office report. The agencies should be asked to inform Congress whether
any further authorization is necessary to proceed with this efficiency innovation.

Fifth, we recommend that the BIA immediately come into compliance with the
law and with the applicable regulations by recognizing and paying direct contract
support costs such as workers' compensation and unemployment insurance. Not only
must the BIA come into conformity with the law, but it must aggressively go for-
ward and inform each and every tribal contractor that the Bureau will now begin
complying with the ISDEAA in this critical respect.

Sixth, we recommend that BIA payment policies more closely mirror IHS policies
by promoting first, and foremost, financial stability. As judges have held, neither
tribes nor the ultimate Indian beneficiaries are well-served by a system under which
the BIA holds back substantial contract support funding until the end of the fiscal
year. Rather (and unless overpayments would result) tribes should receive at least
the same amount of funding they received in the prior year, and such funds should
be paid at the beginning of the fiscal year, not at the end.

Finally, we recommend that the so-called "other Federal agency" finally be tack-
led head-on by Congress. Currently, we operate under a system where a govern-
ment-wide OMB circular establishes the rules for determining tribal indirect-cost
needs, but not all Federal agencies feel bound by the circular. As a result, tribes
are once again squeezed in the middle. As a first step here, we recommend that
Congress call upon the GAO to study the source of each Federal agency's restriction
on the recovery of indirect costs. Once the source of those restrictions is known,
Congress can consider appropriate legislation to overcome the barriers that cur-
rently pose such difficult problems for tribes.



V. CONCLUSION
In closing, we strongly recommend that all members of the Committee take the

time to review our executive summary. I would like to close my remarks by quoting
two short paragraphs from our report which I believe put the issue well:

No single policy in the history of American Indian affairs has more forcefully
and e ectively permitted tribes to empower their tribal institutions and their
people. No single policy has more effectively served to break the cycle of depend-
ency and paternalism. No single policy has better served the philosophy of devo-
lution-moving Federal resources and decision making to that level of local gov-
ernment that is closest to the people. And, no single initiative has contXibuted
more to the improvement in the conditions facing American Indian people.
As the Nation enters the new millennium it is essential that the American peo-
ple recommit fully and keep faith with he Self-Determination Policy and em-
powerment of tribal governments consistent with the devolution movement.
Only through the continuation of that policy can America both respect the fun-
damental government-to-government relationship that exists between tribes and
the United States, and fulfill the Federal Government's trust responsibility to
protect the interests of Native American tribes.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the honor to testify today on this most critical
issue. NCAI, Tribal leaders as well as our legal and technical representatives, look
forward to continuing to work with you on the development of contract support costs
solutions and funding options.

The CHAIRMAN. Governor Mary Thomas.

STATEMENT OF HON. MARY V. THOMAS, GOVERNOR, GILA
RIVER INDIAN COMMUNITY, SACATON, ARIZONA

Governor THOMAS. Thank you and good morning, Mr. Chairman
and members of the Committee, and especially to my representa-
tive, Congressman J. D. Hayworth. It is a pleasure to be here.

My name is Mary Thomas, Governor of the Gila River Indian
Community. I am here to present the Community's views on the
proposed solution for funding contract support costs for health care
and community service programs in Indian country.

On Gila River, we have 372,000 acres located in central Arizona.
We have 19,000 members; and 13,000 actually live within the
boundaries of the reservation. We have a very young and growing

population with a lot of needs. Our Community provides our own
ealth and primary care services through the Department of Public

Health and the Gila River Health Care Corporation.
Since 1995, the Community has been operating almost all of its

health'service programs under the ISDEA contracts with IHS. Our
contracts are model illustrations for what is good and what is bad
about self-determination contracts for health care services. Our ex-
perience helps us to advance our health care services to those peo-
ple who really need it. But we also face a serious risk that exists
that is due to underfunding of contract support costs that limits us.

According to national statistics and our own experience, contract
support costs comprise about 25 percent of our total program costs.
The Health Care Corporation, which is in its fourth year of oper-
ation, very young, has received only 56 percent of 1 year's contract
support costs and no payment at all for its contract support costs
during the first 3 years of operation. We would have been funded
at 100 percent of our contract support costs in fiscal year 1999 if
they didn't change the rules on us. We were up there in the
Queque list, right near the top, and that was wiped out when the
Queque rules were changed.

Because of this temporary legislative solution last year, our Com-
munity expects to receive about 70 percent of its contract support
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costs for fiscal year 1999, but this still leaves the corporation with
unreimbursed contract support costs for fiscal year 1996 to 1998 of
over $10 million. We know that $35 million was appropriated, and
it was made clear that the committee believed that the Queque sys-
tem was inequitable and tried to find a sustainable solution for ad-
dressing the contract support cost needs of all tribes.

But there are some main points that I want to highlight. There
are seven of them.

First, the contract support costs-and everybody probably says
the same thing-is to fund at 100 percent level. When that is not
done, in my particular case, in order to enhance services like 24-
hour emergency service coverage with further cuts or not more
funding in contract support costs, we may have to shut down and
limit it to 8 hours a day, which was the case before, but our people
really objected because there was a need. We are in a remote area.

Also, we established a podiatry clinic because, as you know, we
have high instances of diabetes on my reservation. Over 51 percent
of our adult population has or will become diabetics. It is estimated
that it will go to 80 percent for males in the future and over 90
percent for our females in our future. We have people as young as
under 18 who are diagnosed with diabetes as we currently speak.

Secondly, Congressman Hayworth has alluded to the bureau-
cratic misinterpretation of congressional intent. That was ad-
dressed before, so I will not go into that.

But by reducing fiscal year 1999 contract support costs, we ex-
pect that we will only receive $790,000. We don't accept that
premise in the proposed revised circular that contract support costs
would continue to be underfunded in future years. I think that is
wrong.

We believe that $35 million in new contract support costs in fis-
cal year 1999 and 2000 is a good step forward, and we thank Con-
gress for the increased funding and should take the necessary steps
to fully fund IHS-approved contract support costs.

We support the GAO reports and recommend options 1 and 4.
Full funding is one, and the other one is to incorporate the cost to
contract program budgets.

Sixth, we understand there is a discussion in Congress con-
cerning the possibility of establishing a pilot program. As I said be-
fore, we know both the good and bad of trying to run our health
programs under contracts. So we would be interested. If it is com-
ing to fruition, we would like to take part.

Finally, about the GAO report, there must be a single and con-
sistent Federal policy dealing with contract support- costs that ap-
plies to any and all self-determination/self-governance contracting
by tribes, whether within the BIA or IHS.

In conclusion, I brought something with me that I would like to
share with you.

I have been a diabetic for 37 years. This is my life right in this
box. It is my syringes that I use for inoculating myself morning and
night with my insulin. These-are the pills that I must take every
day in regard to associated problems with it-high blood pressure,
infections, and controlling the sugar content within my body. This
is why I have lasted for 37 years. It is because I have followed this

60-802 99 - 2



regimen very close and tried to take care of myself as best as pos-
sible.

The average cost for a diabetic on Gila River is about $5,000 per
year and we have 26,000 out of 35,000 registered. So you figure
that out on a yearly basis it costs about $13 million to pay for our
diabetics necessary care. That does not include everything, though.
Just part.

I have had laser surgery on my eyes. I have had operations. I
have had kidney infections, urinary tract infections. Luckily, I have
not had to go through any amputations. It takes long for me to heal
out of surgery, and my teeth are affected as well. I hope that you
will take this into some thought, that it does take a lot of money
to run our programs, but we are trying our best at the local levels.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mary.
And, just for your information, this is one of my projects, is dia-

betes. It is not only in your area. It is one of the more rapidly ris-
ing diseases, most disabling diseases that we have, especially
amongst the young. Contrary to what many people-we had two
young people in my office the other day. One was 8 and one was
7. Like you said, it is a very expensive thing. We are trying to get
enough money into research so that our future generations don't
have to go through what you are going through. We are doing ev-
erything we possibly can.

[The prepared statement of Governor Thomas follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON. MARY V. THOMAS, GOVERNOR, GILA RIVER INDIAN COMMUNITY

INTRODUCTION
Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. My name is Mary

Thomas and I am the Governor of the Gila River Indian Community. I am honored
to have the opportunity to represent the Gila River Indian Community before the
Committee today to discuss Federal funding for contract support costs associated
with health care and other community service programs in Indian Country ("Con-
tract Support Costs").

The Gila River Indian Community (the "Community") is located on 372,000 acres
in south central Arizona. Our Community is composed of approximately 19,000 trib-
al members, 13,000 of whom live within the boundaries of the Reservation. The
Community provides preventive health and primary care services through its De-

p artment of Public Health ("DPH") and the Gila Riiver He alth Care Corporation
("GRHCC" or "Corporation"). With minimal exceptions, the Community has operated
all health service programs on the Reservation under Indian Self-Determination
contracts with the Indian Health Service ("IHS") since fiscal year 1996. We also pro-
vide law enforcement, social services, irrigation system construction and rehabilita-
tion, and other community services under self-determination contracts and self-gov-
ernance agreements with the Bureau of Indian Affairs ("BIA") and the Bureau of
Reclamation ("BOR").

We strive to operate well-managed and effective community service programs re-
sponsive to our Community's specific needs. With respect to health status, we have
a relatively young and rapidly growing population, which suffers tremendously dis-
proportionate rates of debilitating chronic diseases such as diabetes and alcoholism.
In fact, the World Health Organization has found that our population has the high-
est incidence of type 2 diabetes mellititus in the world. It will take working through
at least one generation to move from the IHS model of treating acute health condi-
tions to a Tribally-based health prevention and maintenance model. We believe this
change can only be made through the continued efforts of our Community-managed
Department of Public Health and Health Care Corporation under adequately funded
self-determination contracts with the IHS. With respect to our BIA and BOR pro-
grams, we similarly believe meaningful improvements can best be made by con-
tinuing to operate these programs ourselves through our contracts and compacts
with the BIA and BOR.
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It is appropriate that the Committee has asked the Community to testify today
concerning contract support funding. According to national statistics and our own
experience, our Contract Support Costs can be expected to comprise approximately
25 percent of our total program costs (see accompanying graph). In the area of
health care, however, as of today, our Health Care Corporation, In its fourth year
of operation, has received 56 percent of one year's Contract Support Costs, and no
payment for its Contract Support Costs for its first three years. With respect to the
Community's ongoing self-determination and self-governance agreements with BIA,
we receive less than 100 percent funding for indirect costs and far less in Contract
Support Cost funding. The Community's experience speaks for itself in illustrating
the shortcomings in the past Federal Contract Support Cost policy implementation
and the unfortunate consequences of being in exactly the wrong place at the wrong
time as that policy changed at the IHS. We focus today on our experience with con-
tracting with the IHS as it illustrates the best and the worst of self-determination
policy.

The DPH has operated community service programs such as Public Health Nurs-
ing and the Community Health Representatives program since as far back as 1985.
In June of 1995, as the Community was preparing to contract with I14S to assume
operation and management of the Community's Hospital and associated program
and administrative functions, we submitted to IHS a contract support request of $4
million. Because of the IHS practice of utilizing its first-come first-served waiting
list or "queue" for new and expanded unfunded self-determination Contract Support
Cost requests, our request was placed on the queue and we waited for funding.
Under this system, the Corporation operated for three years with no contract sup-
port funding-waiting to reach the top of the queue. If the system had continued
without change and Congress appropriated $7.5 million in FY99 as it had in recent
years, the Corporation would have received 100 percent of its FY99 contract support
need plus reimbursement for pre-award and start-up costs incurred in prior years.
We estimate the Corporation's cumulative unreimbursed Contract Support Costs for
FY96-98 at over $10 million. Each year we did not receive funding, we continued
to track our Contract Support Costs and refine our Contract Support Cost request.
EVentually our request made it close to the top of the IHS's queue and we would
have been funded at 100 percent in Fiscal Year 1999 if the queue system had con-
tinued as it was operated in the past.

However, due to an estimated backlog of requests totaling approximately $60 mil-
lion and litigation over contract support shortfalls, the contract support funding sit-
uation reached crisis proportions last year. The House Appropriations Committee
vigorously supported allocating limited contract support appropriations on a pro
rata basis among all tribes nationwide without regard to its effect on the underlying
prOgrams. Language attempting to retroactively impose a "cap" on the amount of
funds available for Contract Support Costs for previous years was enacted as an ap-

propriations rider, and a moratorium was imposed on any new contracting. After a
massive effort by tribal leaders and supporters in Congress, $35 million in new
funding was included in the FY99 IHS appropriation to begin to address the short-
fall. The language requiring pro rata distribution was eliminated but the cap, mora-
torium, and limitation on past contract support payments remained in place. The
Committee Report which accompanied the appropriation made clear that the Com-
mittee believed the "queue" system was inequitable and directed the IHS to work
with tribes to find a sustainable solution for addressing the perceived inequity and
the contract support needs of all Lribes contracting with IHS.

At the same time, the General Accounting Office ("GAO") and National Congress
of American Indians ("NCAI") initiated independent efforts to examine the shortfalls
in contract support funding at the IHS and BIA, and to propose recommendations
or alternatives to the current funding systems.

Distribution of IHS Contract Support Funding in FY99
Immediately following final action on the IHS's FY99 appropriation, the IHS and

NCAI convened meetings to consult with tribes concerning how the contract support
funding for FY99 should be distributed, and to discuss policy changes for the future.
This process required the IHS to finalize all contract support requests on the queue,
and in general to determine the status of all tribes' contract support shortfalls. We
commend the Office of Tribal Activities at the IHS, and negotiators from the Office
of Finance, for their efforts in gathering and substantiating a tremendous amount
of information in very short time frames. Further, this consultation process required
all participants to really think through the short and long-term effects of proposed
changes in the contract support system. We were impressed at the level of expertise
brought to this issue by those working in this area throughout Indian country.



For FY99, it is our understanding that the IHS has or will distribute FY99 con-
tract support funding so as to bring all tribes' contract support funding up to a
"floor" of approximately 71 percent of their total contract support need. Ongoing pro-
grams are funded based on the amount they have historically received out of a pool
of funds identified for recurring contract support needs. Any shortfall is noted and
may be paid out of a separate pool of funds made available by Congress or IHS for
such recurring shortfall. The $35 million increase is being used to fund contract sup-
port requests on the queue to the extent a tribe's total contract support need-tak-
ing into consideration ongoing contract support need and payments and new or ex-
panded contract support need-is below the "floor" of approximately 71 percent.

The Corporation's Contract Support Cost request for FY99 was approved by the
IHS at approximately $3.7 million. Of this amount, $790,000 is for previously in-
curred preaward and startup costs. The balance, approximately $2.8 million, rep-
resents direct costs (including indirect-type costs) which will be recognized by the
IHS on a recurring basis so long as the Corporation continues to incur these costs
each year. Under the IHS' distribution methodology for FY99, the Corporation ex-
pected to receive approximately 70 percent of its approved request, or approximately
$2.52 million.

In March of 1999, however, we learned that the IllS was considering legal rec-
ommendations from its Office of General Counsel ("OGC") that it not pay preaward
and startup costs incurred in prior fiscal years. The OGC opinion on this issue con-
cludes that Section 314 of the FY99 Omnibus Appropriations Act prohibits use of
any part of the $35 million increase for prior years' preaward and startup costs. If
the Corporation's preaward and startup costs are not reimbursed, the Corporation
will lose an additional $790,000. This is in addition to the $1.2 million the Corpora-
tion will not receive in FY99 under IHS's new distribution system. It is important
to keep in mind that the funds we are not receiving are funds we would only use
to operate a Federal program serving Federal beneficiaries. It is only right that the
Federal Government pay the reasonable and prudent costs of running Federal pro-
grams as the law requires. The history of our program funding, unfunded contract
support need and contract support funding received is shown on the attached graph.

These preaward and startup costs were included in the shortfall amounts commu-
nicated to the Committees during the FY99 appropriations debates and in the cal-
culations upon which the NCAI and IHS recommendations were based. It was clear-
ly our (and other tribal representatives) expectation that 70 percent of all approved
Contract Support Costs--including preaward and startup-would be paid in FY99.
Congressman Hayworth sent a letter to IHS Director Dr. Trujillo clarifying that it
was congressional intent to pay prior year preaward and startup costs included in
the queue. And IHS reports that it did pay one prior year's startup costs--FY98-
but is reluctant to pay other prior year costs. Despite correspondence and repeated
inquiries, we have been unable to get IHS to make a decision or provide a written
response on this issue. IHS's inaction on this issue is unacceptable and we seek the
Committee's help in remedying this inequity.

In addition to the preaward and startup costs, IHS is refusing to reimburse to
us our unreimbursed Contract Support Costs from FY96 through FY99 that total
over $10 million. While not directly involved, we are closely following the recently
filed class action under which we may be able to recover these costs.

Proposed Distribution of IMS's FY2000 Contract Support Funds
After working on distribution of the $35 million increase in FY99 contract support

funds, the IHS Contract Support Workgroup began consideration of policy changes
in response to the events of the FY99 appropriations debate and directives con-
ceining contract support. The workgroup deliberations have resulted in a proposed
revised circular. At the outset it is important to note that the proposed new circular
accepts less than full funding and then proceeds to explain how the agency will dis-
tribute limited funds. It is not acceptable to us that the agency presumes these costs
will be permanently underfunded.

The circular divides contract support funding into three pools: (1) an ISD pool for
new or expanded contracts ("Pool 1"); (2) a pool for the Contract Support Cost needs
of ongoing programs ("Pool 2"); and (3) a pool comprised of any additional funds
available for shortfall ("Pool 3"). Perhaps the most significant aspect of the proposed
change in policy is that the IHS will now look at a tribe's total contract support
need and funding whereas in the past the IHS has considered only the tribe's con-
tract support need associated with its new or expanded contract. The ISD fund will
be used to pay contract support needs associated with new or expanded contracts
at a rate as close to full funding as possible. A tribe's ongoing shortfall will not be
paid from ISD funds however. This method in essence seeks to bring tribes from
the bottom up to as close to full funding as appropriations permit.
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Other than IHS's refusal to pay our preaward and startup costs and with the
threshold caveat that IHS can only do so much with less than full funding, we have
not objected to most of IHS's proposed new contract support policy. Of the options
discussed, and if one accepts contract support will not be fully funded, the new pol-
icy goes the farthest toward funding all tribes' Contract Support Cost needs and
moving towards total equity while minimizing disruption to existing programs. We
want to be assured, however, that once funded, our level of funding will not be re-
duced unless Congress fails to appropriate a recurring level of funds. Another abso-
lutely critical aspect will be timely information gathering and inclusion of tribes'
true future needs in IHS's budget requests. We do, however, object to annual redis-
tribution within IHS Areas as we believe this favors some areas over others and
would like to see IHS return to timely national redistribution of contract support
funds.

The success of the new policy will be largely dependent on adequate annual ap-
propriations to fund tribes' true contract support needs. Most fundamentally, we re-
ject the underlying premise of the IHS circular-that it is acceptable to have a re-
gime where a be contracts to operate Federal programs for the Federal Govern-
ment serving Federal beneficiaries without the minimally necessary funding to ad-
minister those Federal programs. This point is especially important when compared
to direct services provided by IHS that have full "Contract Support Cost" funding.

NCAI and GAO Reports
Community representatives provided information to the GAO for its consideration

in its report and followed closely the work of the NCAI Contract Support
Workgroup. We believe each report makes a significant contribution to the ongoing
debate and solution of contract support issues.

NCAI Report. The NCAI Report provides a very thorough and well-written docu-
mentation of the history and development of the current state of Federal Indian
Self-Determination and contract support funding policy. We concur with its findings
and wish to emphasize our support for the following points.

The report emphasizes in several places the need for full funding of tribes' Con-
tract Support Costs. The report documents past failures on the part of the BIA to
implement "grandfathering" or flat rates in large part because such changes were
not accompanied by initial full funding. The report also recognizes that in projecting
future need, annual inflationary increases must be added to the recurring amounts
and that contract support requirements should be included with all program in-
creases and new initiatives. NCAI's recommendation that the agencies continue to
report fully to Congress tribes' contract support needs is crucial to obtaining and
maintaining full funding.

The report confirms that the indirect cost rate negotiation system has proved the
most workable in light of providing some uniformity for determining diverse tribal
needs. The report further confirms the increases in contract support need are due
to increased contracting and the associated increase in contract support needs. We
urge that the Administration and Congress further acknowledge that these in-
creases are legitimate and necessary costs of the Federal policy of tribal self-deter-
mination. Anc it has been our experience that the benefits--in terms of increased
access, improved services and improved health status that come with the devolution
of Federal authority to local tribal governments--more than compensate for any
marginal increase in total program cost. This fact should be recognized to put in
context the House Appropriations Committee's concern that increases in contract
support are at the expense of program increases. To the contrary, it is the under-
funding of Contract Support Costs that comes at the expense of programs, as tribes
are compelled to divert program resources to cover the government s contract sup-
port debt. As noted in the NCAI report, we believe that further development of the
idea of "benchmarking" should be made and that Lrough such benchmarking, we
may be able to achieve greater consistency while preserving sufficient discretion to
allow for tribes' diverse needs and accounting systems.

GAO Report. We believe the ultimate value in the GAO report is that it confirms
that the contract support dilemma for tribes is real, that is, the failure to fully fund
Contract Support Costs adversely affects our local programs and our ability to effi-
ciently administer them. The report recognizes that this is a result the authorizing
Committees have repeatedly sought to avoid and eliminate in amendments to the
Indian Self-Determination Act, and is absolutely counter to successful implementa-
tion of self-determination policy. Also, importantly, the report validates the long-
standing tribal position that increases in Contract Support Costs are attributable
to increased contracting rather than uncontrollable increases in indirect cost pools
and rates. In fact, the report concludes tribes' rates have remained relatively stable
over the last ten years at approximately 25 percent. The report also clarifies some
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of the common misperceptions about differing rates among tribes--an important
point in dispelling the notion that some tribes manipulate their rates or operate in-
efficiently.

Contrary to the GAO report's reluctance to make predictions about future Con-
tract Support Cost needs, however, we believe the stability in rates coupled with the
agencies hopefully improved data concerning tribes' contract support needs should
enable the agencies to fairly accurately predict new contracts coming on line. In fact,
we view it as a function of the agencies to know and guide tribes through the initial
contracting processes--this should include working with tribes to include their fu-
ture contract support needs in IHS's budget requests.

The GAO report further confirms the effect of shortfalls on tribal programs. The
documentation in the report mirrors our experience. Our Health Care Corporation's
transition from Federal to Tribal operation required extensive development of ad-
ministrative-personnel, procurement, finance, information--systems and training.
To function effectively and efficiently, change is still underway and more is nec-
essary to upgrade antiquated medical records and information gathering systems
which are absolutely critical in accessing information concerning the number of Da-
tient visits, reasons for patient visits, and the number of visits per diagnosis. The
law requires and we were promised reimbursement for these items. After three, al-
most four, years of operating with from none to just over 50 percent of our IHS ap-
proved contract support need, the lack of contract support funding threatens the
Corporation's financial stability. We are faced with options such as reductions in
services and limitations on our ability to expand into other areas of health care de-
livery. The GAO report is useful in confirming the effects of shortfalls on tribes.
This information now needs to be taken seriously and used to support the need for
full funding to avoid these detrimental effects on our programs, and to recognize
that some initial investment in our infrastructure is necessary to realize increased
administrative efficiencies such as more effective patient referrals and maximizing
billing of third party resources.

And last, the GAO offers four alternatives for funding tribes' contract support
needs. Of these alternatives, we favor options one and four. The first option is to
fully fund Contract Support Costs. We believe this option, coupled with several of
the recommendations in the NCAI report, would meet both tribal and Federal inter-
ests on this issue. For instance, with the development of benchmarking and revi-
sions to OMB circulars recognizing cost and audit issues unique to tribal operations,
we believe a greater deree of consistency can be achieved so far as the allowable
items included in tribes indirect cost pools for operating similar programs. Inter-
tribal collaboration, such as our arrangement with the nearby Ak-Chin Indian Com-
munity, should also be explored where feasible to reduce administrative costs and
maximize economies of scale. Accompanying these tribal efforts toward consistency
and economy, the Federal Government must recognize tribes' true costs of operating
Federal programs. Toward this end, we encourage the BIA to revise policies that
ignore or dilute its responsibility for known costs, such as BIA's failure to pay direct
Contract Support Costs and dilution of its responsibilities for indirect costs attrib-
utable to BIA programs as in the Ramah case.

We also support further development of option 4, which is to incorporate contract
support into tribes' program budgets--essentially consolidating, grandfatheringg," or
"base budgeting" contract support andprogram funding. We strongly believe, how-
ever, for this option to be successful, the amount of contract support consolidated
in the first year must be full funding of contract support need. There also must be
provision for annual increases in the consolidated amount tied to a nationally recog-
nized inflationary index, and some provision for administrative increases tied to sig-
nificant program increases. With these provisions, we believe option 4 offers consid-
erable potential toward meeting tribal and Federal concerns. Our Health Care Cor-
poration is an ideal candidate to demonstrate the potential success of Option 4, and
we would be pleased to continue to work with the Committee on such a demonstra-
tion.

SUMMARY

In summary, the following are the beliefs and recommendations of the Gila River
Indian Community:

o Contract Support Costs for IHS and BIA programs need to be funded at the 100
percent level.

* Inadequate funding of Contract Support Costs results in funds being shifted
from direct service provision to support.



* Past attempts by IHS and BIA to equitably distribute partial Contract Support
Costs have not worked and have in fact causedharm to the Gila River Indian Com-
munity contracted programs.

*Current attempts by IHS and BIA to-'develop new, "fairer" policies for distrib-
uting less than full funding for Contract Support Costs are built on the wrong
premise and represent just a band-aid solution; they do not solve the underlying
problem.

* OThe GAO report on Contract Support Costs was an objective report with sup-
portable recommendations. We support recommendations 1 and 4 full funding for
Contract Support Costs, and incorporating these costs into contract program budg-
ets.
*We would be willing to participate in a pilot program that implements a com-

bination of GAO recommendations 1 and 4.
*There must be a single, consistent Federal policy dealing with Contract Support

Costs that applies to any and all self-determination/self-governance contracting by
tribes.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the Gila River Indian Community believes strongly that full Con-

tract Support Cost funding is necessary to continue paving the road to self-deter-
mination that the Congress outlined and that we have been traveling for almost 25
years now. In our health programs, we have directed the maximum amount of re-
sources into direct patient care and specifically toward the worst health problems
facing our Community. With our BOR program, we have made more progress to-
ward a functioning water delivery system in the four years we have operated under
a self-governance agreement than under past Federal operation. In law enforcement,
we have a more stable and reliable police department than when we relied upon
the BIA to operate it. We ask that you help us preserve and continue the success
of our self-governance by committing to contract support policies that first acknowl-
edge our contract support needs as legitimate and necessary and then fully fund
these needs.

As our experience with the IHS shows, the past contract support policy has served
to penalize us for contracting. We contracted with the hope of reversing the reduc-
tions in services we experienced in the early 1990s when the IHS budget failed to
keep pace with inflation and other cost factors. After four years of minimal Federal
Contract Support Costs, however, we are facing the harsh reality of imposing service
reductions ourselves to cover necessary but unfnded administrative costs and infra-
structure improvements. Full funding of Contract Support Costs will help Congress
achieve its stated goal of "supporting and assisting Indian tribes in the development
of strong and stable tribal governments," able to operate programs at a par with
other Federal agencies. Tribes have repeatedly proven that the self-determination
framework created by Congress can build tribal administrative capacity, reduce Fed-
eral bureaucracy, and, most importantly, improve the quality of life of tribal mem-
bers.

As both the GAO and NCAI reports confirm, the current contract support system
is sound in that the costs incurred are reasonable and legitimate, and necessary to
prudently administer Federal programs at the local level. Now it is time to make
the funding part of the system work by doing whatever is necessary in the appro-
priations system to assure these Federal obligations are fully paid each year. We
can refine the system through benchmarking and other efforts aimed at consistency
and economy.

Our contracted programs have suffered from years of less-than-100 percent fund-
ing for the necessary Contract Support Costs. Gila River has beenpatient, hoping
that with appropriate funding and guidance from the Congress and consistency of
application by BIA and IHS, that the Contract Support Costs crisis could be re-
solved. As you are aware, other tribes, whose patience has run out, are moving be-
yond Congress and into the courts to seek remedies to this problem. If there is not
a timely solutior by Congress and the Administration in the area of-Contract Sup-
port Costs, we may likewise be forced to seek judicial help.

In these times of significant budget surplus, we encourage the Federal Govern-
ment, in fulfillment of its legal responsibility, to commit to fully funding and sup-
porting Contract Support Costs.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity and
honor of testifying today on this issue on which basic support for our community
service programs depends. We thank you for your past support and look forward to
continuing to work with the Committee as it deliberates over a sustainable solution
to contract support issues.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Williams. Orie, you are up.

STATEMENT OF ORIE WILLIAMS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-
DENT, YUKON-KUSKOKWIM HEALTH CORPORATION, BETH-
EL, ALASKA
Mr. WILLIAMS. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, committee mem-

bers, and Congressional staff.
Before I go on, Mr. Chairman, I would certainly like to thank you

and Congressman Hayworth for allowing their staff to join the In-
dian Health Care Improvement Act. We were working out the dif-
ferences and listening to the tribal concerns last week in health
care improvement. Your staff did an excellent job, and I wanted to
say that publicly before I start.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify once
again before your Committee on what Congress in 1987 called "the
single most serious problem with implementation of the Indian
self-determination policy, namely the failure to fully fund contract
support costs.

For the record, my name is Orie Williams, and I am the Execu-
tive Vice President of the Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation.
I am here this morning with our legal counsel and expert in this
field, Lloyd Miller, who is well-known to this Committee. I am also
happy to introduce to you Mr. Paul Manumik, on my left, the tribal
elected member of the Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation
board of directors and the chairman of the hospital governing
board. Mr. Manumik lives in his home in Sheldon's Point, Alaska,
and has served his Yupik Eskimo tribal members for 15 years.

Our health care organization was created by and is controlled by
58 federally recognized Alaskan Native tribal governments, their
members, and their village communities. In financial terms, we are
the second largest privately operated Indian Health Service pro-
gram in America, operating $40.2 million in IHS government pro-
grams alone.

In my testimony last February, I reminded the Committee of the
daunting conditions that we face in carrying out the task of deliv-
ering Indian Health Service government programs to the bene-
ficiaries of those programs. Recall that we serve: a roadless area
the size of South Dakota; 23,000 people scattered in 58 villages; a
population where 54 percent are Medicaid eligible, including 90
percent of all pregnant women and children, and where 44 percent
are unemployed-in some villages unemployment is over 80 per-
cent; villages most of whose primary sewer system consists of one
six-gallon bucket in each home; post neonatal mortality is more
than double the average U.S. Rate, death by suicide is our times
the national rate, fetal alcohol syndrome and fetal alcohol effect are
rampant, and the lack of adequate sewer and water systems has
left our communities victim to every known infectious disease and
higher rates of tuberculosis, even as we enter the 21st century.

Rather than go further, I respectfully refer the Committee to my
testimony- submitted February 23, 1999, which I am submitting
again today.

The point is that we are operating the government's programs,
including a large government hospital, for the benefit of the Fed-
eral beneficiaries of those government programs. If independent



Department of Health and Human Services Division of Cost Alloca-
tion says it takes $14.9 million to administer that program, then
that is what is we should be paid.

And yet, this year we are once again underfunded by $2.3 mil-
lion. Once again we cannot fill positions in our accounting depart-
ment and in our administrations department and in support of our
hospital. This is not just a crisis in 1999. It has been ongoing since
1992.

The GAO June, 1999, report is most welcome because it confirms
what we have been saying all along. First, that contract support
costs are legitimate and necessary and fairly determined; and, sec-
ond, that without full payment of these costs our people are actu-
ally being penalized by the transfer of Federal health care pro-
grams down to the local level.

Mr. Chairman, we are trying to do our part to reduce the Federal
bureaucracy and enhance local empowerment and economic devel-
opment, but why, I ask, should this require such a heavy price in
the reduction of direct services to our people?

Our tribal organization has remained intimately involved this
paSt year both in the work of the National Congress of American
Indians and the General Accounting Office study. Based upon that
involvement, our experience over the years, and the analyses un-
dertaken by our financial and legal advisors, we offer these fol-
lowing recommendations for addressing the many issues that in-
volve the contract support system:

First, it is time for the appropriations process to finally catch up
with the legal framework established by Congress 25 years ago.
Since we are talking here about government contracts and legally
binding obligations, and since the Indian Self-Determination Act
already specifies that tribes are, quote, "entitled" to receive con-
tract support to carry out these programs, the law should be
changed as necessary to also make the payment of contract support
an entitlement in the appropriations sense of that word. Once those
amounts are set, whether it be by the Department of Health and
Human Services Division of Cost Allocation or the Department of
the Interior Office of Inspector General, the tribe as a contractor
would know that it will be fully paid for performing that contract,
no ifs, ands or buts about it.

The cost of doing this would be negligible in the national arena,
although it would be critical to us-not just for tribes but to protect
government program beneficiaries--over 1 million American Indian
and Alaska Native people-from getting the short end of the stick
as we dismantle the Federal Government and bring it down to the
local level.

Second, if for whatever reason funding at the national level is in-
sufficient, the first priority should be stability as recognized in the
Indian Health Service system. Tribal organizations should at least
receive the same amount 'they received the preceding year,, and
they should not be the victim of the peculiar BIA option that pays
you an unknown amount in the lith or 12th month of the year
when all of your expenses have already been incurred. The BIA
system is destabilizing, and therefore I especially praise your lead-
ership, as well as Congressman Regula's regular sensitivity, to the
fact that the simplified pro rata system in the end is not sensible.



If a health care system needs nothing else, it needs stability and
predictability.

Third, we unequivocally oppose GAO's alternatives 2 and 3. Al-
ternative 2 would gut the Act by making contract support entirely
dependent on the highly political budget and appropriations proc-
ess. And alternative 3 would ignore the enormous differences
among tribal programs. Obviously, we are not all the same, and op-
erating a 51-bed hospital and 47 clinics in a roadless area the size
of South Dakota demands different administrative costs than oper-
ating a small community health program near mEjor metropolitan
areas.

Fourth, we recommend that the Committee consider authorizing.
a short demonstration project to see if the GAO's fourth rec-
ommendation for a stable, combined funding amount can work.
Yes, there are details to be worked out, such as inflation adjust-
ments and the like, but we agree that it holds real promise for ac-
complishing an unimpeachable goal: to encourage greater effi-
ciencies in health care administration by actually rewarding those
efficiencies.

Fifth, we agree with the NCAI that some standardization may-be
possible among some elements of contract support. It is true that
all tribal organizations are different; and, like States and local gov-
ernments, all have a right to design their systems to meet their
unique needs. Even still, some standardization efforts that are sen-
sitive to our differences could help moderate the highs and lows
and reassure Congress that all tribes in the end are treated fairly,
neither receiving less or more than necessary to prudently admin-
ister these government programs under local conditions. NCAI has
proposed the so-called benchmarking idea, and we would like to see
that idea funded, developed, and field tested over the next year or
two by the two departments working jointly.

Finally, let me note that we obviously oppose any suggestion that
Indian Health Service or BIA be delegated any legislative authority
whatsoever in this area to write regulations, whether it is through
negotiated rulemaking or otherwise. If the last 25 years have
shown us anything, including all of the litigation over the past 5
years, it is that Congress wisely decided in 1994 to remove any
agency discretion or authority in this very delicate area.

May I continue, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, these agencies are committed to tribal self-

determination, but there are also bureaucracies who have had time
to seek to perpetuate their own existence. Granting these agencies
broad regulatory authority over funding issues will, in our opinion,
only serve to retard the process of downsizing and self-determina-
tion, and we therefore firmly oppose it.

On a related note before closing, I would like to add if the goal
here is to improve Indian health care, then one additional means
outside the technical contract support arena is to enact the many
technical and mechanical improvements that are contained in the
permanent self-government legislation that was recently marked
up by this Committee, namely H.R. 1167. Although we do believe
that the marked-up bill can be improved upon even further, and we
would be pleased to share our recommendations with the chairman,
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we also believe this is a measure whose time has come. We there-
fore respectfully ask that it about brought to the floor at the ear-
liest opportunity.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the honor of testifying today.
While I am here, I would also like to acknowledge and thank the
efforts of the chairman and Committee members who worked so
hard over the years who helped alleviate many of the deplorable
conditions facing our communities.

I would like to especially once again recognize Cynthia Ahwinona
of Congressman Young's staff and Ms. Elizabeth Connell of Senator
Stevens's staff for their assistance.

Mr. Chairman, if you would permit, I would like our hospital
chairman, Mr. Manumik to add a comment or two, and then allow
Mr. Miller to comment on one aspect of this proposal.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Williams follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify before your Committee on what
Congress ten years ago called "the single most serious problem with implementation of the
Indian self-detenination policy," namely the failure to fully fund contract support costs.

To begin, my name is One Williams, and I am the Executive Vice-President of the
Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation. Our health care organization is authorized by and
represents 58 federally recognized Alaska Native Tribal Governments, their members and their
village communities, and we are the second largest tribally-operated IRS program in America.
We also believe we are the most successful tribal operation in the country, whether measured in
terms of improved patient care, improved health status or increased tribal control over the health
care delivery system.

Having said that, Imust state that I truly believe it will take the next 10 to 20 years of
sustained resources to build healthy families and communities in our service area and to totally
transfer service firn an IRS crisis care model to a health prevention modeL This must - and can
only - be accomplished under tribal management with the flexibility Congress has allowed in
the amendments to the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act demonstration
model. We applaud Congress' vision and the tibal vision that made this Act a reality.

We face daunting conditions. The 58 villages and 23,000 people we serve are spread
across an enormous, roadless area the size of South Dakota. Only unowmachine and subsistence
trails, rivers and air transport systems connect our communities. Transportation during the long
harsh winters is unpredictable. The majority of our people live below the poverty line. We
estimate-at least 54% are eligible for Medicaid insurance coverage; overall, 44% are
unemployed, although in many villages the unemployment rMte exceeds 80%. Most of our
village homes have 6 gallon plastic buckets for toiletL Post-neonatal mortality is more than
double the U.S. rate. Death by suicide is four times the national rate. Fetal alcohol syndrome
and fetal alcohol effect are extraordinarily high, us are all other alcohol-related diseases,
accidents and deafish Hepatit tuberculosis, infections caud by lack of adequate sewer and
water syms, and sexuaUy transmitted diseases all plague our young and growing population.



Attached to my testimony is a detailed profile of our health care organization and our
region. As the profile reflects, we have succeeded in improving the health cae delivery system
since the days of IRS operation. But part of the reason we cannot do more today is that IHS has
required us to neglect some programs and to divert resources to cover the fixed administrative
overhead that necessarily comes along with operating a $40,200,476 system comprising 1,003
employees, 47 village community health aid clinics, one mid-level subregional clinic, and a 51
bed hospital (including two new sub-regional mid-level clinics under construction).

Our contract support cost requirement -- what we need according to IRS policy, the
DHHS Division of Cost Allocation and our certified annual audits -- is $14,925,949. This is
what we need to run our financial management systems, to operate our personnel, human
resource and payroll systems, to support our facilities, to cover insurance, legal and audit costs,
to operate oer procurement system for drugs, equipment and supplies, to sustain our third-party
billing operation, to support needed technology, to advance employee training, and to respond to
new regulatory and legislative initiatives.

But for several years we have operated with a multi-million dollar deficit in contract
support costs, a deficit this year of $2,304,663 - or fifteen percent (15%) below what we need
(per Alaska Area CSC shortfall report 1/8/99). Keep in mind that this "need" hs been
determined by IMS and its sister agency the Division of Cost Allocation, not by us. Frankly, in.
our opinion it is artificially low. For instance, it understates greatly the need to at least match
IHS's fringe benefit package when a tribal organization takes over the HIS system, especially for
Commissioned Corps employees iad Civil Service employees.

The continual backlog in unpaid contract support costs has had serious consequences.
Our accounting department is $212,050 short, including three unfilled positions. Our billing and
admissions departments are $321,375 short, including six unfilled positions. Technology support
is short $236,700, representing three positions that support the remote telecommunications
system that is the central nervous system of our health care operation. Hospital maintenance and
housekeeping staff and equipment are down $477,430 to name just some ofthe areas where the
shortage is causing reduced performance. We are unable to use M "tribal share .program funds
for their intended purpose because much of the funds have been diverted to help close the
contract support gap, funds which should be going to regional substance abuse services, mental
health services, home health care and village clinic operations, and inhalan't treatment, to name a
few. In short, Mr. Chairman, the contract support cost shorfa for YKHC is very real, and it is
causing very real damage to. our ability to further improve the health status of our people.

With this overview, we would like to make these additional points directed at the issues
raised in the Chairman's letter how to improve upon the system itself within the bmework of
the Indian Self-Determination policy.

1, .- First, I cannot let this opportunity go without commendng on last years
proposal to reallocate all contract support costs oh a simple flat pro rata basis.



The flat pro-rata approach would have been a disaster for many tribes, and tribal
organizations, across the country that have worked hard over the years to justify and secure the
contract support funding they have. For us, our existing shortfall would have only gotten worse,
causing massive layoffs in a region of Alaska already plagued by a fisheries disaster and low
employment Other tribal organizations that depend on the stability of a known contract
support cost amount each year would have been hurt even more.

If there is one thing I would hope to convey today, it is that last year Congress wisely
rejected the proposal to redistribute all contract support on a flat pro rata basis. It is an approach
that would have made Indian country shoulder the Federal Government's burden. It is an
approach that was wrong despite its best intentions, and I hope the Chairman, and this
distinguishd Committee can assure all of us that it is an approach that will not be revisited.

It is true that this system seems to work reasonably well for the BIA. But that is only
how it appears. The fact is, the BIA system is peculiar indeed. Under that system, the BIA
supposedly pays a tribe its full indirect costs the first year, along with its full start-up costs. But
in the second year die tribe's payment can drop to 80%, 70%, or some other level no one knows
until the BIA actually calculated it the following summer, just before the fiscal year is about to
end. The BIA payment goes up and down with no predictability, causing considerable
uncertainty for the tribes. In fact, I understand that this is a large part of the reason why the
Interior Board of Contract Appeals threw out the BIA system. It ruled that if a tribe's contract
calls for contract support costs, and the tribe is dutifully performing, and most of the year is
over, the tribe must be fully paid. There is only one thing I can say for the BIA system: I is
administratively convenient.

The BIA system may help the BIA. But it does not help tribes. In contrast, the MlS
system, although flawed by erratic appropriations, represents a genuine effort to maintain tribal
stability by cc,.atinulng to pay each tribal organization at least the same amount it received in the
preceding year, again beginning with an effort to fully pay the tribe in the first year.

Yes, the HiS system can be improved upon, especially with better coordination between
Congress and the Tnbes; but it Is clearly a better system - assuming the goal is the stability of
health programs serving needy Native Americans, and not administrative convenience.

2. Second, we believe the Committee's concern regarding accurate data from IRS has
beem largely addressed in the past year. We ar extremely impressed with IRS's commitment
and progress in this area over a few short months, thanks to a needed centralization ofmuch of
this work, improved training of IHS Area personnel, and greater oversight from the IHS Office
of Tribal Affairs and the Division of Financial Management. Candidly, we were one of many
who said tha IHS would never be able to bring accuracy back into its system and to negotiate
all the contract support requests it had before it But our skepticism was misplaced, and we
give credit for this especially to OTA Director Doug Black and Deputy Director Ron Demeray,
as well as Carl Fitzpatrick, Dan Cesaui and Dan Modrano of the IHS Division of Financial "
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Management.

We do want to emphasize two points regarding the data issue. First, during last year's
debate IHS furnished undistributed data to the Appropriations Committee staff. It was never
publicized. Neither IHS nor anyone else shared that data with Indian country. It was finally
provided to us by diligent Congressional staff during the heated debate; and, once it was
received, we were able to show how terribly flawed the data was, and fortunately decisions
based upon that poor data were abandoned. In the meantime, however, statements were made
on the floor of the House and elsewhere that were plainly in error based on this false and
misleading information.

The point is this: the IRS and the Congress need to trust us. They need to share such
vital information with us in advance, and at their own initiative, not ours. If the data withstands
the harsh scrutiny of daylight, it can be the basis for informed decisions. Otherwise, Congress
should step back and hesitate to act on an uncertain record that has not been tested.

Indeed, even with all the good work IHS has done over the past few months, we
continue to probe, to ask questions, to find flaws, to point out inaccuracies, and to prompt IHS
to improve its data further. Tribal health care providers are now in partnership with IHS in this
endeavor, and I have no doubt that IHS will readily acknowledge the value of our contribution.
After all, we have a vested interest: if the data is called into question, the whole system may be
called into question. And none of us can afford that outcome, least of all the thousands of
Alaska Native people in the 58 villages we serve.

3. Third, we share the Committee's interest in learning more about the issue of agency
downsizing. While we at YKHC are not in a position to assess IHS's downsizing nationally,
we do know that it has happened in the Alaska Area and in our own Y-K Delta Service Unit in
Bethel.

At the service unit level, there is no longer any IHLS presence. Everything that was
-part of MXS has long been taken over by YKRC through our Compact with Congress. Of
course, that does not mean IlS does not exist, for the hospital facility we operate is owned by
IHS, and many of the professional staff we use are IRS employees detailed to us under the
Intergovernmental Personnel Act and other applicable law. We do this because for many
positions we simply cannot match the compensation benefit packages available to IRS fpr
attracting qualified medical personnel, especially when it comes to Commissioned Corps
personnel. So we leave those positions with IHS and we enter into agreements detailing those
positions to YKHC. To that extent, then, IHS still has a vital local presence in the
Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta.

At the Area level, in 1994 we helped set into place a three year process for transitioning
most of the Area Office operations to the Area's several tribal organizations and individual
tribes. The process has worked well, and has been coordinated with the Alaska Native Tribal
Health Consortium's and the SouthCentral Foundation's take over this year of the Alaska



Native Medical Center. As a result of all these carefully planned efforts, the Area and ANMC
staff working under tho direction of IHS has shrunk from over 1,350 in 1994 to about 40 today.
We believe this example - the first experiment of its kind in the Nation under the
Self-Determination Demonstration Act, involving the tribal administration of an entire Area
and ,ll its constituent service uits -- certainly demonstrates that IHS operations shrink as
Congress permits tribes to step into IHS's shoes.

On a-national basis, the reduction of the IHS bureaucracy may be more difficult to see.
For one thing, tribes have not been as consistently aggressive in the other IRS Service Areas in
exercising their rights under the Indian Self-Determination Act in part due to the fact that they
are not willing (or perhaps, more accurately, able) to take on services without adequate contract
support appropriations, including start-up funds. Moreover, even where Self-Determinalion
transfers have occurred, the reductions in the IHS system have often been balanced out by
expansions in the overall system, thanks to desperately needed congressional attention to the
terrible shortfalls in health care finding facing Indian country. For instance, in assessing IHS's
reductions, it must be noted that Congress has increased the IHS service budget from $226
million in FY 1975, to over $1.84 billion in FY 1999. So, although 40% of IHS may now be
under tribal operation, the remaining 60% is many times larger today than was the entire
agency in 1975. In short, it may well be thak ar more analysis is needed to determine whether
IMS is in fact a much smaller agency than it A.d )uld otherwise be in the absence of the Indian
Self-Determination Act.

Nonetheless, one thing remains clear. In 1988 this Committee and the Senate Indian
Affairs Corniniuce observed that the ITIS service bureaucracy had been gradually replaced with
an oppressive contract monitoring bureaucracy. Since then, especially with the advent of the
1994 amendments, we have seen a real reduction at our Area level, and a corresponding transfer
of functions to the tribal providers. But we still believe more can be done at the Headquarters
level in this regard, and that Headquarters can and must alsi do a betterjob of freeing up all
available Headquarters resources that support the system, including assessments paid to other
agencies.

As for other Area Offices outside our own, it is clear to us that IRS is indeed holding on
to its empire in some quarters, and that it is often reluctant to turn over its operations to tribal
control. This has been particularly evident in the Phoenix, California and Oklahoma Areas, and
it is fair to say that IHS Headquarters has failed to bring necessary leadership and consistency
to the various Area and Headquarters determinations regarding appropriate levels of
noncontractible, so-called "residual" inherentlyy federal" functions. Adding to this particular
problem, IHS continues in some Areas to also withhold from tribal operation so-called.
"transitional" operations (this is so in the Portland and Oklahoma Areas, among others), despite
the ruling of at least one federal court that such actions am indefensible and contrary to the
Self-Determination Act- This type of paternalistic approach has helped foster an "us versus
them" attitude and an attempt by some to divide Indian country and pit one region of the United
States against another.

5.-



In sum, we recognize that IRS has substantially downsized in response to the
Self-Determination Policy, but agree that more along these lines can and must be done.

4. Fourth, the Committee is correct that more can be done to accelerate the transfer of
additional functions from IMS to the tribes. Under an IHS plan adopted two years ago, IRS
now takes up to three years to transfer functions from federal operation to tribal operation. This
never used to be the case, and functions were always transferred within a matter of months.
That's the way it was with the transfer of our Y-K Delta Regional Hospital. But this new plan,
adopted at 1HS insistence over the objection of many tribes, represents a serious retrenchment
clearly intended to protect the Area and Headquarters offices. It is also directly contrary to the
Act, which mandates that all IHS functions be paid to a contracting tribe as soon as the contract
goes into effect.

5. Fifth, we share the Committee's interest in learning more about how much the
federal government really spends to support an IHS-operated clinic and hospital. Hi-wever, we
are skeptical this information can be reliably developed in the short term. After all,
innumerable federal agencies confer some benefit on lHS in one way or another. "e it tL,e
Department of Justice (in prosecuting collection litigation, defending case and other matters),
the General Service Administration, the Office of Personnel Management, the Department of
Treasury, the Veterans Administration (as in negotiating pharmaceutical contracts), the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, the Federal Labor Relations Board, the Government
Ethics Office, the Merit Systems Protection Board, the Government Printing Office - the list
goes on and on.

We assume the goal of such an ambitious study, perhaps better undertaken by the
General Accounting Office than IWS, would be to provide some meaningful comparison
between the true federal costs of IHS administered care, and the total costs of tribally
administered care, including contract support costs.

Although the results of such a study would be enlightening, we respectfully suggest that
such a study may ultimately be of limited use, particularly given its likely cost For one thing,
the Act and other federal laws impose upon tribes financial obligations which do not burden
IHS or any other branch of the federal government.

For example, tribes undertake detailed annual audit reports on all their operations. IRS
does not. Tribes carry costly property and vehicle insurance casualty insunmce, errors and
omissions insurance and other insurance outside the scope of strict federal tort claims. HS
does not. Tribes bring in outside risk managers to help secure and maintain accreditation and to
administer sound programs. I-S does not. Tribes bear the costs of their governing bodies
which develop tribal health care policy in the same way that Congress controls policy for HS.
IHS does not. Tribes renegotiate their compacts and contracts every year. IHS does not. A
study of the true cos of federal administration will miss these tribal-unique costs.



But even more importantly, the Indian Self-Determination Policy was never designed as
a way to save the federal government money. It was built with the goal of promoting tribal
responsibility and accountability. The Act directed that federal paternslism and oppression
must end, and that Washington must stop dictating what is best for Indian country and what is
best for the health care needs of Indian people. And to that extent the policy and its execution
have been a resounding success. Having come so far from where we began, we must not now
let ourselves be diverted from that success by a preoccupation with whose system costs less,
especially given so many variables in program delivery and facility types.

Nonetheless, we concur in the Committee's interest in exploring how tribes and IRS can
be encouraged to maximize their efficiency in all operations. One way to do this is to guarantee
to a tribe a stable flow of funding for a period of years. After all, maximizing efficiency first
requires predictability and stability. If a tribe had a multi-year budget that was, in fact, actually
funded, a tribe would be free to trim further its administrative overhead as much as prudently
indicated, for the reward would be for the tribe to retain any savings, to be plowed back into
expanded health care. IHS is already experimenting with this approach, known as the "base
budget" approach, with several tribes, and the proposed permanent Self-Governance legislation
would clarify IHS's authority to do so within the Self-Governance program. The Committee
may %ish to encourage IHS to explore the same avenue for ordinary contracting tribes.

6. Sixth, the Committee has asked for comments on how tribes could further improve
the availability of health care services within their existing budget limitations, and has
particularly asked whether new authority or flexibility is needed to achieve this goal.

At YKHC we have experimented with a number of recent innovations, and we would be
pleased to share these innovations in greater detail with the Committee and other tribes. For
instance, we have invested in staff housing so that we can attract and maintain professional staff
and reduce the turnover that plagues most health care operations in Indian country. We have
changed the way we do business for the extensive travel required as part of our health care
delivery system, to further reduce costs and conserve our resources. We have created our own
emergency air medivac system, in lieu of expensive private carriers We have worked with city
governments and commercial lending institutions to finance long term facility infrastructure
using municipal bonds, saving millions in financing and interest We are working
cooperatively with the State of Alaska Department of Health and Social Services to maximize
program delivery of early child intervention and developmental health programs as well as
State funded substance abuse and mental health services. The Self-Detmination and
Education Assistawe Act has proven beyond a doubt that when adequately funded, Tribes are
the best health care providers not only for their own Native people, but for all members of our
communities.

These and other local innovations have helped us stretch our limited dollars far beyond
IRS's ability. Our Tribes are proud end able to take the resporsibility afforded them under our
Compact with this Congre=. All we ask is that Congress allow us the same resources you



would want in providing health care to your own families.

Substantial additional innovations will come with the enactment of the pending
permanent Self-Governance legislation that I understa d either has been or will be introduced
this week. While the legislation is detailed, such detail is necessary if we are to overcome tha
barriers in federal law and policy that make doing business much more expensive for tribal
health care provider. than it needs to be. Given the extraordinary scrutiny this legislation was
given last year in the form of H.R. 1833, we respectfully hope the Committee will be able to
move the new legislation rapidly to a mark-up early in the Session.

Along similar lines, Title VI of the same proposed new Self-Governance legislation
should eventually open the door to important new programs currently administered by the
Department of Health and Human Services outside the authority of IHS. Title VI puts into
place a study which hopefully will lead to additional legislation in the years ahead. While we
would have preferred moving directly into a demonstration program with the Department, as
originally proposed in HR. 1833 as introduced last year, the Department has insisted that any
demonstration program be preceded by careful study. Again, we hope this Committee will
move swiftly on this important new bill.

Finally, we are confident that tribes can bring considerably more resources into their
systems, and can do so more efficiently, once the Medicaid demontration program established
in the Indian Health Care Improvement Act is expanded to all tribal health careproviders, as
now proposed in S. 406.

7. We would like to close by commenting on the last topic identified by the Chairman,
how to fund contract support costs today and in the coming years.

This Committee helped give birth to the Indian Self-Determination Policy a quarter of a
century ago. What we need today as tribal health care providers, first and foremost, is a
resounding and unequivocal recommitment of the Nation to that policy. In the area of contract
support costs, we respectfully believe that that commitment means fully funding existing
contract support cost needs.

It is important that the Committee understand fully the current situation. As things now
stand, tribal health care providers are actually punished for operating IHS programs. If they
want to operate an IHS program, if they want to take on responsibility for the program, if they
want to realize improvements in the local health care delivery system, if they want to break the
cycle of paternalism and dependency, there is a price: the tnbes must finance their contract
support cost shortfalls out of the program itself

This would not be acceptable evem under ordinary circumstanes, and circumstancta
here are far from ordinary. Already IHS programs are funded at between 40% and 60% of
need. Already, Indian health care is funded at los ta half the national per capita expenditure
on health care for other Americans. It is rmarkable, to say the least, that under these



circumstances tribes in our part of the country living in "third- world conditions" should be
required to further reduce their programs in order to realize the benefits of improved health care
and local autonomy that come with the Indian Self-Determination Act. IHS has provided the
Committee with an estimate of the increase needed to fully fund contract support through FY
2000 (including inflation adju tents for FY 1999 and FY 2000), and we respectfully urge the
Committee to support a full increase in that amount in its communications with the Budget
Committee and the Appropriations Committee.

For the future, there is every indication that the rate of increase in contracting activities
has now come down substantially, and will likely carry a contract support cost of between $10
million and $15 million for the Indian Self-Determination Fund funding each year.
Proportionately, this is consistent with the size of the ISD Fund in the mid-1990s, and we
therefore believe it is reasonable for Congress to commit to continue funding new contracts at
that level for many years to come.

Most importantly, we have been unable to identify any systemic problem either in the
general Self-Determination process or in the specific contract support cost process. We therefore
respectfully caution the Committee to reject recommendations that would revamp the
Self-Determination Act in significant ways, such as by deferring new contract starts, deferring
tribal entitlements to receive contract support, or otherwise weakening the Act's contract support
cost provisions.

Improvements, however, can certainly be made in how the Act has been carried out.
For instance, IHS and BIA can report to Congress on P. more timely basis the contract support
cost needs a ticipated both for the currmt year and the upcoming new year, so that Congress can
more easily make corresponding adjustmemts in the supplemental and ordinary appropriations
processes. While there is no indication that the contract support shortfall has been caused by a
lack of information regarding its extent-a shortfall that has been regularly reported to Congress,
the Secretary and 0MB, and that has long been well-known-certainly more accurate, detailed
and earlier reporting will lead to correspondingly better decisions here. Given the progress IHS
has made in its data collection this year, working with the National Congress of American
Indians and Tribal technicians, consultants, and Tribal attorneys, this is not an ambitious
requesL

We also believe the agencies can do a betterjob of refining and standardizing the
process for determining contract support cost needs. The National Congress of American
Indians is already looking into this area, and we look forward to NCA's recommendations later
this year. YKHC certainly supports standardization that is sensitive to area of commonality
among tribes, as well as being sensitive to the unique differences among us. After all, no one
would quarrel with the fact that our contract support cost needs are nac arily higher given
where we are located than an identically-sized program within a casual drive outside Phoenix,
Minneapolis or Seattle.
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Finally, Mr. Chairman, we would ask that you and this Committee do everything
possible to elevate the position of Director of Indian Health to the Assistant Secretary level - a
tribal request that is long overdue.

Mr. Chairman, we thank the Committee for the opportunity and honor of testifying
today on an issue that is directly affecting the health and welfare of thousands of Alaska Native
and non-native people back home, and of millions of Native American people across the
country. We look forward to working closely with the Committee as it continues its -

examination into the Self-Determination contracting and compacting processes, and to
exploring all avenues fbr continually strengthening both the Nation's Self-Determination policy,
and the ultimate delivery of the highest quality health care services possible to our people at
home.

DOOI/19497-1
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Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify once again before
your Committee on what Congress in 1987 called Othe single most serious problem with
Implementation of the Indian self-determination policy " namely the failure to fully fund
contract support costs.

For the record, my name Is One Williams, and I am the Executive Vice
President of the Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation. I am here this morning with our
legal counsel and expert in this field, Lloyd Miller, who Is well known to this Committee.
I am also happy to Introduce to you Mr. Paul Manumik, a tribally elected member of the
Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation Board of Directors and the chairman of the
hospital governing board. Mr. Manumik lives at his home in Sheldon's Point, Alaska,
and has served his Yuplk Eskimo tribal members for 15 years.

Our health care organization was created by and Is controlled by 58
federally recognized Alaska Native tribal governments, their members and teir village
communities, and In financial terms we are the second largest tribally-operated IHS
program In America, operating $40.2 million In IHS government programs alone.

In my testimony last February, I reminded the Committee of the daunting
conditions we face in carrying out the task of delivering IHS government programs to
the beneficiaries of those programs. Recall that we serve:

* a roadless area the size of South Dakota;

* 23,000 people scattered In 58 villages;

0 a population where 54 percent are Medicaid eligible, -Including
90% of all pregnant women and children - and where 44 percent
are unemployed (though In some villages unemployment Is over
eighty percent);

* villages most of whose primary sewer system consIsts of one six-



gallon bucket In each home;

a Post neonatal mortality Is more than double the average U.S. rate,
death by suicide is four times the national rate, fetal alcohol
syndrome and fetal alcohol effect are rampant, and the lack of
adequate sewer and water systems has left our communities victim
to every known infectious disease and higher rate of tuberculosis,
even as we enter the Twenty-First Century.

Rather than go further, I respectfully refer the Committee to my testimony
submitted February 23, 1999 and which I am submitting again today.

The point is that we are operating the government's programs, including
a large government hospital, for the benefit of the federal beneficiaries of those
government programs. And if the independent DHHS Division of Cost Allocation says it
takes $14.9 million to administer that program, then that is what we should be paid.

And yet, this year we are once again underfunded by $2.3 million. And
once again, we cannot fill positions in our accounting department, In our admissions
department, and in support of our hospital. This Is not just a crisis In 1999 - it has been
ongoing since 19921

The GAO June 1999 report is most welcome, because it confirms what we
have been saying all along: First, that contract support costs are legitimate and
necessary and fairly determined; and second, that without full payment of these costs,
our people are actually being penalized by the transfer of federal health care programs
down to the local level. Mr. Chairman, we are trying to do our part to reduce the federal
bureaucracy and enhance local empowerment and economic development, but why, I
ask, should this require such a heavy price in the reduction of direct services going to
our people?

Our tribal organization has remained Intimately Involved this past year
both In the work of the National Congress of American Indians and in the General
Accounting Office study. Based upon that Involvement, our experience over the years,
and the analyses undertaken by our financial and legal advisors, we offer these
following recommendations for addressing the many Issues that Involve the contract
support system:

1. First, it is time for the appropriations process to finally catch up
with the legal framework established by Congress twenty-five years ago. Since we are
talking here about government contracts and legally binding obligations-and since the
Indian Self-Determination Act already specifies that tribes are, quote, "entitled" to
receive contract support to carry out these programs - the law should be changed as
necessary to also make the payment of contract support an "entitlement" in the
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appropriations sense of that word. Once those amounts are set, whether it be by the
DHHS Division of Cost Allocation or the Department of the Interior Office of Inspector
General, the tribe as a government contractor would know that It will be fully paid for
performing that contract, no "1f's, and's or bull's" about it.

The cost of doing this would be negligible In the national arena, although it
will be critical to us - not just for tribes, but to protect government program beneficiaries
- over one million American Indian and Alaska Native people - from getting the short
end of the stick as we dismantle the federal government and bring It down to the local
level.

2. Second, if for whatever reason funding at the national level is
insufficient, the first priority should be stability as recognized in the IHS system. Tribal
organizations should at least receive the same amount they received the preceding
year, and they should not be the victim of the peculiar BIA option that pays you an
unknown amount In the eleventh or twelfth month of the year when all your expenses
have already been Incurred. The BIA system Is destabilizing, and, therefore I specially
praise your leadership, as well as Congressman Regula's sensitivity, to the fact that the
simplified "pro rata" system in the end is not sensible. If a health-care system needs
nothing else, it needs stability and predictability.

3. Third, we unequivocally oppose GAO's Alternatives 2 and 3.
Alternative 2 would gut the Act by making contract support entirely dependent on the
highly political budget and appropriations process. And, Alternatirvr. 3 would ignore the
enormous differences among tribal programs. Obviously we are not all the same, and
operating a 51-bed hospital and 47 clinics in a roadless area the size of South Dakota
demands different administrative costs than operating a small community health
program near major metropolitan areas.

4. Fourth, we recommend that the Committee consider authorizing a
short demonstration project, to see If the GAO's fourth recommendation for a stable,
combined funding amount can work. Yes, there are details to work out, such as
Inflation adjustments and the like, but we agree that it holds real promise for
accomplishing an unimpeachable goal: to encourage greater efficiencies in health care
administration by actually rewarding those efficiencies.

5. Fifth, we agree with NCAI that some standardization may be
possible among some elements of contract support. Yes, it is true that all tribal
organizations are different-and, like states and local governments, all have a right to
design their systems to meet their unique needs. Even still, some standardization
efforts that are sensitive to our differences could help moderate the highs and lows, and
reassure Congress that all tribes in the end are treated fairy, neither receiving less or
more than necessary to prudently administer these government programs under local
conditions. NCAI has proposed the so-called "benchmaking" Idea, and we would like to
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see that idea funded, developed and field-tested over the next year or two by the two
departments working jointly.

6. Finally, let me note that we absolutely oppose any suggestion that
the IHS or BIA be delegated any legislative authority whatsoever in this area to write
regulations, whether through negotiated rulemaking or otherwise. If the last twenty-fNe
years has shown us anything, including all the litigation over the past five years, it is that
Congress wisely decided in 1994 to remove any agency discretion or authority in this
very delicate area. Yes, these agencies are committed to tribal self-determination, but
they are also bureaucracies that at times seek to perpetuate their own existence.
Granting these agencies broad regulatory authority over funding issues will, in our
opinion, only serve to retard the process of downsizing and self-determination, and we
therefore firmly oppose It.

On a related note before closing, I would like to add that if the goal here is
to improve Indian health care, then one additional means outside the technical contract
support arena Is to enact the many technical and mechanical improvements that are
contained in the permanent self-govemance legislation that was recently marked-up by
this Committee, namely HR 1167. Although we do believe the marked-up bill can be
improved upon even further (and we would be pleased to share our recommendations
with the Chairman), we also believe this is a measure whose time has come. We
therefore respectfully ask that It be brought to the floor at the eerliest opportunity.

Thank you Mr. Chairman for the honor of testifying today. While I am
here I would also like to acknowledge and thank the efforts of the Chairman and
Committee members who have worked so hard over the years to help alleviate many of
the deplorable conditions facing our communities.

If the Chairman would permit, our Hospital Chairman Mr. Manumik would
like to add a comment or two, and I would also like Mr. Miller to comment on one aspect
of our proposal.

31024.1



The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF PAUL MANUMIK, CHAIRMAN, YKHC
Mr. MANUMIK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and good morning and

Quyana. My name is Paul Manumik, chairman of the Yukon-
Kuskokwim Delta Regional Hospital, Bethel. I would like to say a
few words in Yupik.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, although the reporter may
have a difficult time of putting them down. So do it real slow and
go ahead.

Mr. MANUMIK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This will be given to the transcriber so that he can write the

proper words in the proper translation.
[Speaking in Yupik.]
Language, bills, laws, this is where it all begins, right here in

your hands.
Then we, the Native American Indian, Alaskan Natives, take it

from your hands, revise it and amei d the language to meet our
needs and graciously hand it back to you for your greatly needed
blessing so that we can administer the right health care services
to our Native American Indian, Alaska Natives.

Quyana.
[End of translation.]
I would like to remind the Committee that the contract support

cost crisis comes on top of a severe shortfall in our programs. Ac-
cording to the Indian Health Service Work Group on Level o:' Need
Funded, the average funding for Native American people is a staq-
gering 54 percent of what is in fact necessary to meet our people s
needs.

Nationally, average Americans receive $2,098 per capita. For vet-
erans, including many in my own family, the average Federal ex-
penditure for health care is higher. And, at that, many in Congress
today are still calling for emergency spending increases to meet our
veteran's needs. But in Indian country, Federal spending per capita
is a mere $1,310.

Mr. Chairman, this is a terrible situation, one that is far more
severe in our villages, that cries out for attention. Helping us ad-
dress the contract support shortfall will certainly help. But, as
these statistics show, we still have a long way to go in meeting the
Nation's commitment to the first Americans.

Thank you for your patience, and once again we invite the full
Committee's and your spouses to come see firsthand our beautiful
country, our wonderful people, and the severe challenges that we
face today. Next April, we will mark 30 years of tribally adminis-
tered health care in our region, and we invite you to join us for a
celebration and tour of our villages.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Manumik follows:]

STATEMENT OF PAUL MANUMIK, CHAIRMAN OF THE YUKON-KUSKOKWIM DELTA
REGIONAL HOSPITAL

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Quyana. My name is Paul Manumik, Chairman
of the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta Regional Hospital.
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I would just like to remind the Committee that the contract support cost crisis
comes on top of a severe shortfall in our programs. According to the Indian Health
Service Work Group on Level of Need Funded, average funding for Native American
people is a staggering 54 percent of what is in fact necessary to meet our peoples
needs.

Nationally, average Americans receive $2,980 per capita. For veterans, including
many in my own family, the average Federal expenditure for health care is higher-
and at that, many in Congress today still call for emergency spending increases to
meet our veterans needs. But, in Indian Country, Federal spending per capita is a
mere $1,310.

Mr. Chairman, this terrible situation-one that is far more severe in our home
villages--cries out for attention. Helping us address the contract support shortfall
will certainly help, but as these statistics show, we still have a long way to go in
meeting the Nation's commitment to the First Americans.

Thank you for your patience, and we once again invite the full Committee and
your spouses to come see first hand our beautiful country, our wonderful people, and
the severe challenges we face. Next April we will mark 30 years of tribally adminis-
tered health care in our region, and we invite you to join us for our celebration and
a tour of our villages.

The CIARIRAN. Mr. Miller.

STATEMENT OF LLOYD BENTON MILLER, ATTORNEY
Mr. 'LLOYD MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Congressman

Hayworth.
For the record, my name is Lloyd Miller. I am a lawyer with the

law firm of Sonosky, Chambers, Sachse, Miller and Munson.
Today you have heard some calls for adjustments in the system

so that the self-determination funding process is finally brought
into conformity with the government's legal obligations to tribal
contractors under the Indian Self-Determination Act. I have been
asked to make a few remarks on this one legal issue.

In 1988, the Indian Self-Determination Act was massively over-
hauled precisely because the BIA and the Indian Health Service
were not paying contract support costs required for tribal contrac-
tors to carry out these Federal programs. In an entire chapter, the
Senate reported, devoted to this one issue, and no issue received
greater attention in the Senate or House committee than this one
issue. A. the Senate committee noted, no other problem was more
on Congress' mind than, quote, the consistent failure to fully fund
tribal indirect costs.

Now, in the course of deliberations in 1988, I was reviewing
these recently, and I came across a statement by the former chair-
man of that Committee, Senator Inouye, which I thought would be
helpful to repeat here briefly. Senator Inouye said this in a 1988
hearing:

"a final word about contracts: I am a member of the Appro-
priations Committee, and there we deal with contracts all the
time. Whenever the Department of Defense gets into a contract
with General Electric or Boeing or any one of the other great
organization,,; that contract is carried out, even if it means
supplemental appropriations. But strangely in this trust rela-
tionship with Indians they come to you maybe half way or
three quarters i.hr9ugh the fiscal year and say, quote, sorry,
boys, we don't have the cash, so we're going to stop right here,
after you put up all the money. At the same time you don't
have the resources to sue the government. Obviously, equity is
not on your side. We're going to change that, also."



That is what Senator Inouye said, and that is what he did. Con-
gress did change the Act, by extensive amendments to the funding
amendments of section 106, amendments to the shortfall reporting
and supplemental appropriation reporting provisions of 106, the
model contract in 108 that again guarantees funding, and the legal
remedies in section 110.

Now, today the world is different. Although the agencies' short-
comings in the appropriations have not changed, thanks to these
amendments the Courts have stepped in and come in to fill the
void. They have consistently awarded damages against the agen-
cies, just as Congress intended. So it is at the Interior Board of
Contract Appeals, as the Congressman mentioned, that has exper-
tise in this area, and that board has ruled under simple contract
law, and this is a quote from the decision, that "the government's
obligation to fund these indirect costs in accordance with the con-
tract remains intact, despite the dollar ceiling in the applicable ap-
propriations Act."

And a recent Federal court on July 22nd had this to say: "regard-
less of agency appropriations, nothing in the Act limits the agen-
cies' obligation to fully fund self-determination contracts."

The Courts and the board have awarded damages, and additional
damages may be assessed in additional litigation still pending
against the IHS and the BIA.

This is the legal framework in which the tribal witnesses today
come before this distinguished Committee and respectfully urge
that perhaps the funding mechanism for contract support costs in
Congress ought to be changed. After all, these are not discretionary
activities. They are contracted Federal Government programs being
carried out on behalf of the United States for the Federal bene-
ficiaries of those Federal programs.

If tribal contractors are to accomplish that Federal mission, the
least Congress can do is to assure payment promptly. Prompt pay-
ment should not be dependent on the politics of the budget process,
the competing demands within the agencies and within OMB, or
the fortitude of a few tribal contractors to take on the United
States in litigation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Lloyd Miller follows:]

STATEMENT OF LLOYD BENTON MILLER, SONOSKY, CHAMBERS, SACHSE, MILLER &
MUNSON

Thank you Mr. Chairman. For the record, my name is Lloyd Miller and I am a
partner with the law firm of Sonosky, Chambers, Sachse, Miller & Munson.

Today you have heard a call for adjustments so that the self- determination fund-
ing process is finally brought into conformity with the government's legal obligations
to tribal contractors under the Indian Self-Determination Act. I have been asked to
speak briefly to this particular legal issue.

In 1988 the Indian Self-Determination Act was massively overhauled-precisely
because the BIA and IHS were not paying the contract support costs required for
tribal contractors to carry out these Federal programs. As the Senate Committee
noted, no other problem was more on Congress' mind than "the consistent failure
to fully fund tribal indirect costs." S. Rep. No. 100-274 at 8.

In winding up his remarks at the hearings on the 1988 amendments, then Chair-
man Inouye of the Senate Indian Affairs Committee put the problem well:

A final word about contracts: I am a member of the Appropriations Committee,
and there we deal with contracts all the time. Whenever the Department of De-
fense gets into a contract with General Electric or Boeing or any one of the



oater great organizations, that contract is carried out, even if it means supple-
mental apporpriations. But strangely in this trust relationship with Indians
they come to you maybe halfway or three quarters through the fiscal year and
say, "Sorry, boys, we don't have the cash, so we're going to stop right here" after
you've put up all the money. At the same time you don't have the resources to
sue the Government. Obviously, equity is not on your side. We're going to
change that also.

Hearing on S. 1703 Before the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs, 100th
Cong., 1st Sess. 55 (Sept. 21, 1987).

And, Congress did change that, by extensive amendments in 1988 and 1994 to the
funding provisions of section 106 of the Act, the shortfall and supplemental appro-
priations reporting provisions of section 106, the model contract provisions of section
108, and the critical court remedies of section 110.

Today, the world is different. Although the agencies' shortcomings in the appro-
priations process have not changed, thanks to these amendments the courts have
come in to fill the void. They have consistently awarded damages against the agen-
cies, just as Congress intended. And so it is that tne Interior Board of Contract Ap-

eals (which has recognized expertise in this area) has ruled, under simple contract
aw, that "the Government's obligation to fund these indirect costs in accordance with

the [self-determination] contract remains intact, despite the dollar ceiling in the ap-
plicable appropriations act." Appeals of Alamo Navajo School Board and Miccosukee
Corp., 1997 WL 759411 Dec. 4, 1997) (slip op. at 45). Similarly, the Federal courts
have ruled that "regardless of agency appropriations, [nothing in the Act] limit[sl
[the agencies] obligation to fully fund self-determination contracts." Shoshone-Ban-
nock Tribes v. Shalala, No.CV 96-459-ST - F. Supp. - , 1999 WL - (July
22, 1999) (slip op. at 7). The courts and the Board have awarded damages, and addi-
tional damages are still awaiting assessment in class action suits now pending
against both agencies.

This is the legal framework in which the tribal witnesses today come before this
distinguished Committee and respectfully urge that the funding mechanism for con-
tract support costs be changed. After all, these are not discretionary activities; they
are Federal Government programs, being carried out on behalf of the United States
for the Indian beneficiaries of those programs.

If tribal contractors are to accomplish that Federal mission, the least congress
can do is assure that payment for services rendered will be forthcoming. Prompt
payment must not be dependent on the politics of the budget process, competing de-
mands within the agencies and within OMB, or the fortitude of tribal contractors
to take on the government in litigation.

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I am available to answer the Committee's questions.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to thank the panel on your very good tes-
timony. I can assure the panel that we are going to be working
closely with Senator Stevens and Senator Inouye and myself, J. D.
Hayworth, et cetera, to try to see if we can't revive the 1988 Act
and make it work. Sometimes we don't go as far as we should.
Orie, last year we had a year short--what this year in contract

support-what would it cost? It has been estimated $5 million for
contract support?

Mr. WILLIAMS. For the Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation,
we are short $2.3 million of what we have negotiated with the of-
fice of cost allocation.

The CHAIRMAN. What I am suggesting is, if you weren't operating
this Yukon-Kuskokwim health association, the Federal Govern-
ment by law has a responsibility, if they would actually have the
$5 million, to operate it; is that correct? That is what the estimated
cost is, the contract costs, correct? What I am leading up to--you
are supposed to answer this correctly. They are actually short-
changing you. You are contracted with them, but if they were doing
it, it would cost them about $5 million.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I am afraid it would cost them more than that.
They wouldn't have the system, number one. It would cost them at
least that much.



The CHAIRMAN. There have been statements about the pro-rata
formula. If that had been put in place last year, what would have
it cost Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation as far as money and
jobs?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Money would have cost $2.3 million at a min-
imum. Up to $4.6 million depending on what appropriation or lack
of appropriation would have happened. It would have cost a min-
imum of 80 jobs, most of those jobs being welfare to work mothers
singly supporting their children without spouses.

The CHAIRMAN. What would be the effect on the health care
itself?

Mr. WILLIAMS. We have suffered tremendously. It would be like
going into battle and sending your people in the front line to pro-
vide health care and have no support. It would be like the Con-
gressman and Congresslady sitting on this Committee without any
staff support whatsoever.

The CHAIRMAN. Sometimes that might be a blessing, but I would
not always say that.

How long has the Yukon-Kuskokwim health care been suffering
with insufficient contract support? You have been in which is how
long now?

Mr. WILLIAMS. We have been in contracting for 8 years Sep-
tember 30. We contracted the hospital in 1991 and took it over Oc-
tober 1, 1992. We have had claims in for start-up costs of about
$7.6 million since 1992.

The CHAIRMAN. We will revamp the Act. So you are short about
$7.5 million.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Plus the $2.3 that would bring us to 100 percent
of negotiations yet.

The CHAIRMAN. You filed a claim for Yukon-Kuskokwim contract
costs. Vhat happened to those claims?

Mr. "ILLIAMS. They are still pending. We had several telecon-
ferences on it, and they are still pending out in the contracts divi-
sion of the-

The CHAIRMAN. When you file in court-Mr. Miller, has this gone
to court?

Mr. LLOYD MILLER. No. The Yukon-Kuskokwim Corporation's
claim, they haven't heard anything over a year. It was 3 years
since it was filed. The law requires

The CHAIRMAN. What is the delay in that? You will eventually
have to take them to court?

Mr. LLOYD MILLER. The only way to recover the damages if they
don't grant the claims is to take it to court.

The CHAIRMAN. Who is handling the claims? IHS?
Mr. LLOYD MILLER. Division of grants and contracts of the Indian

Health Service, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How do-we expedite that?
Mr. LLOYD MILLER. I am not sure this Committee can. The Com-

mittee may want to direct some questions to the director of the In-
dian Health Service regarding the process for assessing those
claims. By law, they are deemed denied by now, and YKC could go
forward and file suit against the agency if they chose to. But litiga-
tion is expensive, a distraction, and they are hoping the claim
would be granted.



The CHAIRMAN. You mean you wouldn't have the a little pro bono
there, Mr. Miller?

Mr. LLOYD MILLER. I am sure that we can work something out.
The CHAIRMAN. I think we have to go back to the statement. Mr.

Kildee made the same statement in the last hearing that we had
about duplicating what Mr. Inouye said. This is one reason that we
are having these hearings.

Dr. Trujillo and Mr. Gover, we can't reach what Congress is di-
rected to do. Maybe we have to go to a different formula as far as
the total funding. I happen to be one of those people that there is
a contract, there is an obligation, there is an entitlement. Maybe
we do have to make this a different way because it is a small
amount of money.

Mr. Allen, you said that very well. It is one cruise missile. Think
about that. We shot 200 cruise missiles in Bosnia, 200 in Kosovo.
Just think about that money. It is going to cost us about-now esti-
mated cost over $200 billion if we get involved in the reconstruc-
tion. I think you hit the point when we talk about subsidy, which-
I love my farmers and this and that and everything else, but, just
think, what we spent in that conflict would solve this problem. And
it is a legal right that should be taken care of.

My time is up.
Mr. Udall. Mr. Inslee. Who was here first? Mr. Udall.
Mr. UDALL OF NEW MEXICO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to extend my appreciation to the panel as well for your

testimony. I have learned a lot listening to you this morning.
It is nice to find that I am agreeing with the chairman today. I

like to find ways to agree with my chairman.
I want to extend a question to Mr. Allen. One of the rec-

ommendations of the NCAI contract support cost working group is
for the Congress to study similar tribes to come up with ways of
benchmarking some of these components that we could then use in
these future negotiations. What would you envision such a study
would entail and who do you think ought to conduct it?

Mr. ALLEN. I think what we need to do is get the negotiators for
the Department of the Interior and Department of HHS together
with the tribal leaders and our experts to go over the principles
that we use to negotiate the indirect cost rates and the direct con-
tract support funds or functions and the start-up cost so there is
a consistency.

Some have a perception there is an inconsistency about how they
negotiate it. So the issue is that provides a little more certainty in
terms of how they are going to negotiate those numbers. It makes
it easier to project the actual expected cost in future years, and we
think that a team of that kind of effort with the administration to
work closely with the tribes would be good. We do believe firmly
that tribes and our efforts need to be in the middle of this because
we feel that we are the best experts on this matter to come up with
those kinds of principles.

Mr. UDALL OF NEW MEXICO. I think you have already made a
very good case along those lines. You all are working on this. Mr.
Williams speaks to it very well, and it makes very good sense.

Mr. ALLEN. I would also point out something that I forgot to
mention in my testimony.
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Mr. Gover raised an issue with a proposal they had submitted
just in the last month. It was something that sort of came out of
left field on us, and we had not had any notion that it was even
being developed. We absolutely object to this idea. In our opinion,
it basically takes the Self-Determination Act and the transfer. of
those functions out to the tribe and it creates two different kinds
of categories. That is not the direction of what the Self-Determina-
tion Act is all about. That is not a legitimate proposal.

Mr. UDALL OF NEW MEXICO. Governor Thomas or Mr. Williams,
would either one of you care to comment on this proposal as well?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I am not prepared to comment at this time on it.
I would be happy to submit comments on it.

Mr. UDALL OF NEW MEXICO. Mr. Allen, I will come back to you
with another question.

You talked about the need for financial stability with tribes that
are supplying these programs and relating this to when tribes re-
ceive these payments from the BIA and I think you also implied
from the Indian Health Service. Please talk again about the bene-
fits to the tribe when your fundings are received at the beginning
of the fiscal year rather than,-say, the end. Is this just merely a
cash flow problem or are there other issues tied to this funding
stream?

Mr. ALLEN. The problem is, if the departments or agencies hold
the contract support funds until the end of the year, the tribes
have to cover those costs. Those costs come from somewhere. So,
as a general rule, the costs for the programs are being covered, but
the costs for the contract support are not being covered, so the
tribes simply have to use their own resources. They have to use
whatever means they have, their own cash flows. Their hard cash
flows are used for other purposes or they would have to go out and
borrow money in order to cover those costs for them to be reim-
bursed at the end of the year. So, essentially, they are banking the
Federal Government's responsibilities for the Federal Government.

Mr. UDALL OF NEW MEXICO. Mr. Williams, would you confirm
that observation? Do you have anything to add to that?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Allen is 100 percent accurate. That has his-
iorically been the way that the tribes have funded their programs,
out of program dollars that are supposed to provide health care to
the people. They have had to always augment the contract support
and admin costs out of programs.

Mr. UDALL OF NEW MEXICO. It would seem to strike me that, ad-
ditionally, you find yourself getting further andfurther behind the
curve. The best kinds of organizations, whether they are govern-
ment, nonprofit, or for-profit, have some proactive component. You
are planning for the next year. You are planning 2 or 3 years out.
You know that you have got resources and you can invest those
funds. It sounds like your hands are tied in many cases, and in the
end you are also cost shifting and not providing the kind of care
that the people ought to have and that they have been guaranteed.

Mr. ALLEN. If I might add one more point, Congressman, on the
BIA side, because we don't know what the actual number is. Are
they going to pass the 83 percent of the rate, of what is due to the
tribe? Is it 85? Is it 79? It is a guessing game for the tribe. We have
to make our best guess at what are shooting for and what they are



going to deliver to us at the end of September or the end of theiscal year. _

Mr. UDALL OF NEW MEXICO. I see the light has changed. If I
could just make one last comment.

It just seems like an immense waste to me that then we end up
in litigation with lawsuits against all of these various govern-
mental organizations and then additional money runs out the door
for lawsuits instead of solving the problem that you presented to
us today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAYWORTH [presiding] I thank the gentleman from Colorado.

I won't quote Shakespeare in his reference to juris doctors, al-
though the J. D. comes after your name, and I have it before my
name. I didn't go to law school, and I think that is an asset. But
I do appreciate my friends from the legal profession who are here
today. I appreciate the comments of all of the panelists, whether
they are juris doctors or not, because they are on the front lines
of this challenge that we face.

I will exercise both the prerogative of the chair and congressional
prerogatives to address comments and questions to my dear friend
from the Gila River Indian community, Governor Thomas. Gov-
ernor Thomas, I want to thank you for offering what I will call the
human equation. Because so often in our endeavors here we end
up looking at a balance sheet and we talk about percentages of this
and that and we quote different bureaucratic shorthand for dif-
ferent statutes that the Congress either follows or sadly chooses
not to follow, thus the advent of the court cases that my friend
from Colorado alluded to earlier. But you brought to us the evi-
dence this morning that is not unique to your situation, that sadly
for members of the Gila River Indian Community, more than any
other place in the United States, according to those experts in pub-
lic health, although we have seen the first Americans dealing with
the challenges of diabetes and the concerns that grow out of that
disease.

While we welcome the efforts of the Speaker and Chairman of
the Republican Conference and the Minority Whip who, within a
half hour's time, will talk about outreach on diabetes and we wel-
come that from across the aisle, you bring us physical evidence of
just how dire the needs are in the Gila River Community, not only
to you personally but to so many others as you offered those
chilling and compelling numbers.

Governor Thomas, you also in your testimony observed that your
Community is still awaiting disbursement of preaward and start-
up costs incurred in connection with its takeover of hospital and
clinic operations in 1995 which were appropriated with $35 million
in new contract support cost in the fiscal year 1999 omnibus appro-
priations bill. How much, Governor, is the Community still await-
ing and what has been the explanation of the IHS for this delay?

Governor THOMAS. Thank you, Congressman Hayworth, my dear
friend.

The Community hasn't been paid $790,000 in pre-awarded start-
up costs in March of 1999. Granted, IHS delay was based on IHS's
consideration of legal recommendations. I guess lav., rs have to
make their money, so sometimes the pay-in can really hinder us,



and it takes a long time to climb out of that situation. The legal
opinion was that none of the $35 million sho.:,d be used for prior
preaward or start-up costs. We are in that dilemma right now.

Mr. HAYWORTH. And again we offer other apologies to our good
friend, Mr. Miller, and others. We observe what goes on with the
legal profession.

The overview, Governor Thomas, what in your opinion is the fun-
damental problem with contract support costs?

Governor THOMAS. The fundamental problem is the full funding,
100 percent. I don't know if you are going to have other hearings
for the States, for universities and for others to come and say we
are short-funded contract support costs. I don't know which com-
mittee hears those. But I am sure this is not as drastic as it is for
the Indian people across this country.

We are patient. We do not bemoan anybody for that, but we are
still waiting and we will wait untit-we encourage you to take ac-
tions and also our people who are advocates for us, the BIA and
IHS, to come forward and, as was stated earlier, to say how much
it would actually cost and stick with it and not make them com-
promise because it affects all of us in Indian country, our health.

We talked about diabetes. Did you know, on Gila River, diabetes
is only 50 years old, somewhere in that neighborhood? It occurred
because of the change in our environment. When the settlers came
out west we adopted their lifestyles, and it occurred at such a rapid
pace and now diabetes is in epidemic proportions. Not only on Gila
River, but I talked to my friend here from Alaska and he said the
same thing, it is growing. So it is because of the change in our en-
vironment. It is traumatic for us, and that is what we are discov-
ering.

Mr. HAYWORTH. Governor, I thank for sharing your personal
story and what you have seen firsthand in your role leading the-
Gila River Indian Community. Although we have been joking about
the role of attorneys, that I would be remiss if I did not state in
all sincerity to Mr. Miller, thank you, sir, for your points in going
back to the record and pointing out the words of Senator Inouye.
And again, this is an issue that transcends partisan lines. We are
all very concerned, and we thank all of you.

Let me turn now to my good friend from Washington State for
any comments or questions that he might have.

Mr. INSLEE. Than.k you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Miller, what is the current status on claims? Is there attor-

neys fees provision in the law if, for instance, the Nations prevail
in this regard?

Mr. LLOYD MILLER. Yes.
With regard to the first-the status of the claims, there are sev-

eral claims pending in the Interior Board of Contract Appeals,
claims pending in Federal district court in Oregon, a class action
again the Indian Health Service pending in the Oklahoma Federal
court' a class action against the Bureau of Indian affairs pending
in Albuquerque, and two appeals, one pending in the Ninth Circuit
and one pending in the Federal circuit here in Washington.

There is an attorney fee provision that was inserted by Congress
in 1988 at the behest of Senator Inouye's committee at the time.
Fees are awarded under the Equal Accesm to Justice Act if a court



finds that the government's position was not substantially justified.
And in the Shoshone-Bannock litigation, the court awarded full at-
torneys fees, which is unusual, at the full rate-at an enhanced
rate, excuse me, against the Indian Health Service because the
court found that their defense in that case was not even substan-
tially justified.

Mr. INSLEE. Are there things we could do procedurally, attorney
fees or timing of claims or anything that we ought to be doing to
impose a greater cost on the government if in fact it does not com-
ply with its legal obligations?

Mr. LLOYD MILLER. Right now, the only penalty over and above
the amount of the contract amount not paid would be interest. The
Committee could look at the rate of interest and make its own
judgment whether it thinks that the interest amount is sufficiently
high. The Committee could look at penalties if the Committee feels
that is an appropriate use Of the taxpayers funds to further encour-
age the agencies to comply.

Right now, the agencies really don't have an incentive, surpris-
ingly to me, to settle cases. I do a fair amour* of litigation, much
more than that appearing in this great comm. te room. When you
litigate against a private party everybody understands that there
are risks all the way around. We assess our cases and try to find
some accommodations. Sometimes you can't, but usually you do. Or
you get to a range.

But I have found consistently over 20 years of practicing that the
litigation against the Department is entirely different. They don't
have a sense of the cost of litigation. That is handled by the De-
partment of Justice. They don't have a sense of cost and the dis-
traction of the agency, and they will take you to the moon to resist
paying that claim.

We have claims where, as I say, where the Justice Department
position was found not even to be sufficiently justified. That is bor-
dering on frivolous. Yet the Department is going forward, taking
appeals. We offered to settle those cases even though we want 100

-cents on the dollar. The Department has not even graced that with
a counteroffer.

Mr. INSLEE. We are going to do what we can to expedite these.
I am going to work with the chair to see if there are ways to do
that.

Chairman Allen, I notice in your testimony that as far as direct
costs of Workers' Compensation -and unemployment insurance,
there is a suggestion that that be paid and that BIA recognized a
responsibility. What has BIA said, and I am sorry if I missed part
of the testimony, why they would not honor that commitment?

Mr. ALLEN. It is a cost that they have not acknowledged histori-
cally. They have currently been reviewing it and discussing it with
IHS, who have paid it historically. IHS has always recognized that
those costs associated with those kinds of expenses and they are
separate from the indirect cost rate. Whether or not they are seri-
ously considered or not is still in question. Their current proposal,
in my opinion, doesn't reflect that in a meaningful way.

But even if they would leave it in it, the proposal is taking pro-
grams and creating different kinds of programs out of the different
operations and cutting our base in half. And saying, well, the half
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that we think is appropriate we will pay you 100 percent and the
half that we don't think is appropriate, you are not getting any
more contract support for those types of functions and activities. So
they say in that category where you pay 100 percent we would also
address contract support, is misrepresenting a base that the tribes
are working on or working towards.

It is an issuo where they have need to move forward.. We believe
they need to adopt the practice that IHS has adopted and also
move forward with the full funding request. We believe that the
price tag is very reasonable.

It is very irritating for us to get back comments from OMB or
the administration or from the appropriation committees that it is
an unacceptable cost when we know that it is a very reasonable
cost to fully fund these costs.

The Ramah factor, if I might add to this, with regard to the other
Federal agency, at this point in time is not an overwhelming num-
ber. We calculated it to be right around the 20 to 25 million dollar
range. That is not an overwhelming number relative to this other
Federal agency.

Mr. Gover is correct. Fix it and address those OMB and those
committees, those departments to pay that full funding, but it is
not a cost that is going to break anybody's back. So it is very frus-
trating for us to hear that they can't afford to address the needs
of the most impoverished communities in America.

Mr. INSLEE. This is very frustrating for many of us here, and we
will be working with the chair and others to try to move ahead in
this regard. We appreciate your help.

Mr. HAYWORTH. I thank my colleague from the State of Wash-
ington.

In closing, I want to thank the panel. Also just to say to Presi-
dent Allen, Mr. President, we will have a couple of questions. I lis-
tened with interest to your comment about the BIA proposals that
in your words came out of left field. We have a couple of questions,
and if you could respond in writing to those questions because we
want to pursue that line of inquiry. But, given time limitations
today, we won't go into it with a full airing here, but we would ap-
preciate that response.

With that, thanks to all of our panel members here and espe-
cially my dear friend, Governor Thomas, and we thank you for
that.

And we will welcome our third panel. And our last panel of wit-
nesses includes Mr. Jim Wells, Director of Resources, Community
and Economic Development Division of the GAO. That, for anybody
in our audience that might not know the nomenclature or the acro-
nym, stands for the General Accounting Office here in Washington,
DC. And he is accompanied by Mr. Jeffrey D. Malcolm, Senior
Evaluator from here in Washington, DC.

So, with that, we will make the necessary changes in choreog-
raphy and circumstances and logistics and welcome you front and
center, Mr. Wells, for your statement. Once you get situated, we
will be happy to recognize you and hear what it is that you have
to say. It goes without saying, although we will reiterate, that-we
will be happy to take your-complete testimony for the record and
we know that you offer that, without objection. And so now, in the



time that we have, we would be happy to let you orally state the
highlights of said testimony. Mr. Wells.

STATEMENT OF JIM WELLS, DIRECTOR, ENERGY, RESOURCES
AND SCIENCE ISSUES, RESOURCES, COMMUNITY AND ECO-
NOMIC DEVELOPMENT DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNTING
OFFICE, WASHINGTON, DC; ACCOMPANIED BY JEFFERY D.
MALCOLM, SENIOR EVALUATOR
Mr. WELLS. Before I begin, I would just want to again introduce

my colleague. With me is Mr. Jeff Malcolm, who is responsible for
leading all of our Indian work here on the Indian contract support
cost.

My comments this afternoon will focus on the reasons for in-
creasing the contract support shortfalls and the alternatives for
funding them. Our June, 1999, report goes into a lot of detail about
the calculation of contract support costs and the effects of the
shortfalls on the tribes, which you have heard firsthand today.
Shortfalls in contract support costs have been increasing each and
every year in the last 5 years. Fiscal year 1998 the combined BIA
and IHS shortfall was $95 million.

At your earlier hearing this year, much was made of the uncer-
tainty of what actually was the shortfall. In my 32 years of experi-
ence, getting what should be a quick answer is never easy. Our
staff worked closely with the staff of the two agencies involved, and
we are happy for small victories in that we have found some situa-
tions where we were able to communicate and help eliminate some
of the inconsistencies with the way that the two agencies were op-
erating and determining costs.

Contract support costs have increased mostly because of the
tribes becoming more active and contracting more but also because
the cost of administering these contracts has increased. The more
you contract, the more it costs.

As we learned, about half of the BIA and IHS programs are cur-
rently now under contract, about $2 billion of the $4 billion pro-
gram money that is out there. The contract tribe support costs are
up to $375 million. Shortfalls clearly have increased because appro-
priations have not kept pace with the tribe's costs.

Having sat through the two earlier panels and listening to your
questions, it is clear that there is a great deal of frustration over
this contract support cost issue and the self-determination obliga-
tions. Shortfalls, particularly in the last year 5 years, are occurring
each year. While the exact amount of the future contract support
cost is difficult to predict today but given the continuing success of
the tribes wanting to contract more, we conclude that costs can go
up.

Our report covers the facts, the figures, and the numbers be-
cause, quite frankly, that is what the General Accounting Office
does best, as well covering and giving you information on the litiga-
tion issues and the moratoriums that the agencies have and what
the tribes are dealing with. While we do not want to make rec-
ommendations on which alternatives are best, we do want to assist
you, the Congress, in your deliberations on how to resolve this im-
passe.



In light of the continuing shortfalls, I would like to discuss four
alternatives for funding contract support costs. These alternatives
are presented in no particular order.

The first alternative is to fully fund contract support costs. The
second alternative is to eliminate the full funding provisions cur-
rently in the Act and continue funding at the current level. The
third alternative is to impose a limit or cap on tribal indirect costs.
The fourth alternative is to consolidate program funding and con-
tract support funding and allow the tribes to fully recover their in-
direct cost from this total amount.

Mr. Chairman, if the desired outcome is to reimburse all tribes
for all of their contract support costs, then clearly alternative one,
full funding, or alternative number four, consolidated amount,
would work. If the desired outcome is to deal with limited appro-
priations, then alternatives- two, three, and four could work. A dis-
advantage is the alternatives two, three, and four would require
amending the Act.

I will stop here and just say that this program clearly has a leg-
islative intent. It has estimated needs, but it does not have enough
appropriated money. The challenge facing the Congress, and we in
the General Accounting Office are trying to assist in your delibera-
tions of this policy decision, is to find some common ground. I will
stop there.

Mr. HAYWORTH. Mr. Wells, we thank you for your testimony. We
look forward to utilizing the resources of the General Accounting
Office, and we will have questions for you that we will submit in
writing, and in turn we would ask for your responses in writing.

Mr. WELLS. Be glad to.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wells follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

Jus a month ago, the President of the United States visited the Oglala
Sioux Tribe in South Dakota, tressIng Native Anelcans' need for
economic empowerment. This historic visit is another atep-the first of
which was taken in 1975 with the passage of the Indian Self-Detennlnstlon
and Education Assistance Act (the act)-toward recognizing the potential
for tribes self-determination through economic development. The act, as
amended, provides that tribes shall have the opportunity to assume the
management of federal Indian programs, and that they shall receive
contract support funds to cover their costs of contract management and
administration.' Yet during our review of contract support costs for tribal
setf-deternlnabon contract, many tribal officials told us that they have
diverted funds from economic development opportunities to cover
shortfalls in federal funding. For example, for facal year 1998, the Bureau
of Indian Affls (m) and Indian Health Service (mfs) calculated that they
owed the Oglala Sioux an additional $1.5 million in contract support
funding that they were unable to provide because of limited -
appropriations. For all tribes with self-determination contr'ts, the
shortfall in funding for allowable contact support costs totaled.
$95 million In fiscal year 1998.' Contract support costs are Intended to
cover the expenses tibes Incur-for financial management and
accounting, some trainin& and program startup cwts--4n managing
contracted programs such as social services, hospitals and clinics road
maintenance, law enforcement, and forestry.

Because of congressional concerns over ever-increasing contract support
costs and shortfls In funding these cost, the Subconmittee on Interior
and Related Agencies, Senate Conunittee on Appropriatfons, and the
Senate Comnmttee on Indian Affairs asked us to review various aspects of
these costs in our June 1999 report.' Our testimony today will focus on the
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extent of, and rasons for, increases In contract support costs over the last
several years and four alternatives for funding these costW.

In punary, trbes' allowable contact support costs tripled f&om 199
through lgs-4ncreaglng from about $j

2
6 million to about $375 million.

This increase occurred for two principal reasons. F~t the total costs of
tribally contracted progranw-upon which contract support costs are
bm- I-have increased. Second, the total cost to tribes of admlnateing
their self-determination contracts has Increased. Although the amounts
appropriated for contract support costs have increased over the past
decade, they have not hnreased at as great a rte as the support costs,
resulting In funding shortfall& For fiscal year 1998 for example, the
shortfall between appropriations (almost $2 million) and allowable
contract support costs (about $375 million) was about $M5 millim
Proections of future contract support costs am difficult to calculate -
because the number of programs for which tribes will choose to contract
in the future Is uncertain, as is the amount of fumding they will receive.
However, the tribes' allowable contract support costs could double in the
future if tribes were to contract for all the available programs from BIA and
111s.

The impasse over whether to provide ful funding for contract support
costs or limit these costs continues in the Congress. The fallout has
included litigation relevant to the Issue, as well as a 1-year moratorium for
fiscal year 19W9 on new contracting. Because of a lack of progress In
resolving this issue during 1999, the Senate Committee on Appropriations
has proposed extending the moratorium for another year. To assist the
Congress In its deliberation over how to resolve the Impasse over
contract support coats, CO presents four altenalve funding approaches,
each of which can be considered Individualy or combined with the orders.
These alternative range from providing appropriations suficlent to ftmd
the tribes' allowable contract support costs each year to amending the act
to remove the provision for funding contract support costs separately from
and in addition to a program's direct costs and instead provide a single,
consolidated contract amount. Each of the alte natives has advantages and
disadvantages. Three of the four alternatives have the advantage of
controlling future lre in contract support costs. A disadvantage of
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these same there alternatives is that they would require legislative changes
to the funding provisions of the act.

Before 197, Na&tve Amelcans and Alaska Natives depended on the
federal government to provide them with such ervcm as law
enforcement, social services, natural resource management, hospital care,
and other health services like dental and mental health care. This began to
change In 1975 when the government announced a policy of
selfdetermination for tribal government. The federal government's
seletensnon policy allows trtbes to take over the management and
administraton of programs previously managed by the government on
their behalf. As part of the government's policy, tribe, receive funding for
the program they contract to manage am well an fud ing to cover the costs
of their contract management and administration. These latter costs,
referred to as contract support costs, are the necemary and reasonable
cost tribes -neur in establishing ad maintainng t support systems
needed to administer their contracts.

Tribes enter into self.deternnation contracts with two agencies (1) mBA,
wtich Is the prniary federal agency with responsibility for administering
Indian policy and discharging the federal government's trust responsibility
for Ameican Indiams and Native Alaskan villages, and (2) i, which is
responsible for delivering health services to American Indians and Alaska
Natives. If a tibe chooses not to contract for a BxA or ms program, the
agencies continue to provide the service to the tribes. In fiscal year 1997,
tribes contracted for programs worth about $546 million, excluding such
programs as education and construction; MA'8 budget that year totaled $1.7
billion. Tribes contracted ms program worth $719 million In fiscal year
198, and em' total budget for that &me year was over $2 billion.

To Identify allowable contract support costs, the agencies commonly refer
to three cost categories: (1) indirect cost, (2) direct contract support
costs, and (3) startup costs Indirect costs are costs for a tribe's common
support services, such as accounting. Direct contract support costs are
costs for acivities that are program-related but for which the tibe does
not receive program funds, such as workers' completion, and statup
costs are costs for one-timexponses inourrod in beginning a progrm,
such as the costs of computer hardware and software.

TWe' idrect cost rates are T hmoDat using guid c polished by the
Oftie of Maagernent and Budget Ibisis the sam guidance used by
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other groups such as state and local governments and nonprofit agencies.
The Department of the Interior's Office of Inspector General negotiates the
majority of these rates. The Department of Health and Human Services'
Division of Coat Allocation also negotiates some rates, predomnately for
tribal organization. Thee have been a number of legal challenges dealing
within the rate setting process and the funding for contract support costs.
A 1997 court de__sion-Rama, Navao Chapter v. Wan-may require a
change in the Inspector General's method of calculate indirect cost
rates; we do not address this issue In our testimony because the settlement
discusson ts ongoing.'

Increases in Contract
Support Costs Will
Likely Continue in the
v uture

. As the tribes' funding for contracted programs has Increased over the past
decade, so has the funding for contract support coats. In the past decade,
the total dollars that oa and ms have provided to tribes for
self-determnation contracts has more than doubled, from about
$800 million tn fiscal year 199 to about $1.9 billion in fiscal year 1M.?
Tribes' contract support costs have also increased for these programs, the
amount of contract support funding for tribes' administrative and other

management costs has increased frtu about $125 million to about
$375 million. Although appropriations from the Congress and the
payments from these two agencies for contract support have increased,
they have not been sufficient to cover tribe' allowable costs identified by
wA and m a In flacal year 1998, the Congress appropriated almost
$280 million to ftnd almost $375 million in tribes' allowable contract
support cost reeultLtg in a shortfall of about $95 million.

There are two views about whether contract support costs should rise in
proportion to overall contracting levels. The first view Is that not
contract support costs would be expected to increase as a tribe contracts
for additional programs With more contracted programs, more money is
needed for contact management and mlraon. The second view is
that contract support costs should not automatcally increase when
additional program ae contracted. For example, if a tribe has already
developed an accounting system then It could, up to a point, contract for
additional programs without spending additional resources on the
accounting system
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The exact amount of future contract support costs is difcult to predict,
but will likely increase beyond the $375 million for fiscal year 1908. The
extent of future increases will depend on the (1) amount of future
appropriatkms a A and me receive for contracted program, (2) extent to
which tribes choose to contract for new programs in the future, and
(3) future change. in tribes' costs of administering contracts. Currently,
tribes receive funding through self-determination contracts equal to about
half of IA's and M' total appropriations; the other half is being used by SA
and um themselves to provide services to the tribes. If the half now being
used by mA and ms were contracted by the tribes In the future and if
indirect cost rate were to stay about the same, then contract support
costs could double-from the fiscal year 1998 amount of about
$375 nllion to about $750 million.

Alternatives for Shortfalls in contract support fundng have persisted for the past decade.
with the most dramatic short occurrin Inw last 5 yeam' Figure 1

endingg Contract shows that fni otfals grow fom about 2s n in fical year

Support Costs 1904 to about $96 million in fiscal year 1998, peaking at about $120 Million
in Iscal year 1997.

Figure 1: Shotai In Contract
Support Funding foSI A and IHS, DoNwa in Mo
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In response to the need for a permanent solution to the current funding
Impasse, we are presenting four alternative. for funding contract support
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coats. We discuss the advantages, the disadvantages, and the cost
implications of each. We do not consider all the possible alternatives for
funding contract support costs. In discussing the costs of each altenatlve,
we address costs starting In fiscal year 1996. However, we do not address
the additional funding that would be necessary for prior year smrtfalls
or it SA and m change their methods for determining direct contract
support costs. The cost estmates we provide are Illustrative rather than
actual because they involve two major assumptions. First, using the
agencies' estimated ending level for new contracts for fiscal year 2000, we
assme that $17.5 millk would be the annual cost of supporting new
contracts. Second, using fiscal year 1998 appropriations of sbout;
$280 million, plus the agencies' fiscal year 1998 shortfall estimate of about
$96 million for existing contracts, we assume that $375 million would be
the cost of fully funding the existing contracts the first year under an
altenuive funding method. Finally, we are not able to estimate the costs
of changes to existing contract costs because of the ever-chaging nature
of tribes' indirect cost rates and direct cost bases.

Alternative 1: Fully
Fund Contract
Support Costs

Advantages and
Disadvantages

The first alternative for congressional consideration is to make
appropriations sufficient to fully fund (I.e., at 100 percent of allowable
costs) tribes' allowable contract support costs (this alternative asmues
that mA and ma would request the full amount of tribes' allowable costs).
With this alternative, mA and ni would continue to identfy tribes'
allowable costs as they do now, by using tibes' Indirect cost rates, and
would pay direct contract support costs in a consistent way. The agencies
would Identify and request the funds necessary to support new contracts.

The first alternative has the advantage of fulfilling the provisions of the act
that allow tribes to receive funding for their allowable contract support
costs. By fully funding these c".r the Congress and the funding agencies
would eliminate funding shortfalls -. -R, a tL .e potential for lawsuits
stemming from such shortfalls. This altenztive would be advantageous to
tribes beeause ft would help ensure that they receive the allowable
support funds for the IA and urs programs they contract. As tribes
contract for more programs, they may need to build up their
administrative systems to properly administer and nmmge their contracts,
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The primary disadvantage of this alternative is that its implementation
would require the Congress to fully fund all allowable contract support
costs, which will likely continue to increase each year. It is dimcult to
predict future contract support costs for several reasons, including the
dimculty of determining how many tribes will enter Into new contracts
during the year. As am and um transfer more and more programs to the
tribes, the agencies' administrative costs should decrease, and some of this
funding could become available to offset increases in contract support
funding. Nevertheless, most of the funding for the increased allowable
costs would have to be provided through federal appropriations.

Another disadvantage of this alternative, In terms of cost-efficency, is that
it does not provide tribes with Incentives to limit the growth of contract
support costs and, particul&Ay, of indirect costs. Although tribes must
Justify their indirect cost rates through the standard rate negotiation
process and, uider the law, should not receive duplicate funding for the
same task from program funding and contract support funding, the current
method of funding indirect costs could encourage tribes to classic as
many costs as possible as *indirect' to receive more funding.

Cost of the First
Alternative

Alternative 2: Amend
the Act to Eliminate
the Provision for Full
Funding of Contract
Support Costs

As the need for contract support funding will, in all probability, continue
to increase each year, the *full funding' alternative will involve
ever-increasing amounts of fundig. The cost of this alternative would be
about $375 million the first year, including the fiscal year 1998 funding
shortfall, and would increase by the amount paid for new and expanded
contracts and an undetermined amount for changes to existing contracts
due to changes In indirect cost rates or program funding.'

A second alternative is for the Congress to amend the act to eliminate the
provision for fully funding allowable contract support costs and, instead,
provide funding strictly on the basis of annual appropriation.

t 
With this

alternative, NA and iHS would continue to identify tribes' allowable costs,
using their indirect cost rates, in the agencies' budget requests.
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Advantages and
Disadvantages

Cost of the Second
Alternative

Alternative 3: Amend
the Act to Impose
Limits on Indirect
Cost Rates

This alternative has the advantage of limiting the growth of contract
support fmdIng; funding amounts would be established by the amount the
Coitres appropriates each year. At the sarm tma, this alternative would
allow the Cong*s to fund contract support costs at whatever level it
deems appropriate. The Congress has appropriated increased amounts for
contract support; In fiscal year 19M9, it provided about $100 million; in
fiscal year 1998, it provided about 8280 million. If adopted, this alternative
would eliminate, the expectation, created by the 1988 and 194
amendments to the law, that full contract support funding will be
available, when, in fact, appropriations and funding have been limited and
have caused shortfalls.

A disadvantage of this altanmaive Is that It may discourage tribes from
entering into new self-determnation conracts. The current policy fosters
self-determination by encouraging tribes to assume managerial
responsibility for federal programs that the government previously
managed on their behalft Yet, as the Senate authorizing committee has
explicitly stated, assuming responsibility for these programs was not
Intended to diminish the tribes' program resources."

Another disadvantage of this alternative for tribes Is that funding for their
contract support costs would be subject to the uncertainties of the
4pproprliailons cycle. Uiless the Congress decide to appropriate amounts
suffcient to fully fund tribes' contract support costsemey year, this
alternative would produce shortfalls between the amounts provided and
those Identlfied as allowed for contract support. Appropriations could
fluctuate from year to year, and this could negatively affect tribes' ability
to plan and budget for administering their programs.

The cost of this alternative would depend on the annual appropriations
provided by the Congress for contract support, which was $280 million in
fiscal year 19&

A third alternative would be to amend the act to limit the amount of
funding tribes could receive for contract support by limiting the amount of
Indirect costs they can receive. For example, one way to limit funding
would be to establish one indirect cost rate--sucb as the current aggregate
rate of 25 percent-a a flat rate that would apply to all tribes.
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Advantages and
Disadvantages

Like the second alternative, this one has the advantage of imposing
limitations on the growth of contract support funding and of eliminating
the expectation created by the law's current language that full contract
support funding will be available n 

An advantage of this alternative for
tribes is that their contract support costs would be funded on a consistet
basis and they could better anticipate their annual contract support
funding All tribes would receive fund, and they would receive it at the
same rate.

However, the disadvantage of this alternative to tribe is that it ignores
differences among individual Wibe actual indirect costs, which make up
the ma ority of contract support costs and vary widely among tribes. By
Ignorin these differences, this alternative could provide a wndfal for
tribes that have low indirect cost rates while placing those with high rates
at a disadvantage, depending on the specific rate lindtation that would be
applied. Currently, if the Congress were to Impose a flat 25-percent rate
based on total direct costa, more tribes would receive reduced fuing
than increased fndin for indirect costs. For example, if a tribe had a
30-percent rate before this fixed rate was set, it would receive 6 percent
less for indirect costs each year. On the other hand, a tribe that had a
15-percent rate before the establishment of a fixed 28-percent rate would
receive: 10 percent more each year than it would have done othawise.
While this alternative would provide an incentive for tribes with high
Indirect cost rates to lower their indirect costs, mA and no would have to
redistribute funding among tribes, which could cause financial and
adminisutive disruption for those that would lose tending.

Cost of the Third
Alternative

The cost of this alternative would depend on the type of rat limit
established. It for example, the Congress chose a flat rate of 26 percent,
this alternaive would cost about the same a the current method costa
about $375 million, for the first year. This amount would be higher or
lower depending on the rate chosen by the Congres.
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Alternative 4: Amend
the Act to Replace the
Current Funding
Mechanism With a
Consolidated Contract
Amount

A fourth alternative would be to amend the act to eliminate the current
funding mechanlam, which provides contract support funding over and
above direct fumding for the program, and replace It with one that would
combine the current categories of contract costs Into one contract amount
from which both direct and Indirect costs would be recovered. The revised
contract amount would consist of the sum of (1) a program's dollars;
(2) the allowable Indwect costs; and (3) any allowable direct contract
support coats Upon consolidation into a single contract amount, these
cost categories would lose their Individual Identities and would thereafter
simply make up the contract total. This method has been tried before, but
failed because of funding shortfalls. er tried to create a single contract
amount in the mld-1980.

Advantages and
Disadvantages

The advantage of this alternative for both the government and tribes is that
it provides for the full recovery of direct costs, although the amount of
funding provided may not increase. At the aame time, this alternarve
removes any incentive for tribes to Increase their indirect costs to receive
more funding each year. Funding would no longer be provided over and
above a program's direct funding, so once the consolidated contract
amount has been set, any increases in IndJrect costs would leave less
money for a program's expenditures. This would create an Incenslve for
tribes to reduce their Indirect coats as much as possible, to make more
money available for direct program expenditures In keeping with the
purpose of the act, tibes would make decisions about how much funding
to spend on program costs and how much to spend on administraUve, or
Indirect, activities. With this alternative, the spotlight would no longer be
on the sufficlency otcontract support fundKing, button the sufftciency of
direct program funding. That Is, funding debates would center on whether
the funds provided for a particular program would be sufficient to achieve
Its intended purpose.

A disadvantage of this alternative for tribes is that if their indirect cost
rates increased over the yeats, the contract amounts would not
automatically increase. Changes in indirect cost rates-whether upward or
downward-would no longer affect the amount of funding a tribe would
receive, because contract support would no longer be funded separately
from the program amounts. Thus, tribes would bear the responsibility for
managing indirect costs prudently, to retain as much funding as possible
for program services.
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Cost of the Fourth
Alternative

The Congress could fund this alternative In owe of two ways. First, when
the existing contract funding Is consolidated, the funding could be
combined at the current funding level, which would perpetuats the current
funding shortfall. This option would cost $280 million annually for existing
contracts, but would not differ from the previous failed attempt by ai. Or,
second, the contract funding could be consolidated at the level Identified
by DIA and mHs as the amount of tribes' alowable contract support costs.
Using fiscal year 1998 ftdlng the consolidated amount would be about
$375 million. As with the other altemativeq, contract support costs would
continue to be needed for new contracts. But under thia alternative, future
increases in contract support costs would be slowed, because the funding
mechanism would no longer provide contract support funding over and
above the direct program amounts for existing contact. Thus, If the
Congress decided to increase funding for a particular program, this
decision would not create a coronary obligation for increased contract
support funding.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I will be pleased to respond to
any questions that you or other members of the Committee may have at
this time.

Contact and
Acknowledgments

For information about this testimony, please contact Chet Janik at
(202) 612-6506. Individuals making key contributions to this testimony
included Susan lott and Jeff Malcolm.
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Mr. HAYWORTH. Again, I want to thank everyone who has joined
us here today. We would note for the record that while we welcome
so many who have stayed for the duration, we especially welcome
Dr. Trujillo and thank him for staying to hear what has been said.
We thank him for his testimony.

Let me reiterate something that Chairman Young said earlier.
Since the Committee is scheduled to hold another hearing at 2 p.m.
which will be televised, we will forward the Committee's additional
questions to the administration again with a deadline set for com-
pliance.

Last time this Committee submitted questions to the administra-
tion those representing the administration were 2 months late in
replying. However, since it was the first hearing, our chairman
generally allowed the additional time.

This time, Chairman Young asked me to reiterate should the ad-
ministration not submit its answers on time, Chairman Young sol-
emnly promises that he will take formal action to ensure that ev-
eryone complies with the time limit.

We need to move forward with contract support costs. This Con-
gress does not appreciate the administration's continued delays
with responses to our concerns. Officially, the deadline for submit-
ting the administration's answers to our questions will be Sep-
tember three, 1999.

I would note, both for my time in the chair and the questions I
addressed to Dr. Trujillo, to the extent that answers can be sub-
mitted by the end of this business week by Friday, they will be
greatly appreciated.

With that, thanks again to all who joined us.
-The Committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:17 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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RESPONSE BY JIM WELLS TO QUESTIONS FROM THE COMMITrEE

UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON, DC 20548

September 2, 1999
The Honorable DON YOUNG
Chairman,
Committee on Resources,
U.S. House of Representatives.
Dear Chairman Young:

Following your August 3 hearing on Indian contract support costs, at which we
testified on our recently issued report Indian Self-Determination Act Increases in
Indian Contract Support Costs Need to Be Addressed (GAO/RCED-99-150), we re-
ceived additional questions from the Committee and were asked to provide our re-
sponses for the record.

Those questions, and our responses, are enclosed. Please contact Chet Janik at
(202) 512-6508 or Jeff Malcolm at (303) 572-7374, if there is any other information
on contract support costs that we might be able to provide.

Sincerely yours,
JIM WELLS,

Director, Energy, Resources
and Science Issues

GAO's RESPONSES TO COMMITTEE QUESTIONS ON INDIAN SELF-DETERMINATION
CONTRACT SUPPORT COSTS

1. Your report shows that the growth in new contracting activities with
the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) has held steady at less than $5 million
per year. The Indian Health Service (IHS) projects long-term growth of
about $10 million for new contracting. Based on this experience and agency
assessment, isn't it true that Congress can generally expect only a modest
growth in contract support costs, and not the doubling hinted at in your
report?

On the basis of the growth of contract support costs over the last 10 years, there
should be modest growth each year in the future. However, in any given year, a de-
cision by a tribe such as the Navajo or the Cherokee to contract a large program
would have a substantial impact on contract support costs. Furthermore, even with-
out large contracts, years of modest growth accumulate over time to substantial
growth. In our report, we did not project an amount of growth in contract support
costs for each year. The point we make is that only half of all programs are cur-
rently being contracted and if the other half are eventually contracted, costs will
double if indirect rates stay the same.

2. Tribes have experienced severe problems when other Federal agencies
ignore the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular-dictated indi-
rect rate set by the Department of the Interior Office of Inspector General.
Would the GAO be willing to investigate the legal basis upon which these
other agencies can ignore a rate that is set under a government-wide OMB
circular, and recommend corrective action?

The requirements of the Indian Self-Determination Act with respect to the reim-
bursement of contract support costs apply only to Self-Determination Act contracts,
which are administered by the BIA and the IHS. Other agencies administer their
grants and contracts under other statutory authority, and the funding for these pro-
grams is based on the individual program's statutory authorization. For example,
the Job Training Partnership Act limits the amount of funds that can be spent on
administrative functions to 20 percent and the Head Start program limits the
amount of funds that can be spent on administrative functions to 15 percent.

The cost principles in OMB Circular A-87 are intended to set standards for cost
allocation, not for determining how programs will be financed. Specifically, Circular
A-87 states that the principles in the circular are "for the purpose of cost determina-
tion and are not intended to identify the circumstances or dictate the extent of Fed-
eral or governmental unit participation in the financing of a particular program or
project." Each indirect rate agreement also contains a specific limitation: "Use of the
rates contained in this agreement is subject to any applicable statutory limitations."

For these reasons, we believe there is no need or an investigation of this matter.
Tribes consider this a longstanding problem, and the BIA and the National Con-
gress of American Indians have recommended that other agencies should be re-
quired to allow tribes to fully recover their indirect costs.
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3. Why did you not study the issue of how IHS' calculation of direct con:
tract support costs meets the intent of the law? Could you furnish a supple-
mental report after reviewing the matter with IHS and tribal financial ex-
perts?

As part of our study, we did review IHS' policy for payment of direct contract sup-
port costs. The term appears to be derived from two provisions of the legislation au-
thorizing contract support costs. It refers to (1) the reasonable costs of tribal con-
tractor activities to assure contract compliance and management, which are not car-
ried on by the respective Secretary in his direct operation of the program; and (2)
direct program expenses for the operation of the contracted Federal program (25
U.S.C. 450j-1 (a) (2) (A) and (3) (A) (i)). In both cases, the burden falls on the agen-
cies to determine what these costs entail. The statute does not specify how direct
contract support costs should be determined. IHS is currently redrafting its policy,
and from our work, we believe that IHS, which has responsibility for implementing
these provisions under the statute, is appropriate in refining its system of paying
direct contract support costs to tribes. For this reason, and because the policy is still
in draft form, we do not believe further review or a supplemental report is necessary
at this time.

4. Your report suggests the appearance o* a conflict of interest in the set-
ting of tribal indirect cost needs by the same agency within the Interior
Department that also audits how tribes spend their Federal funds. Without
going into that particular issue, would you agree that there is a similar apy-
pearance of conflict within IHS when direct contract support cost nee s
are set by the same office (Division of Financial Management) that is also
responsible for managing IHS' money? If so, would it'be better for tribal
contract support cost needs to be handled by a different branch of IHS or
by the Area Offices? Is this a matter you could look into further?

No, the Division of Financial Management does not appear to have the same type
of conflict of interest that Interior's Office of Inspector General (OIG) appears to
have for two reasons. First, the OIG was established as an independent audit agen-
cy and the Division was not. As a result, the OIG has to follow audit standards and
guidelines, such as maintaining its independence, and the Division does not. Second,
direct contract support costs are direct costs and under the Self-Determination Act,
the BIA and IHS are responsible for managing and distributing direct program
funds.

Currently, several offices within the IHS establish direct contract support cost
needs. The Area Offices assist tribes in developing their contract proposals and de-
veloping their contract support cost needs; these proposals are developed under the
policy guidance and assistance of the Office of Tribal Programs, Self-Determination
Services. The Division of Financial Management and the Office of Tribal Programs
staff work together to review the cost proposals developed by the tribes for the pur-
poses of passing out funding. The division is also responsible for maintaining data
on the funding allocations and shortfalls for each of the tribes and is involved in
the estimation of funding available to transfer from the agency to the tribes.

Because we do not see a conflict of interest in the role of the Office of Financial
Management in determining tribes' contract support cost needs, we do not believe
there is a need for us to review this matter further.

5. If future costs are predictable and modest, and if the proper incentives
and controls are already in place to promote efficiency, why isn't Option
#1 the preferred alternative?

We express no opinion on which alternative, or combination of alternatives,
should be implemented. That is a policy question that is up to the Congress as a
whole to decide. Our main purpose in presenting various alternatives is to provide
the Congress with some insights on the advantages, disadvantages, and cost impli-
cations of the various alternatives for funding contract support costs as the Con-
gress deliberates on a permanent solution for funding these costs.

6. Under Option #4, how do you suggest we deal with (a) inflation; (b)
new-contracts; and (c) ongoing contracts?

(a) Spending for Indian programs is classified as discretionary spending. The level
of spending for these programs is determined annually by the Congress and does
not include mandatory adjustments for inflation. Under our fourth alternative,
which would amend the Indian Self-Determination Act to eliminate the current
funding mechanism and would replace it with a consolidated contract amount, con-
tract support funding would continue to be classified as discretionary spending and
issues such as inflationary increases would be handled annually through the appro-
priations process.

(b) Under our fourth alternative, new and expanded contracts would be handled
exactly as they are now for the first year. After the first year or some other agreed
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upon time frame when stability in the tribe's costs has been achieved, the program
ending and contract support funding would be combined into a consolidated

amount. For example, a tribe wishing to contract a program-with a direct base of
$100,000 and an indirect cost rate of 25 percent would receive an additional $25,000
(over and above their program base of $100,000) to cover their indirect costs for the
first year or some agreed upon time. Tribes contracting new programs in the future
would be treated the same as tribes that are already contracting.

(c) With ongoing contracts, if Congress increased the funding for a program, the
fourth alternative would limit the increase in funding to the amount provided-no
additional contract support costs would be provided, as they are now. The increase
in funding would be split into direct and indirect costs. To continue the example
above, assume a number of years have passed and the tribe's indirect cost rate has
stabilized with a direct program base of $100,000 combined with the indirect costs
of $25,000 to form a consolidated funding amount of $125,000. Next, assume that
the program receives a $25,000 funding increase. Under the fourth alternative, this
increase would be added to the existing $125,000 to form a new consolidated fund-
ing amount of $150,000. Of that total amount, 25 percent or $30,000, would be the
tribe's indirect cost and the remaining $120,000 would be available for direct pro-
gram costs.

In comparison, again assume that there is a tribe with $100,000 in direct program
base funds with an indirect cost rate of 25 percent, and therefore the tribe receives
$25,000 for indirect costs. Under the existing funding mechanism required by the
Indian Self-Determination Act, if that tribe receives a direct program increase of
$25,000, then the tribe's base would increase to $125,000 and its indirect costs
would increase to $31 250. The total funding under the current system would be
$156,250 corippared to $150,000 under Alternative #4.

7. Would you agree that the current shortfall system ends up penalizing
tribal self-determination by forcing curtailments that would obviously
never occur if IHS and BIA continued to operate the programs themselves?

While it would be easy to say yes, the issue is more complex than that. Tribes
have experienced shortfalls. They stated that they have had to either cut back on
their administrative costs or provided funds to pay for these shortfalls. However,
BIA's and IHS' funding for adnistrative functions are also subject to annual ap-
propriations just as the funding for contract support costs are. While we did not ex-
amine what steps BIA or IHS may take in the event that their annual appropria-
tions were insufficient to fund their administrative functions, the agencies nave to
handle any shortfalls in their budgets.

8. Why didn't you examine the Division of Cost Allocation's (DCA) indi-
rect cost data and processes? Do you have any sense of fhe proportion that
the DCA negotiated indirect costs bear to all indirect cost requirements as-
sociated with all IHS and BIA contracts and compacts?

We did examine the DCA's rate negotiation process-this is discussed in appendix
H of our report. DCA reviews cost proposals from about 50 rates with tribal organi-
zations and a few tribes. The negotiators determine the allowability and reasonable-
ness of the proposed indirect and direct costs and negotiate differences with the trib-
al organization or tribe. After a rate is negotiated, the DCA issues a rate notice to
the tribe. This is the rate that is applied by the BIA and IHS to the tribe's self-
determination contracts.

We also examined the DCA's cost data, but did not include this information in
the data in Chapter 2 because we did not combine the DCA data with data from
the Department of the Interior's OIG. The effect of excluding this data from the data
in chapter 2 is minimal because the DCA only negotiates about 50 rates, mostly
with tribal organizations, and the aggregate indirect cost rate is about the same per-
cent as the rates negotiated by the QIG-25 percent. The main difference between
the rates negotiated by DCA and the OIG is that all the rates negotiated by DCA
are provisional-final type rates while the rates negotiated by the OIG are predomi-
nantly fixed-with-carryforward rates.

9. Can you tell us what the impact would be if Congress required all
tribes to use the same method for determining their direct-cost base, and
if all tribes used the fixed-with-carryforward method for calculating their
rates? Is there any reason why this would not be fair and reasonable?

The impact on tribes' costs would be zero if the same method was used to cal-
culate indirect cost rates because tribes are reimbursed according to their costs, and
it doesn't matter how these costs are expressed. Regardless of whether a fixed-with-
carryforward rate or a provisional-final rate is used, a tribe should receive a rate
that will allow it to recover their full costs. While mandating a single method would
have no effect on cost, it prohibits tribes from choosing the rate most appropriate
for their circumstances and accounting systems.
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The Honoreble Don Young
House of Representatives
Washlington, D.C. a0515

Dcar Hr. Young:

I am responding to your August 6 letter in followup to the
Committee on Resources hearing of August 3 on Contract.
Support Coats.

Enclosed are the answers to the questions submitted to the

Indian Health Service by the Committee.

I trust this inforation is helplu).

Sincerely your,

Michael H. 7){i i6, M.D., M.P.H., M.S.
Assistant S *on Genral
Director

Enclosure
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HOUSE RESOURCES COMMInrEE QUESTIONS

AUG UST 3, 1999 CONTRACT SUPPORT COST HEARING

Dr. Trujillo Questions

Prior-year Staut-up Costs. Dr. Trujillo. I am informed you have made a policy decision
this year not to pay auy startup conts incurred by tribes in prior years - costs that were
incurred with the full knowledge and approval of the IHS, and which uibes were assured
would be placed on the [14S pIority list and would be paid.

Why are you violating the ISDA, tribal contract commltments and your own Internal
circulars by now refusing to use the Miscal year 1999 funds appropriated by Congress for
this purpose?

The Ofce of General Counsel (OGC) of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
and the Depamnent ofJusfice (DOJ) advised me that paying prior year CSC costs would be in
violation of Seoion 314 of the Omnibus Appropriations Act, P.L. 105-277. Accordinly, I wil
not be able to pay prior year surt-up cousts from the S35 million increase appropriated for CSC as
contemplated. Acdording to the attached OC legal opinion, Section 3 14 supercedes any other
provision orlaw and precludes use offiscal year 1999 appropriations or the permanent judgement
Cund appropriation to pay additional CSC includinS start up costs for fiscal years 1994-1998
contracts.

I am informed your reason for not paying any prior year start-up costs is based on your

reading of Section 314 of last year's Approprions Act.

onfitim:

Isn't it true that "Section :114" simply instructs the agency on what it can and cannot do
with Its older appropriation accounts? Isn't that what the Interior Board of Contract
Appeals and the federal court In Oregon just detsemlned In separate rulings this past
month?

Section 314 has a much broader scope than simply telling the IllS what it can and cannot do with
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its older appropriations.

Section 314 establishes "notwithstanding arty other provision of law" that the amounts
appropriated to or earmarked in committee reports for fiscal years 1994-1998 are the "total
amounts available" to pay contract support costs for contracts funded by the listed appropriation
acts for those fiscal years. By establishing the total amounts available for the IS to pay contract
support costs for those past year contracts, section 314 precludes use of fiscal year 1999
appropriations or the permanent judgment fund appropriation to pay contract support costs
(including start up costs) for those past year contracts. This is consistent with federal
appropfiation law which precludes use of current fiscal year fnds to meet prior year needs. We
believe that the holdings in the above mentioned cases are incorrect and they are on appeal.

QUmleAM

Isn't it true that by not reimbursing any start-up costs you will be severely damaging threat
tribes in particular, notably the Gila River, Fort McDowell andFotawatomi tribes?

-The total amount of CSC (i.e,prior year start-up costs) that the IHS will not be able to pay tribes
from the $35 million increase is approximately $1.8 million which would have been distributed to
over 40 tribes. Prior year costs associated with the Gila River Indian Community, the Ft.
McDowell TrIe and the Potawatomi of Oklahoma total approximately $1 million of this amount.
Approximately 80.4 % of these tribes' overall CSC estimate, not including prior year start up
costs, will be funded out of the $35 raillion increase.

Isn't It true that despite your current position, IRS earlier took a different view of section
314, and went ahead and paid out over $3,00 in FY 1999 fbads to cover start-up costs
incurred In FY 1998?

How can you reconcile what you are saying now with what you actually did, reportedly also
oa the advice of counsel, only three months ago?

Initially, the IHS did allocate funding ftom the FY 1999 CSC increase to Area offices to pay start
up costs that were incured in FY 1998. This was indvertent and dearly a mistake. It will be
corrected. Section 314 prohibits the payment of ty prior year stan-up costs from fiscal years1994-1998.
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Why did you pay some EY 1998 seatS-up costs but neglect to pay other FY 19M start-up
costs. such as those Incurred by the Ketchikan Tribe of Alaska - costs that have hee
repeatedly approved as lite local Area leel?

Initially, the IHS did allocate funding from the F? 1999 CSC increase to Area offices to pay stat
up costs that were incurred in FY 1998. This was inAdverA and clearly a mistake. It will be
corrected. Stat-up costs incurred in FY 1998 by the Ketchian Tnbe of'Alaska have not been
paid by the IHS. Section 314 prohibits the payment of arwy prior year start-up costs from fiscal
years 1994-1998.

4 We understand that IRS projects a need in indirect requirements fbr fiscal year 2000,
including new contract initiatives, ofroughly $100 million over the current $204 million
appropriations.

Why does the Presideat's budget ovly Include 35 million to close this gap?

The request of M million for CSC in the FY 2000 Presidet's Budget i a 17% increase over F'"
1999 C$C fundin, roe than double the % mcmue proposed for IDS u a whole. This
increase reflects the impontnce that the Administration &tach to control support costs ad the
promotion ofndian self-detenninaion contracting and ompacing. While the President's
Budget does not fly f&ad CSC, there am a number of othr iprtant areas (e.g., dental heat,
mental health) where need cxt IHS haW recently testified that its overall level of needed funded
is, on average, only about 60%. Our ceom intent to those tribes who will continue to roetve
their hAMlth services directly from IHS can be no lw than our commitment to cosnracthng and
compacting tribes.

Do you really tllnk It is appropriate for tribes to continue suffering the severe impacts of
net tully funding contract support costs, as described by the GAO?

The IHS does not bevliee tribes should continue to be undeelinded for the costs of proAding



basic health care services to its members and has testified to Congress many times concerning the
adverse impact that the shortfall in contract support costs funding Is having on tribally
administered health programs. We've also testified to Congress on many occasions as well that
fUnding for CSC must not adversely affect fUnding for other IS progmns including critical
health care services delivered to non-contracting and non-compacting tribes.

4 Recently the General Accounting Office criticized the Department of Interior'; Office of
Inspector General for the appcatrance of a conflict of interest when the same office that
conducts the audits also negotiates tribal contract support cost needs.

Ouesinn:

Don't you agree that a similar appearance of a conflict is present wheit the same office that
Is responsible fur manuaging lIS's funds is also negotiating tribal contract support cost
needs?

Ans-wer:

We do nut believe there is a conflict of interest. The primary responsibility for negotiating tribal
contract support cost requests is delegated to the IHS Area Directors or hisiher designee. "Te
area recommendations are forwarded to IIS Headquartcrs, Division of Financial Management
(DFM). Area negotiated CSC requests are submitted to the Division of Financial Management
(DFIA), IHS Headquarters where they are reviewed for consistency and compliance with CSC
policy and statute.

Isn't it fair that tribes would have the perception, as we do too, that despite the Division of
Financial Management's best efforts, it sees its job as being to pay out as little as possible,
rather than to objectively negotiate tribal contract support cost needs on a consistent basis
regardless of the size of the final bill?

It Is not the position ofthe Division of Financial Management (DFM) nor the IRS to "pay out as
little as possible" in tribal CSC. The standards against which CSC is determined are based in
statute and are developed in IRS policy with the active participation and consultation of tribes. It
is the responsibility of the DIM to assure th. negotiation of final tribal CSC pursuant to statute
and IRS policy is done in a fair, consistent, and equitable manner.

In fact, wasn't the negotiation of contract support cost needs at one time handled by the
Office of Tribal Programs?
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Answer:

The Office of Tribal Program had responsibility for the CSC policy development and oversight of
area CSC negotiation from 1991 until 1996 when the oversight function was transferred to
Division of Financial Management (DFM) as a part of the headquarters restructuring. The
primary responsibility for negotiating tribal contract support cost requests has always been carried
out by the Area Directors or his/her designee. Area negotiated CSC request. are submitted to the
DFM where they are reviewed for consistency and compliance with CSC policy and statute.

* On the need for full contract support cost-

Tsn't it true that in the ten years studied by the General Accounting Qffice, your agency
has never, even once, included in the Presidents budget for full funding for couiract
support costs?

Answer:

Domestic spending limits under which the President's budget request is proposed does not allow
the Adrmnistration to request full funding for all the critical needs faced by all IRS funded
programs, including CSC. Adihtistration fully supports the tribal contracting and compacting
under the Indian Self I)etenination Act (ISDEA) and recognizes the importance of contract
support cost in achieving self determination. The IHS and tho Department of Health & Human
Services work closely with tribes to establish annual budget priorities which balance all the health
care priorities with the necessary costs of providing ba.ic health care services, During this
process.- the CSC program budget, which is less than a tenth of the overall IHS budget, receives
priority consideration in the allocation of the proposed increase. The FY 2000 Presidcnt's Budget
requested a 17% increase over FY 1999 for CSC, more than double the 8% increase proposed for
IHS as a whole. This increase reflects the importance that the Administration attaches to contract
support costs and the promotion of Indian self-determination contracting and compacting. In
addition, the IS always advises the Congress of the full CSC requirement through the
appropriations committee hearing process pursuant to Section 106 (c). P.L. 93-638, as amended.

0u ~Ulim,

Tsn't it true that If, as you state, IRS programs themselves are terribly underfunded, you
only make matters worse for tribes by shorting them on contract support costs, since the
GAO tclis us the result is that tribes iust chop down those underfunded programs even
further to make up for the contract support cost shortfall?

We are aware of what the GAO Report says about the adverse impact tribes bear as a reult of
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CSC shortfalls. The GAO findings are consistent ,,vth the testimony tribes and the IHS have
provided to the Congress in the PasL As evidenc of this, pages S and 6 of the IHS "Report to
Congress on Contract Support Cost Funding in Indign Self Determination Contracts and
Compacts", May 1997, discuss "The Impact of Not Funding CSC Shortfall".

Question,

Why Is it nMIS policy to pemalize tribes in this way - tribes are trying to help IS's mission
by taking over th operation of these programs themselves?

The fact that IHS has not been able to fully fund the CSC estimates is the not the result of a policy
to penalize tribes; it is the consequence or'op:rating in the tightly constrained federal fiscal -
environment. As a result, the Agency has only been able to fund part of the identified piorities
(like medical infation, pay costs. contraL:t health sctviccs & CSC) associated with the provision of
basic health care services by 114S and Tndian tribes based on the available annual appropriation.

e In your testimony you say that 'HS has "made strides with Tribes" "to explicitly state that
contract support cost funding is subject to appropriations".

question:

But isn't it true Dr. Trujillo that tribes do not- agree with that position, that they view full
contract support cost funding as a legal obligation, and that the courts have consistently
agreed with the tribes?

The IRS has consistently stated that contract support cost funding is subject to appropriations. It
is true that there are various interpretations by tribes as to what this means. For example, we are
working with tribal representatives to include authorizing language in S. 979, the Tribal Self-
Governance Amendments of 1999, to explicitly state that contract support funding is subject to
appropriations and that funds are not to be reduced to other IS programs and activities to pay
contract support costs. The IHS rciognizes that individual tribes may continue to believe
contract full support cost funding is a legal obligation despite the "subject to appropriations"
proviso.
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DMSION Oi F ANCIAL MANAGEMENT QUESTIONS

(Carl Fitzpatrick)

Basic fairness in this setting suggests to me that when a tribe proposes a certain amount of
contract support costs, the parties will negotiate and eventually IHS wlU make a decision I
should think IHS would actually rmake a decision in writing. explaining how and why it
disagreed with the tribe and came up with a di'erent number. I should think HIS would
also provide an appeal. In fact, I thought all this was required by the Act.

QuestIonD

So my question Is this: Tf you agree that this is fair and right and legally required, why has
IRS this ycsr not furnished tribes with these simple pieces or iironnation?

Answer-

Tht Agency agrees that the tribes should receive an explanation o' why and how their CSC
allocation was arrived at by Headquarters. The Division of Financial Management (DFM) and
Office of Tribal Programs (OTP) have worked closely with the tribes through the Indian Health
Service Area Offices during the entire contract support cost review and approval process for FY
1999. The Arca Offices have been communticating with the tribal organfizations within their
respective Areas to assure thtt the tribes are aware of adjustments to their requests throughout
the entire review process. Due to the complexity of some negotiations and policy decisions being
considered by the Agency, the FY 1999 allocation was made in 2 payments. The initial allocation
was made on April 16, 1999 at which time the attached memo was sent to the area directors with
instructions "to consult with each tribe with information which is consistent with the amounts
contained" in the advice of allotment transmitted by the mermo. Upon completion of the final
allocation, the Area offices will provide individual tri worksheets that will indicate the
adjustment(s) and the reason for the adjustment along with are ration of the appeal process as
identified in the IHS Circular 96-04.

OuestioT-:

l'ribes tell me that they don't know where they stand, If there requests have been knocked
down, and if so on what basis, and that they have nothing from which they can take an
appeal Don't you owe each tribe a straightforward letter saying why you paid them
nothing?

60-802 99-4
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As stated above, each tribe will receive a letter from their respective Area Director advising them
of the outcome of the distribution of the entire S35M. This letter will also contain a full
explanation of thc allocation and the method used to determine each of their amounts Tis will
be in addition to the information provided in the attached April 16. 1999 memo when the first
distribution occurred.

Ouieatlnnl:

Isn't it true that many tribes never received even the limited summary information the
Once of Tribal Programs seut to the Area Offi, is explaining your first round of payments
from the S35 million account because the Areas were not instructed to advise all tribes?

The summary information explaining the allocation of the initial CSC distribvcion vas provided to
Il-S Area Offices tr dissemination to tribes under the attached April. 16, 1999 memo which
instructed the areas to "take immediate action to amend the Annual Funding Agreements and
consult with each tribe with the information which is consistent with the amounts" ct oicted in the
Advice of AlIotment which was attached ios the memo. This same information was concurrently
provided directly to tribes in Area and National meetings. The fact that many tribes contacted
headquarters to ask numerous follow up questions concerning the content of the allocation
infonnation also confirms receipt of this information by tribes.

* On page 11, subparagraph (iv) of IHS Circular 94-04, it states that at the end of the
second paragraph that once a Tribe and its local Area Office complete their contract
support negotiations, only items remaining in "dispute" go to your office for resolution

N/Ouestion:

Why this year has your offiet violated this policy by rejected items that had been agreed at
the Area and Tribal levcl, and requiring Tribes to renegotiate agreed contract support
requirements?

This is the third year that tlh Division of Financial Management (DFM) has had the responsibility
to review ISD requests. The review of lSD requests is not a unilateral perogative of the Area
Offices. The Area cannot commit or obligte funds to a Tribe for which they have never.rccaved
a CSC allocation. The allocation of CSC to an Area Office does not occur until such-einle as the



ISD request is approved by Headquarters. This process was deliberately established to assure that
CSC is allocated equitably, consistently, and within die funding established by the IHS Services
Appropriation and Congressional Directives and earmarks. To allow funding decisions to be
made on a decentralized basis would jcopardize the integrity of the appropriation as well as equity
and consistency orthe IHS contract support cost policy.

Question: Why has the OMce orFinancialNMsragete, t bee discriminatory
against programs on the llS "queue," by applying to them a different rule
regarding direct contract support costs than has been applied to all other programs?

The Division of Financial Management has not discriminated against any program on the I-S
queue. All funds for CSC are allocated to tribal organizations operating under Title I and IU of
the Indian Self Determination Act, as amended, The review of the Indian SelfDetermination
(ISD) requcsts by Readquarters staff is conducted using the CSC policy contained in Circular 96-
04, April 12, 1996. The review is made to assure that equitable funding of'the ISD request is
accorded ull tribes and that the eventual funding of the ISD request is in accordance with the CSC
p,'ovisions contained in Section 106, P.L. 93-638, as amended. In summary, each LSD request is
re -cwed to determine that:

(I)requcsted start-up costs and pre-award costs are eligible for funding under the statute;

(2)direct contract support cost requests arc not duplicative of program funds provided under
Section 106(a)(1);

(3)the indirect cost calculation is applied to the proper bise.using the rate established by the
Office of Inspector General, Department ofTterior:

(4)consideration has been applied for the transfer of tribal shares that represent duplicative
administrative costs.

We understand that some tribal organizations might feel that their costs are all legitimate and
should be eligible for total funding as reflected in their ISD request. Disallowance of expenses not
in conformance with Section 106(a)(2) and (3) or the CSC policy that way developed in
consultation with the tribes should not be icrpieted as discriminatory. I-S has reviewed
approximately 223 ISD requests in FY 1999. If some ineligible cost was inadvertently funded,
howcvcr, this would be unintentional and when discovered, action would be taken to disallow the
amount. Likewise, if a claimed cost was denied during the revicw cyrce, and a tribe found with
swbstantiating documentation that the H1S was in error and requested a reconsideration, an
adjustment would be made in the allocation to correct the initial 1IM detemrination.
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Isn't it true that IS Circular 96.04 remains In place and hasn't bwe dianged or
repealed?

The IHS Circular 96-04 remains in place and is being adhered to for the determination of CSC
requirements. The allocation process described in the Circular has bee replaced in favor of'a
process recotrunendcd by the tribes as a re.4ult of consultadon and Congressional guidance over
allocation of the FY 1999 CSC increase of $35 million.

If so. shouldn't it be applied consistently to all contracted programs?

The Division of Fiiancial Management has applied the policy consistently to all TSD request% that
were reviewed in FY 19Y)9.
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The Niccosu ee Tribe firmly believes that the Congress should encourage tbe to take
control of programs that would otherwise be operated by federal bureauzrats in Wubinaton. The
best way to encourage this devolution of power to tbe local level is to fully fud the contract
support costs necessuy for trib s to assume responsibility for these programs without being
forced to divert limited program Aunds to administrative oasts which sael-datarmination requires
but which the government would not incur in Its direct operation of the progma

We understand that there may be budgetary reasons that hinder the ability of Congress to
fully fund contract support as quickly aises would like to take control of additional federal
programs. Eve so, it is simply not acceptable to respond to this situation by bringing the policy
of Indian self-determination to a halt, u was done this year, and is proposed to be done next ?,Wr.
There are far less drconian methods vilab

For example, attached to this statement is a proposal to ten'porarily require tribes to
provide the IS and BIA with notice of their antlcipe.ed contract support requlremnts two yeas
in advance of payment (instead of the current 90-day notice period). Tribes would have the
option to contract before the end of the two-year note period, but they would do so without any
right or csimto contract support during that period.

This two-year notice period would have several major benefits:

(1) It would allow the process of self-determination to move forward, since additional
contracting would be permitted.

(2) The two-year notice period would coincide with the bitd; , formulation period,
allowing both the agencies aM Congress to better plan tor funding these costs.

(3) Since very little additional contract support funding would be required until FY 2002,
Congress would )rve two years to clean up the existing contract support shortlfa
before new requirements are added.

(4) It would allow time for a negotiated rulemaking committee Qanguage for which is
also attached) to examine the present system and develop lon-term improvements In
the system If they are necessary to assure falmss and to eliminate obstacles to the
achievement of the &'.%ds of the Act. Such regulations would provide consistent
standards for both MS1 and Interior and would be designed to ensure both equity and
reliability.

We believe this proposal addresses Congress' concerns about funding the current system,
while preserving the overall policy ofIndian Self-Determination. We have had a good
experience under Tlde I of P.L. 93-63 8, and we support the right of other tribes to exercise the
ume rights which we have under the Act to administer federally funded program for their
people.We also object to the moratorium because it btr our plauu to expand our elf-
determination programs or to exercise rights under the Act to contract with agencis in the
Interior Department other than the BIA.

We think the present system is fair except for the failure of Congress to fird contract
support requirements in ful. However, if as we understa,, key Congressional figures feel that



the present system needs correction, we are not afrid to sit down with federal and tribal
representatives in a disciplined procedure under the Negotiated Rulemaking Act to thoroughly
explore the system and correct whatever needs to be corrected.

Our support for this approach is strengthened by the recent proposal of the Assistant
S¢e',tary, Indian Affirs, of a plan to "reform" contract support by making many BIA programs
which in the past have been contracted under the Act, not eligible for 638 contracts, thus denying
contract support funding for such programs. We strongly oppose this latest BIA proposal, which
was developed without consultation with tribes or even with the BIA staff most involved in this
matter, and which the BIA's own contract support study, dated June 1999, totally failed to
mention.

We also suggest a negotiated rulemaking because our recent experience in indirect cost
negotiations with the Inspector General indicates that there are aspects of indirect cost procedures
which require clarification to assure conformity with the Act and an efficient negotiationg process.
We have been negotiating for many months with the Interior Inspector General to finalize an
indirect cost rate for the 1998 contract year (which ended September 30, 1998). The delay is
partly due to the fact that the Inspector General put a moratorium on all negotiations early in
1998. Then the Inspector General took a position that legal fees in maintaining our position
before the board of Contract Appeals were not allowable costs. Our lawyers explained that they
are allowed under a specific provision of the Indian Self-Determination Act (section 106 (k)), and
the Inspector General has withdrawn its objection on this ground.

Nevertheless, the Inspector General now -lakes the position that this appeal only benefited
the BIA-funded programs operated by the Tribe ,.nd that, therefore, they cannot be charged to an
indirect cost pool that is funded by contracts other than self-determination contracts. This
position is directly in conflict with the facts since the underfUnding of our indirect cost budget has
a negative effect on all programs supported by that budget, not just on the BIA programs. The
Inspector General has told us that these costs are allowable but must be treated as "direct costs"
of the BIA programs, or must be funded from a separate indirect cost pool for BIA contracts.
However, BIA has a longstanding policy of not providing contract support funds to pay direct
costs, even those which, like legal fees, clearly qualify for contract support funding. We are
placed in a catch 22. These costs cannot be charged to the existing single indirect pool (according
to the Inspector General) and cannot qualify as direct (according to the BiA).

We are still negotiating with the Inspector General and it has made a proposal that we are
studying. That proposal would permit reinmbuirsement for these costs under a multiple indirect
cost rate system in which they would all be charged to the BIA. We also note that in his February
24, 1999, testimony before your Committee, Assistant Secretary Gover indicated that he is re-
examining the BIA policy of not paying direct costs from contract support funds He further
stated that he does not know the reason that policy was adopted. While we may be willing to
resolve this matter as proposed by the Inspector General, we view multiple rates as an
unnecessary complication in the process made necessary by the Inspector General's erroneous
insistence that our legal efforts to obtain all of the funds from BIA for indirect costs did not
contribute to the non-BIA programs which we administer which are supported by our indirect
costs pool. We recognize that this is a highly technical issue and our attorneys Bobo Dean or
Mike Roy would be glad to respond to any questions which you or your staff may have about it.
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Finally, we note that we have participated through our legal counsel in the development of
the NCAlN4ponsored Tribal Contract Support Report, which has been provided to your
Committee. We support the recommendations in that report that no further moratorium should
be imposed on the exercise of tribal rights under the Act, and that Congrersa should appropriate
sufficient funds to pay in full the negotiated Indirect costs and the direct "contract support" costs
of all tribes and tribal organizations operating self-determination programs under P.L. 93-638, as
amended.

We appreciated the opportunity of presenting the views of the Miccosukee Tribe and your
attention and that of your Committee, and urge that you work with others in the Congres to
address this remaining obstacle to ful implementation of the federal policy of tribal self-
determination.

d1.,o '- 1 l/k
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NOTICE PROVISION

Notwithstanding any other provisions of law, including but not limited to
section 106 of the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act (Pub. L.
93-638), during FY 2000 - FY 2002, neither the Secretary of the Interior nor the
Secretary of Health and Human Services shall pay or obligate the United States to
pay contract support funds for any new or expanded contract or compact based upon
a request submitted after July 1, 1999, except under the following terms and
conditions:

(1) the Indian tribe or tribal organization must provide the
Secretary of the Interior or the Secretary of Health and Human Services with
notice of its anticipated contract support requirement two years in advance of
payment for such costs;

(2) although an Indian tribe or tribal organization is entitled to
begir, contracting or compacting after the existing 90 day notice period, the
IndE~n tribe or tribal organization shall have no right, entitlement or claim to
any contract support funding for the new or expanded contract or compact
during the two year notice period;

(3) within six months after an Indian tribe or tribal organization
notifies the Secretary of the Interior or the Secretary of Health and Human
Services of its anticipated contract support requirement, the appropriate
Secretary shall conduct an initial negotiation with the Indian tribe or tribal
organization to determine the estimated amount that the Indian tribe or
tribal organization is eligible to receive for contract support costs;

(4) a final negotiation of the request will take place within two
years after the date of the initial notice by the Indian tribe or tribal
organization;

(5) the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary v2Health and
Human Services shall report updated estimates of contract support
requirements for the next two fiscal years to the applicable authorizing and
appropriations committees of Congress on each April 1 and October 1 after
October 1, 1999; and

(6) all funds available for contract support in FY 2000, FY 2001 and
FY 2002 shall be utilized by the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of
Health and Human Services to address the shortfall in contract support for
programs contracted or compacted, or requested to be contracted or
compacted, on or before July 1, 1999;

Provided, nothing herein shall diminish the right of an Indian tribe or tribal
organization to receive its full share of funds other than contract support funds as
otherwise provided in the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act.
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NEGOTIATING RULEMAKING PROVISION

Section 107 of the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act
(25 U.S.C. § 450k) is amended by adding a new subsection (0:

(f) (1) Notwithstanding any other provisions of law, including but not
limited to subsection (a), paragraph (1), the Secretary of the Interior and the
Secretary of Health and Human Services are authorized and directed to
promulgate regulations to govern the manner in which contract support costs
shall be calculated in accordance with the requirements of section 106(a)(2)
and 106(a)(5) and the manner in which funds for the payment of such costs
shall be distributed to tribes and tribal organizations.

(2) (A) Not later than 60 days after the date of enactment of this
Section, the Secretary of the Interior and Secretary of Health and
Human Services shall establish a negotiated rulemaking committee
pursuant to section 565 of Title 5, to promulgate such regulations as
are necessary to carry out this part.

(B) The Secretary shall adapt the negotiated rulemaking
procedures to the unique context of Self-Governance and Self-
Determination and the government-to-government relationship
between the United States and the Indian tribes to ensure that the
rulemaking committee represents the interest of diverse small,
medium and large tribes, large and small contractors, and tribes
operating under Title I, III and IV of this Act.

(C) A negotiated rulemaking committee established pursuant
-to section 565 of Title 5, to carry out this section shall have as its
members only Federal representatives of the Office of Management
and Budget, the Department of the Interior Office of Inspector General
and Office of the Secretary and DHHS Division of Cost Allocation and
tribal government representatives. The rulemaking committee shall
comply with the requirements of the Federal Advisory Committee Act,
P.L. 92-463, as amended; provided, however, that the committee shall
not be required to file its charter with the Administrator of General
Services before meeting or taking any action.

(D) The negotiations referred to in paragraph (a) shall be
conducted in a timely manner. Proposed regulations to implement this
part shall be published in the Federal Register not later than 180 days
after enactment of this Act and final regulations shall be published in
the Federal Register on or before January 1, 2001.

(3) The regulations promulgated under this subsection shall be
promulgated--

(A) in conformance with sections 652 and 553 of Title 5,
United States Code, and subsections (c) and (e) oethis section; and
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(B) as a single set of regulations in Title 25 of the Code of
Federal Regulations.

(4) The regulations so promulgated shall be designed to:

(A) provide for uniform rules and standards for the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Health and Human Services
concerning the determination and distribution of contract support
funds;

(B) provide for simplicity in both application and.
interpretation;

(C) be fair and equitable to all tribal contractors, with due
consideration for such differences as size and geographic location;

(D) permit prompt payment of contract support funding
without unreasonable delay beyond the date that performance
commences; and

(E) avoid unreasonable disruptions to existing tribal
programs based upon past practices and funding levels.

(5) Notwithstanding any other provision of law (including any
regulation), the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Health and
Human Services are authorized to jointly establish and fund such
interagency committees or other interagency bodies, including advisory
bodies comprised of tribal representatives, as may be necessary or
appropriate to carry out the provisions of this subsection.

(6) The regulations promulgated under this subsection shall govern
notwithstanding any other federal regulation, circular or guideline.

IDW FIPACA leg. 7.W
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DEFAETMKNT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES fo Lo~iM

August 6,1999

The Honorable Don Young
Chairman. Committee on Resources
House of Representatives
Washington. D.C. 20857

Dear Chairman Young.

This I in follow-up to the House Committee on Resources August 3, 1999 hearing on contract
support cost funding for Native Americans and Alaskan Natives. Thank you again for allowing
the Department of Health and Human Services to testify on this important matter.

During the hearing, Rep. Gibbons requested that the Department provide a full listing of those
tribes and tribal organizations with which HHS setw contract support cost rates. The testimony of
Mr. Richard Sullivan, Branch Chief, Cost Allocation Division, provided a partial list of these
tribal entities. Please find attached a more comprehensive list of those entities, and please note
that the Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians rate setting, which was included in Mr. Sullivan's
testimony, is no longer administered by HHS. We plan to correct this inadvertent error and to
include the comprehensive list when we receive the draft transcript fom the Committee asking
for corrections to the Department's testimony.

We are forwarding the ne response directly to Mr. Gibbons.

f Richard J. Tarplin
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REVISED LISTING OF ENTITIES CURRENTLY SUBJECT TO DCA RATE SETTING

Subject to OMB Cost Principles for State & local Governments

Kenaltze Indian Tribe AK
Mount Sanford Tribal Consortium AK
Ninlichik Village Tribal Council AK
Seldovia Village Tribe AK
Tanana IRA Native Council AK
Native Village of Eyak Tribal Council AK

Subject to OMB Cost Principles for Nonprofit Organizations

North American Indian Center of Boston, Inc MA
American Indian Community House, Inc NY

Eight Northern Indian Pueblos Council NM
Five Sandoval Indian Pueblos NM
Inter-Tribal Criuncil, Inc OK

Indian Board of Minneapolis, Inc MN
National Indian Youth Leadership Project NM
Assocation of American Indian Physicians OK
Milwaukee Indian Health Board, Inc WI

Eastern Aleutian-Tribes, Inc AK
Valdez Native Tribe AK

Alaska Native Health Board AK
Alaska Village Initiatives AK
Artic Slope Native Association, Limited AK
Council of Athabascan Tribal Government AK
Nome Community Center, Inc AK
Norton Sound Health Corporation AK
Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation AK
Aleutian-Pribiloff Island Association, Inc AK
Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation AK
Chugachmuit AK
Copper River Native Association AK
Kodiak Area Native Association. AK
Manlilaq Association AK
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Southeast Alaska Regional Health Consortium AK
Tanana Chiefs Conference AK
Valdez Native Tribe AK
Indian Rehabilitation, Inc AZ
Inter-Tribal Council of Arizona, Inc AZ
Native American Community Health Center, Inc AZ
Native Americans for Community Action AZ
Pima Prevention Partnership AZ
Pima Youth Partnership AZ

Berry CreekfMooretown Tribal Health Organizat CA
Consolidated Tribal Health Project, Inc CA
Inter-Tribal Council of California, Inc CA
National Native American Aids Prevention Cente CA
Riverside-San Bemadino County Indian Health, I CA
Sacramento Urban Indian Health Project CA
San Diego American Indian Health Center CA
Southern Indian Health Council, Inc CA

Council of Energy Resources Tribes CO

Inter-Tribal Council of Nevada, Inc NV

Native American Rehab Association of the NW OR
Northwest Portland Area Indian Health Board OR

Puyallup Tribal Health Authority WA
Seattle Indian Health Board WA
Small Tribes Organization of Western WashIngto WA
South Puget Intertribal Planning Agency WA
United Indians of All Tribes Foundation WA
Healing Lodge of the Seven Nations WA
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TESTIMONY OF
MARY V. THOMAS, GOVERNOR

GILA RIVER INDIAN COMMUNITY
BEFORE THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON RESOURCES

Washington, D.C.
August 3, 1999

INTRODUCTION

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. My name is Mary
Thomas and I am the Governor of the Gila River Indian Community. I am honored to have the
opportunity to represent the Gila River Indian Community before the Committee today to discuss
federal funding for contract support costs associated with health care and other community
service programs in Indian Country ("Contract Support Costs").

The Gila River Indian Community (the "Community") is located on 372,000 acres in
south central Arizona. Our Community is composed of approximatiy 23,000 tribal members,
13,000 of whom live within the boundaries of the Reservation. We have a young and rapidly
growing population that presents us with a variety of health care challenges, now and in the
future.

The Community provides preventive health and primary care services through its
Department of Public Health ("DPH") and the Gila River Health Care Corporation ("GR1, CC"
or "Corporation"). With minimal exceptions, the Community has operated all health service
programs on the Reservation under Indian Self-Determination contracts with the Indian Health
Service ("IHS") since fiscal year 1996. We also provide law enforcement, social services,
irrigation system construction and rehabilitation, and other community services under self-
determination contracts and self-governance agreements with the Bureau of Indian Affairs
("BIA") and the Bureau of Reclamation ("BOR").

We strive to operate well-managed and effective community service programs responsive
to our Community's specific needs. With respect to health status, we have a relatively young
and rapidly growing population, which suffers tremendously disproportionate rates of
debilitating chronic diseases such as diabetes and alcoholism. In fact, the World Health
Organization has found that our population has the highest incidence of type 2 diabetes mellititus
in the world. It will take working through at least one generation to move from the IHS model of
treating acute health conditions to a Tribally-based health prevention and maintenance model.
We believe this change can only be made through the continued efforts of our Community-
managed Department of Public Health and Health Care Corporation under adequately funded
self-determination contracts with the IHS. With respect to our BIA and BOR programs, we
similarly believe meaningful improvements can best be made by continuing to operate these
programs ourselves through our contracts and compacts with the BIA and BOR.
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It is appropriate that the Committee has asked the Community to testify today concerning
contract support funding. According to national statistics and our own experience, Contract
Support Costs can be expected to comprise approximately 25% of total program costs (see
accompanying graph). In the area of health care, however, as of today, our Health Care
Corporation, in its fourth year of operation, has received 56% of one year 's Contract Support
Costs, and no payment for its Contract Support Costs for its first three years. With respect to the
Community's ongoing self-determination and self-governance agreements with BIA, we receive
less than 100% funding for indirect costs and far less in Contract Support Cost funding. The
Community's experience speaks for itself in illustrating the shortcomings in the past federal
Contract Support Cost policy implementation and the unfortunate consequences of being in
exactly the wrong place at the wrong time as that policy changed at the IHS. We focus today
on our experience with contracting with the IHS as it illustrates the best and the worst of self-
determination policy.

The DPH has operated community service programs such as Public Health Nursing and
the Community Health Representatives program since as far back as 1985. In June of 1995, as
the Community was preparing to contract with IHS to assume operation and management of the
Community's Hospital and associated program and administrative functions, we submitted to
IHS a contract support request of $4 million. Because of the IHS practice of utilizing its first-
come first-served waiting list or "queue" for new and expanded unfunded self-determination
Contract Support Cost requests, our request was placed on the queue and we waited for funding.
Under this system. the Corporation operated for three years- with no contract support funding -
waiting to reach the top of the queue. If the system had continued without change and Congress
appropriated $7.5 million in FY99 as it had in recent years, the Corporation would have received
100% of its FY99 contract support need plus reimbursement for pre-award and start-up costs
incurred in prior years. We estimate the Corporation's cumulative unreimbursed Contract
Support Costs for FY96-98 at over $10 million. Each year we did not receive funding, we
continued to track our Contract Support Costs and refine our Contract Support Cost request.
Eventually our request made it close to the top of the IHS's queue and we would have been
funded at 100% in Fiscal Year 1999 if the queue system had continued as it was operated in
the past.

However, due to an estimated backlog of requests totaling approximately $60 million and
litigation over contract support shortfalls, the contract support funding situation reached crisis
proportions last year. Certain Members of the House Appropriations Committee vigorously
supported allocating limited contract support appropriations on a pro rata basis among all tribes
nationwide without regard to its effect on the underlying programs. Language attempting to
retroactively impose a "cap" on the amount of funds available for Contract Support Costs for
previous years was enacted as an appropriations rider, and a moratorium was imposed on any
new contracting. After a massive effort by tribal leaders and supporters in Congress, including
the Chairman and Members of this Committee, $35 million in new funding was included in the
FY99 IHS appropriation to begin to address the shortfall. The language requiring pro rata
distribution was eliminated but the cap, moratorium, and limitation on past contract support
payments remained in place. The Committee Report which accompanied the appropriation made
clear that the Committee believed the "queue" system was inequitable and directed the IHS to

2
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work with tribes to find a sustainable solution for addressing the perceived inequity and the
contract support needs of all tribes contracting with IHS.

At the same time, the General Accounting Ornce ("GAO") and National Congress of
American Indians ("NCAI") initiated independent efforts to examine the shortfalls it. contract
support funding at the IHS and BIA, and to propose recommendations or alternatives to the
current funding systems.

Distribution of IHS Contract Support Funding in FY99

Immediately following final action on the IHS's FY99 appropriation, the IHS and NCAI
convened meetings to consult with tribes concerning how the contract support funding for FY99
should be distributed, and to discuss policy changes for the future. This process required the IHS
to finalize all contract support requests on the queue, and in general to determine the status of all
tribes' contract support shortfalls. We commend the Office of Tribal Activities at the IHS, and
negotiators from the Office of Finance, for their efforts in gathering and substantiating a
tremendous amount of information in very short time frames. Further, this consultation process
required all participants to really think through the short and long-term effects of proposed
changes in the contract support system. We were impressed at the level of expertise brought to
this issue by those working in this area throughout Indian country.

For FY99, it is our understanding that the IHS has or will distribute FY99 contract
support funding so as to bring all tribes' contract support funding up to a "floor" of
approximately 71% of their total contract support need. Ongoing programs are funded based on
the amount they have historically received out of a pool of funds identified for recurring contract
support needs. Any shortfall is noted and may be paid out of a separate pool of funds made
available by Congress or IHS for such recurring shortfall. The $35 million increase is being used
to fund contract support requests on the queue to the extent a tribe's total contract support need -
taking into consideration ongoing contract support need and payments and new or expanded
contract support need - is below the "floor" of approximately 71%.

The Corporation's Contract Support Cost request for FY99 was approved by the IHS at
approximately $3.7 million. Of this amount, $790,000 is for previously incurred preaward and
startup costs. The balance, approximately $2.8 million, represents direct costs (including
indirect-type costs) which will be recognized by the IHS on a recurring basis so long as the
Corporation continues to incur these costs each year. Under the IRS' distribution methodology
for FY99, the Corporation expected to receive approximately 70% of its approved request, or
approximately $2.52 million.

In March of 1999, however, we learned that the IHS was considering legal
recommenddations from its Office of General Counsel ("OGC") that it not pay preaward and

startup costs incurred in prior fiscal years. The OGC opinion on this issue concludes that Section

314 of the FY99 Omnibus Appropriations Act prohibits use of any part of the $35 million
increase for prior years' preaward and startup costs. If the Corporation's preaward and startup-

costs are not reimbursed, the Corporation will lose an additional $790,000. This is in addition to

the $1.2 million the Corporation will not receive in FY99 under IRS's new distribution system.
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It is important to keep in mind that the funds we are not receiving are funds we would only use to
operate a federal program serving federal beneficiaries. It is only right that the federal
government pay the reasonable and prudent costs of running federal programs as the law
requires. The history of our program funding, unfunded contract support need and contract
support funding received is shown on the attached graph.

These preaward and startup costs were included in the shortfall amounts communicated
to the Committees during the FY99 appropriations debates and in the calculations upon which
the NCAI and IHS recommendations were based. It was clearly our (and other tribal
representatives) expectation that 70% of all approved Contract Support Costs - including
preaward and startup - would be paid in FY99. Congressman Hayworth and Chairman Young
sent letters to IHS Director Dr. Trujillo clarifying that it was congressional intent to pay tribes on
the ISD queue at least 70% of their contract support costs need, including prior years' preaward
and startup costs (see attached letters). And IHS reports that it did pay one prior year's startup
costs - FY98 - but is reluctant to pay other prior year costs. Despite correspondence and
repeated inquiries, we have been unable to get IHS to make a decision or provide a written
response on this issue. IHS's inaction on this issue is unacceptable and we seek the Committee's
help in remedying this inequity.

In addition to the preaward and startup costs, IHS is refusing to reimburse to us our
unreimbursed Contract Support Costs from FY96 through FY99 that total over $10 million.
While not directly involved, we are closely following the recently filed class action under which
we may be able to recover these costs.

Proposed Distribution of IHS's FY2000 Contract Support Funds

After working on distribution of the $35 million increase in FY99 contract support funds,
the IHS Contract Support Workgroup began consideration of policy changes in response to the
events of the FY99 appropriations debate and directives concerning contract support. The
workgroup deliberations have resulted in a proposed revised circular. At the outlet it is
important to note that the proposed new circular accepts less than full funding and then proceeds
to explain how the agency will distribute limited funds. It is not acceptable to us that the agency
presumes these costs will be permanently underfunded.

The circular divides contract support funding into three pools: (1) an ISD pool for new or
expanded contracts ("Pool 1 "); (2) a pool for the Contract Support Cost needs of ongoing
programs ("Pool 2"); and (3) a pool comprised of any additional funds available for shortfall
("Pool 3"). Perhaps the most significant aspect of the proposed change in policy is that the IHS
will now look at a tribe's total contract support need and funding whereas in the past the IHS has
considered only the tribe's contract support need associated with its new or expanded contract.
The ISD fund will be used to pay contract support needs associated with new or expanded
contracts at a rate as close to full funding as possible. A tribe's ongoing shortfall will not be paid
from ISD funds however. This method in essence seeks to bring tribes from the bottom up to as
close to full funding as appropriations permit.
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Other then IHS's refusal to pay our preawurd and startup costs and with the threshold
caveat that IHS can only do so much with less than full funding, we have not objected bJ most
of IHS's proposed new contract support policy. Of the options discussed, and if one accepts
contract support will not be fully funded, the new policy goes the farthest toward funding all
tribes' Contract Support Cost needs and moving towards total equity while minimizing
disruption to existing programs. We want to be assured, however, that once funded, o -: level
of funding will not be reduced unless Congress fails to appropriate a recurring level of funds.
Another absolutely critical aspect will be timely information gathering and inclu-Ln of tribes'
true future needs in IHS's budget requests. We do, however, object to annual -. cistributicn
within IHS Areas as we believe this favors some areas over others and would 1.k to see IHS
returfito timely national redistribution of contract support funds.

The success of the new policy will be largely dependent on adequate annual
appropriations to fund tribes' true contract support needs. Most fundamentally, we reject the
underlying premise of the IHS circular - that it is acceptable to have a regime where a tribe
contracts to operate federal programs for the federal government serving federal beneficiaries
without the minimally necessary funding to administer ,hose federal programs. This point is
especially important when compared to direct services provided by IHS that have full "Contract
Support Cost" funding.

NCAI and GAO Reports

Community representatives provided information to the GAO for its consideration in its
report and followed closely the work of the NCAI Contract Support Workgroup. We believe
each report makes a significant contribution to the ongoing debate and solution of contract
support issues.

NCAI Report. The NCAI Report provides a very thorough and well-written
documentation of the history and development of the current state of federal Indian Self-
Determination and contract support funding policy. We concur with its findings and wish to
emphasize our support for the following points.

The report emphasizes in several places the need for full funding of tribes' Contract
Support Costs. The report documents past failures on the part of the BIA to implement
grandfatheringg" or flat rates in large part because such changes were not accompanied by initial
full funding. The report also recognizes that in projecting future need, annual inflationary
increases must be added to the recurring amounts and that contract support requirements should
be included with all program increased and new initiatives. NCAI's recommendation that the
agencies continue to report fully to Congrcss tribes' contract support needs is crucial to obtaining
and maintaining full funding.

The report confirms that the indirect cost rate negotiation system has proved the most
workable in light of providing some uniformity for determining diverse tribal-needs. The report
further confirms the increases in contract support need are due to increased contracting and the
associated increase in contract support needs. We urge that the Administration and Congress
further acknowledge that these increases are legitimate and necessary costs of the federal policy
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of tribal self-determination. And it has been our experience that the benefits - in terms of
increased access, improved services and improved health status that come with the devolution of
federal authority to local tribal government - more than compensate for any marginal increase
in total program cost. This fact should be recognized to put in context the House Appropriations
Committees concern that increases in contract support re at the expense of program increases.
To the contrary, it is the underfunding of Contract Support Costs that comes at the expense of
programs, as tribes are compelled to divert program resources to cover the government's contract
support debt. As noted in the NCAI report, we believe that further development of the idea of
"benchmarking" should be made anJ that through such benchmarking, we may be able to
achieve greater consistency while preserving sufficient discretion to allow for tribes' diverse
needs and accounting systems.

GAO Report. We believe the ultimate value in the GAO report is thlg it confirms that
the contract support dilemma for tribes is real, that is, the failure to fully fund Contract Support
Costs adversely affects our local programs and our ability to efficiently administer them. The
report recognizes that this is a result the authorizing Committees have repeatedly sought to avoid
and eliminate in amendments to the Indian Self-Determination Act, and is absolutely counter to
successful implementation of self-determination policy. Also, importantly, the report validates
the longstanding tribal position that increases in Contract Support Costs are attributable to
increased contracting rather than uncontrollable increases in indirect cost pools and rates. In
fact, the report concludes tibes' rates have remained relatively stable over the last ten years at
approximately 25 percent. The report also clarifies some of the common misperceptions about
differing rates among tribes - an important point in dispelling the notion that some tribes
manipulate their rates or operate inefficiently.

Contrary to the GAO report's reluctance to make pred. tions about future Contract
Support Cost needs, however, we believe the stability in rates coupled with the agencies'
hopefully improved data concerning tribes' contract support needs should enable the agencies to
fairly accurately predict new contracts coming on line. In fact, we view it as a function of the
agencies to know and guide tribes through the initial contracting processes - this should include
working with tribes to include their future contract support needs in IHS's budget requests.

The GAO report further confirms thi'effect of shortfalls on tribal programs. The
documentation in the report mirrors our experience. Our Health Care Corporation's transition
from federal to Tribal operation required extensive development of administrative -personnel,
procurement, finance, information - systems and training. To function effectively and
efficiently, change is still underway and more is necessary to upgrade antiquated medical records
and information gathering systems which are absolutely critical in accessing information
concerning the number of patient visits, reasons for patient visits, and the number of visits per
diagnosis. The law requires and we were promised reimbursement for these items. After three,
almost four, years of operating with from none to just over 50 percent of our IHS approved
contract support need, the lack of contract support funding threatens the Corporation's financial
stability. We are faced with options such as reductions in services and limitations on our ability
to expand into other areas of health care delivery. The GAO report is useful in confirming the
effects of shortfalls on tribes. This information now needs to be taken seriously and used to
support the need for full funding to avoid these detrimental effects on our programs, and to
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recognize that some initial investment in our infrsmtcture is necessary to realize increased
administative efficiencies such as more effective patient referrals and maximizing billing of
thid party resource

And last, the GAO offers four alternatives for funding tribes' contract support needs.
Of these alternatives, we favor options one and four. The first option is to fully fund Contract
Support Costs. We believe this option, coupled with several of the recommendations in the
NCAI report, would meet both tribal and federal interest on this issue. For instance, with the
development of benchmaridng and revisions to OMB circulars recognizing cost and audit issues
unique to tribal operations, we believe a greater degree of consistency can be achieved so far as
the allowable items included in tribes' hndiret cost pools f.r operating similar prograns.
intertribal collaboration, such as our arrangement with the nearby Ak-Chin Indian Community,
should also be explored where feasible to reduce administrative costs and maximize economies
of scale. Accompanying these tribal efforts toward consistency and economy, the federal
government must recognize tribes' true costs of operating federal programs. Toward this end,
we encourage the BIA to revise policies that ignore or dilute its responsibility for known costs,
such as BIA's failure to pay direct Contract Support Costs and dilution of its responsibilities for
indirect costs attributable to BIA programs as in the Ramah case.

We also support further development of option 4. which isto incorporate contract support
into tribes' program budgets - essentially consolidating, "grandfathering", or "base budgeting"
contract support and program funding. We strongly believe, however, for this option to be
successful, the amount of contract support consolidated in -the first year must be full funding of
contract support need. There also must be provision for annual increases in the consolidated
amount tied to a nationally recognized inflationary.index, and some provision for administrative
increases tied to significam program increases. With these provisions, we believe option 4 offers
considerable potential toward meeting tribal and federal concerns. Our Health Care Corporation
is an ideal candidate to demonstrate the potential success of Option 4, and we would be pleased
to continue to work with the Committee on such a demonstration.

SUMMARY

In summary, the following are the beliefs and recommendations of the Gila River Indian
Community:

* Contract Support Costs for IHS and BIA programsineed to be funded at the 100% leveL

" As our own experience indicates, inadequate funding of Contract Support Costs results in
funds being shifted ftom direct service provision to support.

" Past attempts by IHS and BIA to equitably diutribut* patial Contact Supprt Coats have
not worked 4nd have in fact caused harm to the Gila River Indian Community contracted
programs by reducing our Fiscal Year 1999 Contract Support Cost award by S790,000.

" Current attempts by IHS and BIA to develop new, 'fairer" policies for distributing less
than full funding for Contract Support Costs ar. built on the wrong premise and represent
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just a band-aid solution; they do not solve the underlying problem, which is a lack of full
funding.

* The GAO report on Contract Support Costs was an objective report with supportable
recommendations. We support recommendations 1 and 4: full funding for Contract
Support Costs, and incorporating these costs into contract program budgets.

a We would be willing to participate in a pilot program that implements a combination of
GAO recommendations 1 and 4.

9 There must be a single, consistent federal policy dealing with Contract Support Costs that
applies to any and all self-determination/self-governance contracting by tribes.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the Gila River Indian Community believes strongly that full Contract
Support Cost funding is necessary to continue paving the road to self-determination that the
Congress outlined and that we have been traveling for almost 25 years now. In our health
programs, we have directed the maximum amount of resources into direct patient care and
specifically toward the worst health problems facing our Community. With our BOR program,
we have made more progress toward a functioning water delivery system in the four years we
have operated under a self-governance agreement than under past federal operation. In law
enforcement, we have a more stable and reliable police department than when we relied upon the
BIA to operate it. We ask that you help us preserve and continue the success of our self-
governance by committing to contract support policies that first acknowledge our contract

• support needs as legitimate and necessary and then fully fund these needs.

As our experience with the IHS shows, the past contract support policy has served to
penalize us for contracting. We contracted with the hope of reversing the reductions in services
we experienced in the early 1990s when the IHS budget failed to keep pace with inflation and
other cost factors. After four years of minimal federal Contract Support Costs, however, we are
facing the harsh reality of imposing service reductions ourselves to cover necessary but unfunded
administrative costs and infrastructure improvements. Full funding of Contract Support Costs
will help Congress achieve its stated goal of "supporting and assisting Indian tribes in the
development of strong and stable tribal governments," able to operate programs at a pa with
other federal agencies. Tribes have repeatedly proven that the self-determination framework
created by Congress can build tribal administrative capacity, reduce federal bureaucracy, and,
frost importantly, improve the quality of life of tribal members.

As both the GAO and NCAI reports confirm, the current contract support system is sound
in that the costs incurred are reasonable and legitimate, and necessary to prudently administer
federal programs at the local level. Now it is time to rake the funding part of the system work
by doing whatever is necessary in the appropriations system to assure these federal obligations
are fully paid each year. We can refine the system through benchmarking and other efforts
aimed at consistency and economy.
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-Our contracted programs have suffered from years of less-than- 100% funding for the
necessary Contract -Support Costs. Gila River has been patient, hoping that with appropriate
funding and guidance from the Congress and consistency of application by BIA and IHS, that the
Contract Support Costs crisis could be resolved. As you are aware, other tribes, whose patience
has run out, are mowing beyond Congress and into the courts to seek remedies to this problem.
If there is not a tirrely solution by Congress and the Administration in the area of Contract
Support Costs, we may likewise be forced to seek judicial help.

In these times of significant budget surplus, we encourage the federal government, in
fulfillment of its legal responsibility, to commit to fully funding and supporting Contract-Support
Costs.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity and honor
of testifying today on this issue on vhich basic support for our community service programs
depends. We thank you for your past support and look forward to continuing to work with the
Committee as it deliberates over a sustainable solution to contract support issues.
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receiving oontact~ ma supotooc t Ilidla oo fzibes *a are ams oque t

As you know. %m an deeomewmad asm dois in hindn Or Is~Nei" Ameria bumlt
cue. Chasman Young wrote YOU a Wow anc d&dec an Octoe 9, exprad"n tde Views of
te Alaska dolegasloa on this ubjeoctw muf %*in %ai spnooe for sampomla

ths proposal would not result in Ies tha 70% SAwd~og of~w cosuo su cnam %r those
program in the quota lst. BNsed as t wmtadng we wen Aul* rpott o(Chaimum
Young's proposal. We urge you to adop Ns proposal as the House pouition ontl issue.

Thank you for your coralderstion of owr quest.

SiiecYoung,

cc: Hous Mqsoety Whip Tomn Waay
Spadea Nevt Gingrich
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ConmmsS ot the mnfttb *tat
loome o( Iregstntatibes

sMkipe. 1D 205t5
- April 1, 1999

Dr. Michael Trujillo
lirecror .

Indian Health Service
Parkiawn Building
5600 Fishers Ln.
Rockville, Maryland 20857

D= Dr. Trujillo:

While I applaud your ollico's commitment asd etrOrts in trying to disbune the 135 million in
fontrm-t support cut (CSC) funding Congress appropriated in Fscal ye 1999 (F'Y 99), [ am also

writing to you to vuiuie my sm opposition to any change in the distribution methodology IN=n
the National Congress of Anrican Indiana (NCAf) working group's recommendatios.

It is my understanding that tho Deparonent ofJustice baa raccnlly recommended that the Indian
Health Service (1 18) not include pre-award ad start-up costs infrmd by tribes in the
distributing ot FY 9')9 CSC Nld. For EHS to change the distribution methodology &om the
NCAI recommendations, especially *t months of discussions with the NCAI working group to
address tribal, congressional and IHS concerns, would only servu to adveurmly affect tribes'
leu mata expectiuns.

As you cuan see from the attchcd letters, I joined severall of my colleagues in endoruing a plan to
appropnuw the $35 million for tho [SD queue in CSC funding so that tribes would not receive
lcs than 70 percva qrnJ'i Il offimnig agreed upoa hew thsat tribe and the .0. A you
will recall, this understanding was shared by t" Administration. OMB, Senate MajorMty Leader
Trunt Lott. Senate Appropriation Chairm-an Ted Stavons, House Rasotess Committee Chaiyman

Don Young, I fouse Majority Whip Tom DeLay, the NCA, the Conoesioa Native American
CUucus, and many others.

Congressional intent was to cmrmo that the many ribes on die ISD queue, sume of them waiting f
funding f"o many year would mocive at least 70 percent of there total CSC flhnding seeds in VY
99, including pr-m yer pee-award and *tart-up coatL Failing to do so would meitusly uncdermine

the integrity ofrthe apprP11100i8ti PCOCCI

In a cordance with all laws, reglaguu, and agency policy, I urge you to accept the NCAJ

working group's reoamewndatona Thank you fur your attention to this matt", and plase
accept my best regtrsl. d


